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The Bulletin of the European Communities gives details every
month (eleven numbers per year) of the activities of the Commission
and of the other Community institutions. lt is edited by the
Secretariat of the Commission of the European Communities(rue de la Loi 200, 1040 Brussels) in the official languages of the
Community and also in Spanish.
Reproduction of the text is authorized on the condition that the
source is indicated.
ln order to facilitate consultation of the Bulletin in the different
language editions, the texts are numbered according to the following
systemr the first figure indicates the part, the second the chapter
and the last two indicate the different points in the chapters.
Ouotations should be presented, therefore, in the following
manner: Bull. EC 1-1974, point 2108.
The Supplements are published separately as annexes to the
Bulletin. They include the official texts of the Commission (com-
munications of the Council, reports, proposals) of the documents
published under the double responsibility of the Council and of
the Commission. The Supplements are not published in Spanish.
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1. Negotiations
with the African,
Ca ribbea n
and Pacific countries
1101. Further headway was made in April in
the negotiations berween the Community and the
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries (ACP).
The negotiations, opened at Ministerial level
during a Conference in Brussels on 25 and
26 July 1.973,' bear on the nature of agreements
which from 1 February 1975 could govern rela-
tions berween the nine Community States and
forty-th-ree countries iu Africa, thb Caribbean
and the Pacific. The possible naflre of such
future relations was described in a Memorandum
submitted by the Commission to the Council on
9 April 1.973;
After a meeting in October 1,973' to organize the
proceedings the initial stage of the acnral nego-
tiations ran from 21 November to 14 December
1,973;
The second stage
1,102. The EEC-ACP negotiations entered
their second stage in mid-January and went on
until 6 February 1974. At this point they were
interrupted at the request of the ACP countries
who wanted to conduct Ministerial consultations
between themselves.
The consultations took place in Addis Ababa
(Ethiopia) from 20 to 22 February 1974. The
outcome was a restatement of the resolve of all
the forry-three States concerned to resume nego-
tiations with the Community in order ro come to
arrangements which would protect the inrerests
of their peoples in the realms of uade, and
economic, financial and technical cooperation.
The negotiation proceedings were resumed on
11 March, and at a meeting of the Comminee of
Ambassadors on 27 March 1,974 the ACP coun-
tries announced their position. They consoli-
dated their unity by deciding to form in future
only one group at the negotiationsl moreover,
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I Bull. EC7/8-1973, points 1101 to 1105.2 Supplement l/73 - Bull. EC.I Bull. EC 10-1973, points 2310 and 23'1,7.a Bull. EC 72-1973, point 2307.
the positions taken up to now by the Ambassa-
dors were confirmed during the negotiations by
the Ministers.
For its part the Commission laid before the
Council a report summarizing the main consider-
ations involved in the negotiations and propos-
ing additional negotiatory Directives. Except
for the Directives concerning the definition of the
special system for certain products of the ACP
countries in order to facilitate their access to
Community markets, and which the Council is
still considering, the proposed negotiating Direc-
tives were adopted by the Council at the close of
its meeting of 1 and 2 April and the subsequent
proceedings of the Permanent Representatives.
Overall assessment of the negotiations
and positions adopted
1,103. The Commission stressed the crucial
significance of the negotiations which by means
of new formulae for cooperation within a real
parmership could lead to close ties for Europe
with all of these countries. The degree of con-
sistency and unity displayed by the forty-three
ACP counuies shows more clearly than any
other token their resolve to gain posiiive results.'
They intend to make economic cooperation the
keynote of their future relations with the Com-
munity with the aim of promoting their indepen-
dence and economic development; against this
broader bacl<ground they set great store on
indusuial cooperation. In showing agreement
with this concept and this objective, the Com-
munity recalled that its initial proposal to nego-
tiate a 'global agreement' had been made in the
same direction.
Bull. EC 4-1974
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Development of the negotiations
1,1,04. The negotiations so far have revolved
around nvo main issues: uade and financial and
technical cooperation. The outcome up to now
has been positive with progress made on maior
points, in line with the present Directives.
A consensus of agreement is emerging, in partic-
ular over uade, with regard to the f.ree access to
Community markets for the bulk of ACP expors
and regarding most of the rules of origin; there is
also broad agreement on financial and technical
cooperation with respect to the main features of
aid programming, organization and adminisua-
tlon.
On other issues, considerable divergence of out-
look is to be seen. In some cases, rescrutiny or
consolidation will be required for further worth-
while discussion. !7ith this in mind, the Com-
munity has sought and obtained additional
nesotiatorv Directives. On the uade side thev
.oil..rn mbre flexibility in the rules of origin anJ
consideration for the interests of the ACP coun-
tries both in the mounting of Community prol
grammes for harmonizing laws on non-tariff
barriers and within the compass of the Commun-
ity's commercial policy towards non-Member
Siates. The Directives should also facilitate dis-
cussion of the question of ACP countries'export
revenue on certain commodities.
On industrial cooperation the Commission is
empowered to disCuss basic provisions for the
furure agreement.
For financial and technical cooperation the ad-
ditional Directives authorize the Commission to
continue its work on a broader base with respect
to the parmer States sharing in the various
processes of cooperation and also authorize it to
embark on discussion of general criteria which
can be considered in setting the amount and
conditions of aid.
Bull. EC 4-1974
Timetable of the negotiations
1,105. It is all the more urgent for these
various matters to be discussed further in so far
as many other important questions remain to be
tackled at a later stage.
The Commission and the ACP countries empha-
sized the need to meet the demands of the
deadlines: the ACP countries have scheduled the
next round of Ministerial talks for June 1.974 in
Dakar and the next discussion benveen Heads of
State or Government for mid-June in Addis
Ababa; the Yaound6 Convention, the Arusha
Agreement and the temporary arrangements con-
ceining trade berween the 'Associables' and the
th'ree new Member States will all expire on
31, lanuary L975.
!7ith an eye on these dates a speeded up work
schedule for the joint working parties was agreed
a.nd adopted by the ACP and Community delega-
uons.
2. Scientific and
technical information
and management
of information
Three-year action plan
1,201. Having prepared action programmes or
defined guidelines in a number of very different
areas including agriculture, industry and technol-
ogy, energy, social action, scientific policy and
transport the Commission drew up 'a Commun-
ity action plan for scientific and technical infor-
mation and documentation'.
The plan, the first of is kind, was the subject of
a Communication adopted by the Commission
on 9 Apnl1974. Preparation of this th,ree-year
plan (1975-1977) follows on the Resolutions
adopted by the Council in June 7971 and
lanuary 7974. Its content has already been
welcomed by the national experts represented on
the Committee for Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation and Documentation (CIDST).
The purpose and conception
of an action plan
1,202. Scientific information, a token of the
high intellecnral potential of is population, is
one of the latest major resourc€s in the hands of
the Community. The arrival of powerful tech-
nological tools, pafticularly the iomputer, has
already enabled part of this informadon to be
channelled through the creation of information
systems covering certain sectors or disci-
plines. Unhappily, most of these systems have
been more often than not crearcd in proportion
to the demand and therefore with no cobrdina-
tion. This has resulted in a iumbled situationfull of gaps and duplications ind which vividly
highlights the sheer necessity of a coordinated
policy.
Managing at European level the resources in
scientific and technicsl information intended to
meet social needs has for some years now always
8
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been one of the maior concerns of the Commun-ity. Already on 24 lune 1971the Council act-ing on a Commission Proposal has passed a
Resolution on creating a European network for
scientific and technical information and doc-
umentation. It was not possible at the time to
define what the network-would'acnrallv be or
how it would be accomplished;'since then the
Commission together with the Committee for
Scientific and Technical lnformation and Doc-
umentation (CIDST) has been conducting svste-
matic studiei which, when it has obtairied the
opinion of the Committee on Scientific and
Technical Research (CREST), will enable it to
send the Council the detailed acrion plan (with
the relevant budgetary options) approved on
9 April by the Commission.
The action plan which covers the period
7975-1977 anticipates that the management of
scientific, technical and social information will
next year move into a highly active phase.
To accomplish successfully the Commission's
tasks in carrying out the plah appreciably greater
resources than before will be needed.
The Commission Proposals are naturally based
on the main guidelines recommended in the
Resolution of June 1971.
Firsdy, sectoral systems now being prepared or
undqr study will have to be implementtd more
swifdy, at the same time ensurihg that existing
systems still work'properly, largely by meens oI
supporting proiects deriving from industry.
The steady build-up of the European scientilic
and technical information n tt ork will form the
second line of action which the Commission
intends to undertake in dose collaboration with
Member States' national authorities.
Beside this the Community will have to make a
strenuous diive to develop modern techniques
for channelling the scientifit and technical inior-
mation, an effort to be shared by the JRC's Ispra
Bull. EC 4-1974
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establishment, and to find solutions to problems
specifically European, such as the language
problem; supporting proiects will also cover the
uaining of specialists and the instruction of
users.
The substantial sums envisaged for carrying out
the plan (12231000 u.a.) will be appropriately
allocated according to the nature and value of
proiects and programmes. In most cases
inducement or suppoft credit is anticipated to
Europeanize systems already running at national
level thus enabling them to serve the entire
Community. In other cases this credit will be
used to finance development or study contracts
to be made with Member States' companies or
institutions. The Commission acnrally intends
to make the most extensive possible use of
Member States' experts and specialists to mount
and carry out its action plan.
Implementing sectoral systems
1203. Close scrutiny of the three main head-
ings of the Commissionns Proposals reveals that
the first one which deals with sectoral systems
extends over most of the major scientific and
technical fields which are focal poins of Com-
munity concern:(a) nuclear energy and metallurgy (already
operational systems);(b) several aspects of agiculture, including
research;(c) environmentl(d) bio-medical information;(e) education and teaching;(0 data banks on materials;(g) energy;(h) technology of modern Eansporr media;(i) technology of nutrition and food;(i) water resources;(k) scientific and technical policy, etc.
Bull. EC 4-1974
Building up a European network
12M. The development or creation of systems
will pay the closest attenrion to the needs of the
network. Its installation will entail prepararory
and technical studies, some pilot prolicts^ and thle
preparation of initial adminiitrative softwear.
There are already a number of information
systems now running in the Community on a
cooperative basis. Their methods and organiza-
tion will have to be studied together with the
technical side of their development and organiza-
tion to see how far users' needs are met. The
studies will moreover provide valuable lessons
on management of the nenrrork and on lavins
down a ioordinated policy on the chargin! oI
services. The studies will cover eighf main
poins:
(i) the economic implications of parameters
such as the processing of multi-based data by a
single system, the optimum volume of bases ind
the contours of the telecommunications network;
(ii) knowledge of the market, meaning the
number of users, the frequency of their require-
ments, and their reactions to services rendered,
etc.;
(iii) the optimum utilization of the nenuork, for
which it is planned to ser up a 'routing centre' to
which users regardless of speciality wbuld apply
and which would channel their requests to ihe
appropriate system. Operating initially on a
manual basis, the routing centre could eventually
be superseded by an entirely automated com-
plex;
(iv) the definition and creation of a stahdar-
dized interface between users and the system so
that the former can use a single language in
communicating with several different systems;
(v) the possibility of setting up a pilot telecom-
munications network for eventual integration
into the public system;
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(vi) finalization of an adequate procedure for
running the network. Because of its multi-
lingual, multidisciplinary and multinational
chiracter, the formulation of the directives
needed to run it will present highly intricate
problems;
(vii) definition and preparation of software for
managing the telecommunications system which
will enable working statistics to be obtained,
detect and record breakdowns, send out mes-
sages and handle the accounting operations, etc.;
(viii) the possibility of extrapolating experi-
ments to be made by evolving suitable software
and gradually installing adequate hardware; the
rental of linis to the PTT will initially be done
on a trial basis.
Since it is planned to make the maximum use of
systems now running or being installed and
whose value, for the network, has been recog-
nized, the action plan provides for extensive help
for them (documentation centres, data banks,
etc.) with the aim of making them compatible
with the European network and capable of
servicing the varied needs of users throughout
the Community. A special sofnvare will have to
be developed to connect the system computer
with the European nenvork and to augment its
memory capacity to enable it to reply to more
questions and the central complex will have to
be given the means to prepare iself to serve
additional users by means of microcards, sum-
maries, etc. in an easily accessible form.
Methodology and technology of information
1205. Beside theie acdvities and studies which
primarily have to do with specific and practical
operations, the action plan covers more general
projects on information methodology and tech-
nology, 'horizontal' projeas the value of which
will be spread over all the sectoral activities and
the nemork itself. They include the following:
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(a) the study and development of suitable mul-
tilingual systems, the various processes providing
automatic translations of texts, the comparison
of costs accruing to the various methods. This
is a problem of such size and complexity that it
dominates the thinking of the Community; an
all-out effort must be made to solve it either by
special research or by fostering the initiative
already taken within the member countries;
(b) the establishment of norms for the network
covering for instance the format to be used for
exchanging information and transmitting mes-
sages, and including bibliographical, lexicon and
filing references;
(c) study of operational methods and new
requirements in analysis and information
centres;
(d) the teaching and uaining of specialists and
insuuction of usersl
(e) the development of information technology,
meaning for instance the study of existing soft-
ware and an investigation of card-index systems
with the aim of tailoring them to the working
idiosyncrasies of the network.
In view of the range and complexity of all these
studies and projects, they cannot be accom-
plished stricdy within the scope of the Commis-
sion deparunents; an extensive appeal will be
made to Community companies and professional
experts who will find their efforts doubly
rewarding since, directly associated with an
undertaking crucial to the future of Europe, they
will at the same time be contributing solidly to
the advance of scientific information, the new
science. Obviously, only the closest collabor-
ation benveen national expefts will enable the
Commission to accomplish this immense task
successfully.
Bull. EC 4-1974
3. Introd uction
to the Third Report
on Competition
Policy*
1301. In what has become an essential and
regular part of the dialogue between the Eur-
opean Parliament and the Commission, this
repoft sums up developments in competition
policy in1973.
This was a year when th,ree new Member States
ioined the Community; as a result not only was
the field of application of the competition rules
extended.to countries in which major firms are
established but also, as a result of recruiting new
officials-from those Member States, the Commis-
sion's experience was considerably broadened.
The report is inevitably of a somewhat fragmen-
tary nature since it simply sets out the results of
a single year whereas the main lines of our
competition policy have been developing more
progressively and continuously than that, partic-
ularly as the Commission only gradually oudines
new approaches through its decisions in indi-
vidual cases.
The Commission Proposal on merger controlhas
akeady provoked extensive discussion between
the various European Institutions (especially
with the European Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee) and with trade associa-
tions and trade unions represented at Commun-
ity level.
Although the need for merger control has been
recognized and the broad lines of the Commis-
sion Proposal have been approved in principle,
certain objections have nevertheless been
raised. Criticisms are directed particularly at
the faa that advance control of mergers is
proposed, at the effecs of the Regulation on
other Community objectives, in particular
regarding employment and industrial policy, and
at the social protection of workers.
The Commission is convinced that the process
which has been set in motion will produce
balanced legal rules which will help to maintain
effeaive competition in the general interest of
the Community.
Bull. EC 4-1974
Third Report
* Attached to the Seventh General Report on the
Activities of the Communities.
The Commission will remain as active as ever in
applying Article 86 to mergers which constitute
abuses of dominant positions; in this it was
encouraged by the Council in the Resolution on
economic and monetary union adopted on 3 and
4 December, where the Member States were
invited to assist the Commission in carrying out
the economic and commercial research required
for the systematic implementation of futicle 86
of the Treaty. Likewise, in order to put a brake
on rising prices in the Community, the Council
has invited the Member States to apply the
provisions of their national law providing for
checks on abuses resulting from market dom-
inance more strictly and more vigorously. Fur-
thermore, the Member States and the Commis-
sion will regularly exchange information-gen-
eral and specific--on comparative price move-
ments in the Member States.
On the steel market, the trends towards larger
production units which is leading to the forma-
tion of joint ventures, and diversification into
areas other than primary processing, which cuts
down the risks involved in flucnradons in eco-
nomic activity, have led the Commission, when
giving prior authorizations under Article 66 of.
the ECSC Treaty, to take account also of futicle
86 of. the EEC Treaty. In its Mannesmann/
Demag and Thyssen/Rheinstahl Decisions, the
Commission considered whether the extent of
diversification and intra-group consumptiolr
would place the firms in question in a position to
pursue strategies without regard to market con-
ditions.
The Thyssen/Rheinstahl merger was authorized
only subiea to certain conditions designed to
ensrue that, in an industry which was already
highly concentrated, the various groups would
remain independent and would not interfere in
each other's affairs-a need that is the geater
the more powerful the groups.
11
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In view of developmenrc on the oil products
market, the Commission has decided to inuesti-
gate whether Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC
Treaty should be applied. The investigations
will continuein1974.
The Commission has stepped up its activities
relating to restrictiue and abusiue practices by
firms and has endeavoured especially to extend
its guidelines on the approach to be adopted in
selective distribution cases, where it is necessary
to make a very detailed examination of the pros
and cons for consumers so that the only restric-
tions on competition allowed will be those which
are ne@ssary as a means of attaining other
Community obieaives.
Decisions grving exunption from the ban on
restrictiue dgreeffients will tend to enaoruage
desirable forms of transnational cooperation
benveen firms. For instance, the Decision in
favour of an association of marine paint manu-
facturers, for whom .a suitable and essential
means of increasing supply and improving sales
oudes was to enter into an association and to
coordinate the individual sales network of the
members, will enable them to compete more
actively with maior world producers.
Special attention is still being paid to uoluntnry
restraint agreements concluded with private
firms outside the Community, whose direct or
indirea effect is often to make impofts more
expensive. Proceedings have been initiated and
obiections have been stated in respect of an
agreement concluded by manufacturers of a
product which is widely used as a raw material
by industry in Europe.
Policy on Stnw aids will also have been affected
by the accession of the th,ree new Member Sates
in 1973, Among other thinp it was necessary
to broaden the Community approach to regional
aids, originally established for the Six, and to
implement Artide 154 of the Act of Accession,
t2
under whiclr the principles concerning the gen-
eral arrangements were to be applied to the new
Member States as part of the Community sys-
tem. Acting under Articles 92 to 94 of the EEC
Treaty, the Commission has taken the initiative
in amending and extending the principles already
laid down by the Member States so as to bring
them closer into line with problems in the
various regions and to give greater consideration
to the priorities determined by the Member
States for their own regional aid schemes.
When dealing with aid to partiorlar industries,
the Commission has endeavoured to gtve them a
Community orientation and framework so that
they can be used as the effective basis for a real
Community industrial policy. This can be seen
particularly in the proposals on shipbuilding sent
by the Commission to the Council, the obiect of
which, by means of temporary measrues coordi-
nated at Community level, is to replace the aids
hitherto granted by Member States to shipbuild-
ing by incentives desigrred to make the industry
competitive in the long term.
Bull. EC 4-1974
2*, PART
COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES
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1. Functioning of
the Common Market
Customs Union I
Customs union
Simplifying the tasks
of the excise services
2101.. As part of the Proposals for stream-
lining customs procedures which it laid before
the eouncil in June 1973' the Commission on'
19 April submitted a draft Resolution on action
to be taken to liehten the work of national excise
services. To this end the Commission proposed
that a reasonable waiting period be bbserved
between the official publi-cation of the texts of
customs regulations ind their acnral qpplica-
tion. It wis also suggested that an effort be
made to simplify the present Nomenclature of
the CCT.
In explaining the grounds for such action the
Commission-found that beset by the plethora
and intricacy of excise systems (different systems
for trade with many non-member countries,
complicated nrles of origin, manifold agricultural
reguladons, monetary complexities) the national
ex-cise authorities were having great trouble in
ensuring the correct application of Community
rules and equal excise treatment for importers
and expofteri throughout the Community. The
lack of adeouatelv effective control also meant a
danger of niore fi"qrent attempts at fraud with
constquent ill effeas on the Community budget.
The Commission felt that many problems could
be swifdy eliminated if, save for exceptional
cases, a iix wsek waiting period was allowed
between the date when tariff changes are pub-
lished in the Official Journal and the date set for
their acnral application. This would mean that
the application of excise decisions would be
better prepared and consequendy more accu-
rate. The Commission also proposed that these
acts only take effect on 1 January and 1 July of
each year and that none of these provisions
would be retroactive.
t4
Regarding the Nomenclature of the CCT the
Commission considers that it should be simpli-
fied. Over recent years the CCT has been
substantially amplified mainly by the implemen-
tation of the CAP and the common commercial
policy. The Commission also requested that
under the forthcoming multilateral uade negotia-
tions due allowance be made for the need to
streamline the Nomenclature largely by trimming
the number of subheadings.
The Commission intended to go on submitting
Proposals in such a way that reasonable applica-
tion delays could be maintained.
Common Gustoms Tariff
Nomcnclature
2102. Two Regulations concerning applica-
tion of the CCT Nomenclature were adopted by
the Commission on 4 and l0 lrynl1974. The
firsf amends the Regulation of 27 Aprrl 1970
specifying the terms for inclusion under subhead-
ings 01.02AII b) 2aa) and 02.01 AII a) 1bb)
l\aaa), 22aaa) and 33aaa) of the CCT for
certain liuestock and cerain rneat ol domestic
catde; these are official amendments entailed by
the conclusion of a new Agreement benrreen the
EEC and Yugoslavia.'
The second Regulationn specifies rhe methods to
be used in anilysing goods which, apart from
oils and fas deriving from milk, also contain
certain other oils and fats.
' Bull. EC6-1973, poins 1401 to 1405.
'z OJ L 95 ol 5.4.1974.3 Ol L224 of 13.8.1973.o OJ L lll of 24.4.1974.
Bull. EC 4-' '4
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Tariff duties
Sttspmsions
210j. By the Regulation of 5 April 1974'the
Commission decided under Article 59, section 4
of the Aa of Accession to authorize Denmark
and Ireland to suspend totally and the United
Kingdom to peg at 4o/o the customs duties on
impors from other Member States of certain oils
and fats of fish and ocean mammals. The
authorization is valid until 31 December
1,974. The regulation consolidates the Rego-
lation adopted by the Council on 20 March
'1.974' on opening a Community tarif. quota for
the said products.
,l
21.04. During the sitting oL 22 to 25 April
1974 the European Parliament gave its Opinion
on a Commission Proposal concerning certain
fishery products of Norwegian origin.
lnternal common market
Gommercial and economic lari,
Q6mmunity patents
Comrnission Opinion to Mernber States
2105. On 4 April 1974 the Commission
expressed an Opinion' sent to the Member States
on 17 April to draw their attention to ceftain
basic principles concerning the free movement of
producs patented within the Community. The
Commission f eels that these principles are
seriously threatened by the provisions of a Proto-
col apirended to the draft Convention on the
European patent for the Common Market which
\r. 4-1e74
\
is shortly to be submitted to an inter-governmen-
tal Conference. The Conference was to have
been held in Luxembourg from 6 to 28 June butits deferment to a later date was decided on
25 April at the request of the British Govern-
ment.
The nine Member Sates of the Community and
other European countries have already signed
another Convention in Munich on 5 Oaober
1973 whose purpose is to organize the issue of
European paten$.4 When issued these patents
have equal status with national protection certifi-
cates. But with regard to the Member Sates of
the EEC one maior exception has been made to
this principle: the patent can be granted only for
the whole of the Community and not for ceitain
States alone.
The purpose of the draft Convention on the
Community'Patent' in creating a uniform and
autonomous law, is to succeed in giving the
European patent issued for the Common Market
the same effect th,roughout all the Member
States. The draft tends to crystallize into patent
law the obiectives of the Rome Treaty which
emerge in an equalization of competition con-
ditions and in the strict application of the prin-
ciple of free movement for patented products.
These obiectives will be reached largely through
provisions banning the partidoning of the Com-
mon Market with the aid of patent law. The
provisions derive from the principle whereby the
holder of a patent in putting his products on the
market extinguishes his exclusive rights over the
product concerned. In other words, the pro-
I OI L96 of 6.4.1974.
'z OJ L81 o127.3.t974 and Bull. EC 3-1974, point2703.
' OJ L t09 of 23.4.1974.a Bull. EC lO-7973, point 2115 and Bull. EC 9-1972,
Part One, Chapter III: 'Finalizing a European system
for issuing patents'.s Bull. EC 3-1973, point 1401.
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visions on the extinction of patent righs will
allow parallel imports and will put an end to
oractices which iesult in one and the same
irodua being sold at varying prices in different
Member States thus allowing exua profits to be
made. Based on the Community patent and on
several national patents so as to avoid any
schematic disparides, the draft Cdnvention wifi
ban any splintering of the Common Market.
The Commission feels that these provisions (Art.i2 and 73 ot the draft) will frilly respect the
obiectives of the Rome Treaty and has said so in
is Opinion.
But a Protocol annexed to the draft would defer
application of the Community patent provisions
foi a oeriod of five to ten vears after the
Conventon takes effect. Since'this will not be
before 7976 becaase of the time required for
parliamentary ratifications, application of the
[rovisions to prohibit splintering of the Com-
mon Market could be held up by the Protocol
until 1986, more than 25 years after the Treaty
of Rome.
The Commission's Opinion plainly obiects to
Member States' adoptibn of the Protocol tT"ply
because its contents run counter to existing
Community law.
Articles 30 to 36 of the EEC Treaty mean that
the free movement of goods is a factor of the
b4sic point that in achieving the Common Mar-
ket there can be no derogation unless under
clear-cut exceptional circumstances. Anide 36
provides for such an exception when it refers to
industrial and commercial property. But this is
to be interpreted precisely and has been eluci-
dated bv various'Decreei from the Court of
Justice, 6specially by the Decree of 8 June 1971
in Case 79170, Deutsche Gramophon/Metro.'
In this Decree, the Court, amplifying the argu-
ment, wanted to give an interpretation of Article
36 which would apply to all righs of industrial
or commercial property by distinguishing
l6
between their existene and their use. An
exemotion from the rule of free movement o[
goodi can only be postulated when the existence
of one of these rights is implicated. Conversely,
no exception is allowable when the use of an
industrial or commercial property right results in
arbitrary discrimination or disguised restrictions
in inua-Community aade. In other words, the
holder of a patent will always be able to prevent
the movement of a pirate product but will no
loneer be able to fo'rbid the morement of his
owf, products from one Member Sate to another
oncelt has been marketed within the Commun-
ity. That is the meaning of the present Com-
munity law.
Consequendy, the Q6mmissiqn as custodian o(
the law cannot allow derogations therefrom ovet
several years through 
"n 
agteement between
Member States. Any such agreement on patent-
ed oroducts would have the same affect as
Merirber States deciding to revise one of the basic
principles of the Rome Treaty; namely, the free
movement of goods.
The sist of the Commission's Ooinion is there-
fore "a reminder to Member States of their
obligations under the Treaties and their duty to
ensure the free movement of patented products
within that single market which the Common
Market must create.
Criminal law relating to business
2106. Work underaken to setde problems
involved in preuenting and elimitwting inhurge-
ments of agricultural, excise, fiscal and food
legislation his resulted in the preparation of an
oudined preliminary draft of ioint rules. This
was doni by experts from the nine Member
t Repors of Cases before the Court, 1971, and OJ
C65 of 29.6.1971.
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States led by a Commission representative. The
work on this aspect of criminal law was under-
taken following a decision taken at the first
meeting of the Member States' Ministers of
Justicei on 3 June 1.971. As anticipated, pri-
ority attention was given to the four aspecs
mentioned above.
The main lines of the preliminary draft provide
for extending the authority of national courts so
as to facilitate the tracking down of infringe-
ments of Community law committed abroad
which at the mornent is in principle not feas-
ible. Provision was also made for the effective
tracking of illegal activities regarding Commun-
ity funds (infringements committed to the detri-
ment of Community funds are to be put on an
equal footing with those committed to the deai-
ment of national funds).
Criminal responsibility
of Community officials
2107. The draft Convention to facilitate the
tracking of Community officials who have com-
miaed serious misdemeanours (such as corrup-
tion, violation of professional secrecy, etc.),
which has already been unanimously approved
by the experts of the Six' was submitted for the
approval of the three new Member States. The
rescrutiny of the draft by expers of the Nine has
already begun.
rk
21.08. In April the European Parliament gaye
its Opinion on five proposed Directives pre-
sented by the Community to the Council under
the overall programme for removing technical
barriers to trade. The Proposals cover (a) pre-
packing, and (b) the mounting of lighting and
light-sigral apparatus, the fogJights, the external
protrusions and the reflectors of motor vehicles.
I
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Competition policy
RestriCive agreements, ooncentrations,
dominant positions: specif:c Gases
Combine d marketing op er ation
2109. On 4 April 1974' the Commission
decided to extend its Decision of 4 November
1959 f.or two more years i.e. until 31 Deember
1975. The Decision already extended in 1.961,
1.966, L969 and, 1972 authorizes the firm Saar-
lor, a Franco-German joint stock company, to
market the fuels produced by both the HouillEres
du bassin de Lorraine and Saarbergwerke
AG. The Commission held that the grounds on
which the ECSC High Authority had approved
since L959 the agreement on ioint marketing
were still valid and that the agreement in ques-
tion did not contravene the provisions of Anicle
65 of the ECSC Treaty on inter-company agree-
ments and ioint praaices which might distort
normal competition. Sales by Saarlor in 1973
accounted f.or 20.5"/o of the output of Saarberg-
werke AG and 7.5% of production from the
Lorraine corporation.
Concentrations
2110. On 5 April 7974 the Commission of
the European Communities, following a request
made to it on 26 March 1964 by the Soci6t6
Mailne Firminy, Paris (Marine), adopted conser-
vatory measures to safeguard the interests and
independence of the undertakings involved in the
conctntration between the Soci6t6 Scbneider SA
t Bull. EC7-L971, Part One, Chapter I.
'z Bull. EC 8-1972, point 17.
' OJ L 113 of 26.4.1974.
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Paris, and Marine Firminy SA until a decision is
taken by the Commission pursuant to Artide 65
of the ECSC Treaty.
The Commission's decision arises from the fol-
lowing situation:
In a decision ol 27 October 1970 the Commis-
sion authorized the establishment of ioint equal
control bv Schneider and Marine of the Soci6t6
Creusot-iloire. At the same time, by means of a
separate agreement, both firms undertook not to
change the balance within Creusot-Loire by
purchasing shares from each other. In Novem-
ber 1973, Schneider purchased 34% of the
registered capital of Marine. Taking into
account the percenage of shares usually repre-
sented at the shareholders meetings of Marine,
this share gave Schneider control of the latter.
Invoking is 1970 agreement with Schneider,
Marine opposed this operation and submitted
the dispuiC to arbitration as provided. The
arbitration verdict, of which both parties were
advised on 14 December 1973, required Schnei-
der to hand over its acquhed shares to a trustee
delegated to sell them to buyers introduced by
Marine. To avoid sequestration of the shares,
Schneider agreed to deposit them with a bank
until 15 Apnl 1974 and to not to exercise the
voting righs at the same time appealing against
the arbitration verdict. On 13 March 1974 the
First Chamber of the Paris Tribunal quashed the
arbitration verdict on the grounds that the arbi-
trator was not qualified. The meris of the case
are still unresolved in the French courts.
This transaction is now being investigated under
Artide 66 and the Commission will take a
decision when the proceedings have
closed. Meanwhile the Commission has
thought it necessary to adopt conservatory meas-
rues as prompdy as possible under Article 66,
section 5, paragraph 3 to preserve the status quo
between the companies.
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The Commission based is approval of this
action on the Order by the President of the
Court of Justice of October 1973 in cases
150173 R and T61./73 R (Miles Druce/GKN).'
The Order ruled that in a case of concentration
between companies, 'if it should appear that the
status quo is endangered, for whatever reason, it
would be for the Commission, duly informed, to
rule rapidly on the substance of the matter on
the terms of Article 55 of the Treaty or at least
on the interim measrues referred to Article 66,
section 5, paragraph 3 and without preiudice to
possible subsequent application of futicles 83
and 84 of the rules of procedure'.
State aid
General aid schemes
Netherlands
21L1. On 24 April 1974 the Commission
decided to close the procedure it had invoked
against application of a general aid scheme in the
Netherlands. The procedure under Artide 93,
section 2 of the EEC Treaty had been invoked
against the g,urantees afforded by the Dutch
Government, as part of 'Biizondere Financier-
ing', to rertain operatiotls by tbe Natiotwle
lnu e ster in gsb ank (NIB) ?
The Commission had held that the scheme did
not complywith Community State ajd.leqyTg-
ments since it was a general system of aid which
did not specify any sectors, branches or under-
takings likely to benefit from the guarantees
offered and which moreover was running with-
out any prior control by the Commission.
The Dutch Government's reaction to this stand
was to inform the Commission that under the
conditions of Anicle 93, section 3 of the EEC
Bull. EC f-t l
' OJ C IOS ot 4.12.1973.2 Bull. EC 4-1973, point 2108.
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Treaty the latter would be advised in advance of
the implementation of the master plans for
applying the guarantees. or, failing. such-pr-o-
giinimes, of icnral major application of the
Euarantees. In view of this- undertaking the
eommission decided to close the procedure
opened in April L973.
Sectoral aid
Germany
2112. On 18 April '1,974 the Commission
decided to inform the German Government that
the aid arrangemens for the aeronautics industry
(airbus) which the latter had announced under
Article 92, section 3 of the EEC Treaty, could be
^regarded as compatible with the Common Mar-kei and that the Commission therefore had no
objections to their taking effea.
The Commission held that the provisions of
Article 92, section 1 could be waived in favour
of this aid since it had to do with a proiect set upjoindy by several companies in the Common
Mar(et ind since the^proiea's technical and
economic features match-ed the criteria of 'joint
European interest' indicated by Article 93, sec-
tion 3(b).
But so as to be able to make timely appraisals of
the effect of this aid, the Commislioir-askeil the
German Government to keep it regularly
advised, and initially in 1974, of developments in
the production and marketing of the airbus.
*
21.13. An Order by the President of the Court
of ]ustice on 3 April 1974' repieved the German
firrin Kali-Chemii AG until 15 July 1974 f.rom
the aoolication of an Article in the Decision to
ban i'sales coordination agreement, which the
Commission took on 21 December 7973 against
\ Kali und Salz and Kali-Chemie.'I
I
I Bull. EC 4-7974
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' OJ C 60 of 25.5.1974.
, OJ L 19 of. 23.1.1974 and Bull. EC 12-1973, point
2177.3 Bull. EC l-1974, point 2127 and Bull. EC 3-1974,
point2122.
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and financial institutions
Financial institutions
Banks
.2114. The new guidelines adopted by-the
Commission for the cooriliturtoi of banking
legislatiotf were reviewed by an ad hocVoil<rag
Party which met on 4 and 5 Apnl 1974. In
gene'ral the group approved the gtiidelines which
ire aimed at harmonizing banking law by stages
rather than setding all the problems in this field
by elaborating one overall directive.
The Yorking Party used as the basis of is
discussion the paper prepared by the Commis-
sion deparrn.ns'basid bn the hew guidelines
after coirsultation with the national authorities.
The first stage of coordination is direaed
towards an approximation of banking laws oh
the following issues:
Terms of access: Access to the banking profes-
sion will have to be subiect to prior acceptance
bv the comDetent national authorities. Con-
ditions required will include the holding of
minimum capial and proof that the top manage-
ment consists of qualified and repuable per-
sons. Regarding the setting up of subsidiaries in
countries- away from the headquartersr_ the
requirements ai to their legal form will be
somewhat flexible.
Operation: Credit institutions will on principle
have to prove that they are solvent and that they
possess idequate liquidity; the final obiective isio arrive at harmbnized coefficients in this
t9
field. In the initial stages Member States will
have to work out a series of relationships
between the points of reference to be defined in
this_ respect (owned funds, liquid assets, liability)
without changing current practices.
In later stages tlese coefficiens will have to be
applied by all Member States. It is agreed that
at all evens the coefficients intended to zuaran-
tee thg security of deposis may no loiger be
4elged with those used with monetary policy
obiectives.
Contact Committee: To ensure that harmoniza-
tion is gradually achieved on these various issues
and in order to asceftain with the Commission
the areas where other harmonization will be
required (banking structures, accounting sys-
tems, competition conditions in the banking
sector, etc.), a 'Contact Committee' will be set
up during the initial stage of coordination. It
will be made up of representatives from Member
States' banking control authorities and from the
Commission. 'lts main task will be to collabor-
ate with the Commission throughout all stages of
harmonizing banking law.
2115. During the r
Europ ean p ortio**iif"1: :l'.?,;.f :* H
proposed Directives, stnt to ttre Council in
March 1972, whtch concerned excise duties and
taxes of equivalent effect.'
Economic
and monetary union
Economic, monetary
and financial policy
Achieving economic and moneary union
2201, In order to promote further and more
detailed study of the development of, economic
and monetary union, the Commission has set up
a group of fifteen expers from economic and
scientific circles under the chairmanship of Pro-
fessor R. Mariolin, former Vice-President of the
Commission. The group intends to analyse the
effects of the differeices benreen the instilutions
and strucrures of the Member States which are
holding back the establishment of the union. In
this connection the group will try to identify and
highlight the maior" foieseeable economii and
social changes and their influence on the role of
the public authorities, with special reference to
the disuibution of powers ahong the various
administrative levels, in particular national and
Community. Finally, the group will examine
what adjustrnents will 'have to be made to
national and Community economic policy instru-
ments to fit.the requiremens of econoinic and
monetary unlon.
The group decided to concentrate first of all on a
critical examination of past events in order to be
able to lay down guidelines to enable economic
exf,#,?1e.1ary 
integration to get over its current
Short-term survey on consumeri
2202. Towards the end of Ianuarv at the
Commission's request a short-t&m suivev *as
made for the sixih time on Communiw ionsu-
mers. The survey results are based on inter-
views with 30000 households selected repr
Bur.EC;;{
2.
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tatively. Denmark took part for the first time
with five of the original Member States(Germany, Italy, France, Netherlands, Bel-
glum). Since the data were not comparable,
Denmark's resuls will not be analysed until the
next sruvey which will be loined by the United
Kingdom and Ireland f.romMay t974.
Owing to the energy crisis the consumers in all
countries took a far more pessimistic view of the
ouerall economic siatntion than they did last
autumn. The most pessimistic consumers were
found in Italian, Dutch and Belgian house-
holds. It was in those three counuies last
October that the consumers felt aware of a slight
improvement in the economic climate. Since
eaiy 1973 there has beeh a steady deterioration
in opinions on the overall economic situation
and this trend hardened again in January
1974. In France a similar phenomenon was
observed with regard to the overall economic
situation, but the pessimism of the French consu-
mers was more specific than the attitudes found
in the other countries.
In all countries the proportion of households
expeaing to see increased unemplowent over
the next rwelve months has appreciably swollen.
The recent development in the cost of raw
materials has dashed the hopes expressed in the
autumn ol 1973 of seeing a lull in the escalation
of prices. .A greater proportion of households
now fear a fresh acceleration in price rises over
the next twelve months. Only in France has the
fear of inflation been slighdy allayed, but already
last November 75"/" of the households were
expecting heavier price rises.
The opinions and estimates of personal financial
situation provide an interesting commentary on
changes in purchasing power among consu-
mers. The Italians and the Germans are the
most critical about the development of their real
incomes. But more and more households in the
Bull. EC 4-1974
other countries think that their personal financial
situation has worsened and will continue to do
so.
Mosdy in Germany but also in the Netherlands
and Belgium the survey results point to consumer
behaviour being influenced more by the lear of a
slackening of economic activity than by the
prospect of inflation. There are now more
households in those countries who think that
maior purchases should be put off for the time
being.
Likewise, buying plans for all consumer durables
(cars, refrigerators, black-and-white television,
dish-washing machines) are not as firm as in
January 1973. In France, however, there is no
sign of any slackening off of planned pur-
chases. The proportion of households who
believe that major items should be bought now is
even growmg.
The heavy price rises have apparendy acted on
the inclinntion to sdue as far as France and Italy
are concerned. In both countries there is a
greater proportion of households who, with an
eye on the overall economic situation, feel that
saving is not wonhwhile. Conversely, in Ger-
many the uncertainty shrouding the future trend
of the general economic situation has boosted
the inclination to save. Again in the Nether-
lands and Belgium a substantial proportion of
households think it is a sound idea to save,
although the percentages are down compared
with the autumn of 1973. Savers still favour
the deposit book whilst among the households
enjoying high incomes the preference for share
rnvestrnents $ growlng.
As in January last year, families were asked
about their holiday budgets. In all countries the
majority of families intend to spend as much if
not more on holiday than they did last
year. Many families apparendy prefer to limit
their general consumption ouday than cut down
on their holiday budget.
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Moneary Committee
2203. The Monetary Committee held its
190th meeting on 4 and 5 April in Brussels with
Mr de Strycker and Mr Emminger as Chair-
men. Altdr ssutit izit g the question of acti-
Social policy
Vocational training and guidance
2206. The Commission took paft in the
European seminar on the education of band.iap-
ped children and youngsters which was run in
Dublin ftom 2l to 25 April 1974 by the World
Federation of Teachers Organizations.' The
seminar examined the problems of schooling and
vocational uaining within the overall concept of
enabling the handicapped youngster to develop
himself to the full in a society to which he must
fully belong.
Employment
2207. The problems of. working wotnenwerc
discussed at a meeting of an ad hoc Group on
22 Aprl. The aim of the meeting was to
demarcate specific areas where Community
action could well be applied to promote equality
benrreen male and female labour regarding access
to skilled employment and working conditions.
Social fund,
readaptation and re-employment
2208. Under futicle 56, section 2(b) of the
ECSC Treaty the Commission decided in April to
swell by FB 11 million (231148.89 u.a.) the
credit for readaptation already opened for wor-
kers hit by tha closure or reduced aaivity of
collieries in Belgiutn.
vating the 'gold' component of reserves, the
Committee adopted the relevant reDoft pre-ted l vant 
.repoT.pre;pared by the.de;iuties.- The-Cgmmittee definedD v  Dutres. ln  Lo lfi o il o
'" n.* dmpffied mandate which it has given to
the Workine Partv on 'Short-term capital move-g y it l. ove- w lc '5hort-ter  qrPltal 
ments'. Arthe close of the meeting the fifteenth
aaivity repoft was approved.
Economic Policy Committee
W orking P arty on' Budgets'
22A4. The 'Budges' Working Pamy of the
Economic Policy Committee met in Brussels on
8 Aoril 1974 with Mr Roelants in the Chair. It
appioved the finalized plans for the seminar
which it will run in Luxembourg on 2 and
3 May and decided on the subjea mafter for this
event; which will include 'the development of
federal government budgetary operational
scope', 'the significance of budget balances and
methods of financing them', and 'inflation and
the future development of public authority
budgets'.
E:rpert Efoup on 'Economic Budgets'
2205. The group of specialists working on
'Economic Budges' met on 4 Apri 1974, It
analysed the probable trends of the world short-
term economic situation over 1,974 and 1975,
the forecastable development of raw material
prices and the resulting economic policy prob-
lems for the different Community countries.
I F6d6ration mondiale des organisations de la profes-
sion enseignante.
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Social security
and European social budget
2209. Under the Community social action
programme the oblectives adopted by the Coun-
iil indude the steady expansion of social Protec-
tion (especially within the social security
schemes) to covei population groups still outside
the current schemes or inadequately protect-
ed. To activate this pan of the.progr€mme,
government representauves were mvlted to a
preliminary me-eting on 1 April. Further meet-
inm will 5e held durine the vear to review the
stitus of social protectidn in dire Community and
to investigate ways and means of acting on the
Council's instructions.
2210, Having called in govemment represen-
tatives in Mar-ch to learn in which direction
government plans were moving in the banle
Zsainst Douerttt.t the Commission took note of
th-e worf of piivate bodies ttrough a meeting of
the national-social service Committees of the
Eurooean branches of the International Council
on Sbcial Welfare (ICSW). This was held in
Brussels on 16 and 17 April in order to prepare a
summary report on the work of these private
bodies.
2271. The first meeting of an expert group
took place on 18 April. The group is to meet
regulally over the honths ahead in order to
mount lilot proiecs in this field as swifdy as
possible.
221,2. Following the mining disaster in Ger-
many in which five miners lost their liveq, tE
Commission on 19 April decided to provide FB
212000 as aid for their families.
lndustrial and occupational relations
221,3. The Joint Committee f.or Social Prob-
\ lems in Sea Flshing held a full meeting inI
I
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London from 8 to 10 April with Mr Boelmans
Kranenburg in the Chair.
During the meeting both sides of industry
resume-d the negotiations for the'social harmoni-
zaion programhe' in this field. In view of the
idiosyncrasies of the various types of fishing, it
was decided to draw up a separate programme
for deep-sea fishing. Plans for the other types
of fishing will be prepared by the end of the year.
The Joint Committee also adopteC 
"n4 .qent 
to
the Commission Opinions on the following
issues: accident prevention, safety for boats and
crews, work safety on board, coastal assistance,
occupational trairiing, retraining and re-employ-
ment.
Health protection
2214. The Research Comminee on Health in
Mines meeting in Luxembourg on 8 and 9 April
adopted fifteen research plolects to be submitted
to the Commission for its approval in
1974. The fifteen proiects will be borne by six
Community institutes specializing in mining
research. i1rey cover the suppression of dust
produced in coal winning, at the transfer points
berween face and road, in caving and during
support operations. other proiects concern the
usi-of adilitives and on various modern features
of measuring dust levels.
221.5. Between 1960 and 19.72,i.e. according
to the most recent statistics available, more than
a million iron and steel workers in the Commun-itv have been involved in lost-time acci-
d6ns. This is revealed in a survey by the
Communiw Statistical Office over the twelve-
vear oeriod on all indwtrial accidents in the iron
and ieel companiesof the Six.
' Bull. EC 3-1974,point2214.
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1859 of these accidens were fatal and since
1968 the accident frequency has been rising as
against a steady drop benveen1960 and 1958.
221.6. The Commission has decided to have a
study made on the radiation protections prob-
lemi arising from public availability of proiucts
and appliances containing radioaaive mat-
ter. The study will cover an analysis of the
current situation with regard to the nine Member
States and a medium and long-term forward
survey on the contribution to the genetic dosage
whicli the total radiation from "these current
consumer anicles is likely to provoke for the
whole of the population. The results of the
study will serve as the basis of firm acrion
proposds which are in fact anticipated in the
social action progsamme.
2217. During the sitting of 22 ro 25 April
1974, the European Pailiament passed Reiol-
utions on the 'sbcial Report lor i973'and the
first activity repoft of the new Social Fund. It
also- gave its Opinion on Commission Proposals
to the Council concerning (a) application -of the
principle of equal pay for men ahd women and
(b) application of the 4O-hour week and four
weeks annual paid holiday.
Environment
and consumer protection
Environment
Pollution and nuisances connected
with energ;y production
221,8. On 23 April the Commission senr the
Commission a preliminary reDort on the orob-
lems of pollutioh and nuiian&s connected with
24
en€rgy production. The report is one of the
proiects covered by the actibn proptramme for
the environment which the Couniil airproved on
19 July 1973J
Under the programme this repoft should have
been compiled by the Commission by 31 Decem-
ber 7973. But the complexity of thi subiect, the
need to take account oJ the most recent facors
in evalugting tlqe mediqm-term production pros-
pects, the fluid and changing nafi,re of some
economic data following recent evenrs and the
need to find an obiective basis for appraisal arejust some of the reasons why this report has only
recendy been communicated to the eouncil.
As laid_down in the programme,'the report gives
detailed consideration to three types of pollution
which are of particular importance:'thermal
pollution of water and pollutibn due to sulphur
dioxide (SO,) and oxides of nitrogen(NO,). This report will form the basis for
discussion with national experts and in the lieht
of these discussions the Cbmmission will f6r-
ward proposals to the'Council as soon as poss-
ible, and by 31 July 7974 at the latest.
The report is based on a number of estimates of
energy pr-oductiol and consumption which may
be altered in the light of new eConomic develop-
ment strategies. Consequendy, these estimates
must only be regarded as working hypoth-
eses. With this reservation, the report makes
the following points:
For thermal releases the need to:
(a) consolidate existing data and improve our
understanding of the effects of thermil releases
on our envronment;
(b) plan the sitting of new power plans on a
European basis by a systematic eichange of
Bull. EC 7/8-1973, points 1301 to 1309.
OJ C 112 of 20.12.1973. I
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information benveen Member States of the Com-
munity;
(c) encourage the widespread use of cooling
towers as early as possible;
(d) develop dry cooling towers as quickly as
possible and for the post-1985 period at the very
latest;
(e) take all the appropriate steps to use the heat
lost from power plants and in particular nuclear
power plants.
For sulphur dioxide the need to:
(a) reduce the sulphur content in gas oils;
(b) promote the use of low-sulphur fuel oils in
some areas where SO, pollution is at present very
severe or is likely to become sol
(c) organize a more rational supply of clean
fuels in those areas and for those consumers who
are most in need of such fuels;
(d) promote desulphurization and any other
technical developments to reduce SO, emissions
into the atrnosphere.
For the oxi.des of nitrogen,the need to:
(a) promote research into the effects of oxides
of nitrogen on man and the environmentl
(b) develop suitable measuring methods;
(c) take preventive action with regard to both
stationary and mobile NO, emitting sources.
The report also shows that the maintenance of a
high level of energy production and the need to
protect the environment cannot and must not be
regarded as contradictory or opposing objeaives.
Energy is not only a means by which humanity
can meet a number of economic and social needs
but also an important factor in improving living
conditions and the quality of life, including the
environment itself.
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Land-based Sea Pollution
2219. In a Communication submitted on
19 April 1974 the Commission recommended
the Council to ask the Member States concerned
to sigrr as prompdy as possible, if possible
together and in any cirse by 31 December t974
the Convention for the Prevention of Sea Pollu-
tion from Land-based Sources, which was initial-
led in Paris on 22 Februarv 1974. It also
recommended the Council to'adopt a Decision
on the finalization and signing of the Convention
by the Community.
The Convention was adopted at the close of a
diplomatic Conference which, over three meet-
ings from 17 September 1973 and 21, February
1974, was attended in Paris by representatives
f.rom 17 countries, the Communityrthe Council
of Europe, the OECD and the United Nations
Environment Progamme. The Convention may
now be signed by the seaboard States concerned
benveen 4 June 1974 and 30 June 1975.
Land-based or telluric pollution means pollution
of the sea by water courses and underwater or
other drainage systems etc. owing to the dis-
charge of various substances likely to endanger
the marine environment and human health.
Under the terms of the Convention the signa-
tories undertake to take individual or collective
action to diminish existing pollution and prevent
any further contamination. This undenaking
will be carried out within the programmes drawn
up by a management body, known as a 'Com-
mission'. The decisions which it takes will bv
and large be adopted unanimously. But de'-
cisions concerning the setting up of programmes
can be taken with a 75o/" maiority since the
programmes will involve only the contracting
parties who have voted for them.
The pollutant substances covered by the Conven-
tion are quoted in an appendix and listed in two
gtoups according to whether their discharge is
Environment and Consumer Protection Agricultural Poliry
prohibited or subiect to certain restrictions or
iontrols. The niost harmful are the organic
halide compounds, mercury, cadmiqn, partic-
ulate synthetic materials, oils and hydrocarbons
from petroleum.
Protection oI internationd fresh waters
against pollution
2220. On 25 April the Commission approved
and sent to the Council a Communication con-
cerning negotiations begun, under the aegis of
the Council, for a European Agreement on the
protection of international fresh waters against
pollution.
The Communication proposes that Member
States be asked by the Council to reserve their
position, pending contacts by the Commission
with the Council of Europe with the aim of
amending the prepared draft in such a way that
it will enable the Community to participate in
the Agreement alongside the Member States.
The current draft (prepared benveen December
1970 md February 1974 by an ad hoc Com-
mittee of Ministers of the Council of Europe)
shows a certain convergence, both in the.obiec-
tives and the measures planned, with the Com-
munity.action. programme. But is overall eco-
nomy, is institutional features and the very fact
that ihe purpose of the Agreement is fulfillLd by
the Community action programme for environ-
ment could threaten, if the Agreement remained
as it stands, to impair action undertaken at
Community level.
The Commission feels that amendments should
be made to the text so as to improve certain
clauses and to enable the Agreement to be signed
by the Community. The Agreement should
moreover be applied in such a way as to ensure
the consistency necessary for achievement of
specific Community objectives and projects in
the overall campaigr against the pollution of
water.
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Agricultural policy
2221. Some of the tension e:gerienced on the
world market since mid-1973 was again present
during Aprrl1974. This has entailed the reten-
tion of restrictive measures on exporB for certain
cereals, sugar, olive oil and rice.
But during the second half of April, the Commis-
sion discontinued the expoft levies for barley and
maize and substantially reduced the levy on soft
wheat. This has meant an improvement in the
supply prices for fodder cereals, which hopefully
should act more favourably than before on
production costs in the livestock sector.
Agriculture is still suffering from the recoil of
inflationary trends. But for much of farming
production the trends have been resisted thanks
to the new prices of the 1,974/75 marketing
yeat. They took effect on 1 April 1,974 and
include an 8%o rise for milk and a 72o/" increase
for beef and veal.
The beef and veal market situation' has been
coloured for some months by a deterioration in
production costs which by late April amounted
to 90o/" of 
.the guide price. The result has beena massive input into intervention which by the
end of April reached a total of 75 000 tonnes for
this sector, i.e. for April alone, some 20 000
tonnes including 2300 tonnes in Germany,3175
tonnes in Ireland and 11 125 tonnes in France.
Several Member States have already announced
that storage capacity has reached is limit. The
Council, during is meeting of 29 and 30 April
1974 in Luxembourg again scrutinized the mar-
ket situation in the meat production sec-
tor. The Commission took a number of market
administration measures, mosdy in the beef and
veal sector. Here the action tiken covers both
I Point2228.
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interventions and the external system' where the
Commission decided to suspeird the issue of
import cenificates until6 May.
Regarding prices, the Council on 29 April 1975
offi-cially-adopted the Regulations setting the
common farm prices for the 1974175 marketing
year. It also ipproved the Regulation on the
ioint organizatioiiof the market In the dehydrat-
i:d fodders sector and set the aid for production
over the 1974175 marketing year.'
This is an application of one of the initial
measures propbied by the Commission in order
to improvi tlie supply of proteins on the Com-
munity market; on 18 Apil 7974 the Commis-
sion sent the Council another Proposal to the
same end, which covered special measures for
soya seeds.'
Common agriculord prices
for the 1974175 marketing year
2222. On29 Apnl1974 the Council officially
adopted the Regulations concerning the common
farm prices applicable during the 1974175 mar-
keting year which it had set during the meeting
of 2[-23 March 1.974,' and which cover all the
products concerned except for products from the
inilk and beef sector where prices were approved
on28 March1974.
Measures in connestion with
the monetary situation
2223. The development of the efchange rates
for the Italian lira and the French franc entailed
adiustments to the monetary compensatory
,amounts. This occurred once in Italy as from
8 April and twice in Italy and France from 15
and 29 April 1,97 4 respectively.
Bull. EC 4-7974
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Sugar
2224. Since the Council decided to set the
sugar intervention prices for the 1974175 mar.
keEng year at 7o/o- above the prices applicable
over 
-the preceding year, this increase could
provoke disturbance on the Community sugar
market. The Commission on 5 April' brought
in measures to avoid this without generating
distortion of competition within the Community
but enabling ovei-complicated national admin-
isuative meisutes and controls to be dispensed
with.
Oliue oil
2225. On 3 April 1974' the Commission was
able to discontinue the compensatory amount on
the imports of certain olive oils originating or
coming from Spain, since the conditions of
application were no longer met. The amount
ha^tl been set in Februai 1973' for refined oils
(under the sub-heading iS.Oz AI of the CCT) at
L4 u.a.ll}} kg. in packing weighing up to 0.916
ks and at 6 i.L./700 ke. for the same oils in
picking of more than 0.f16 kg. This had been
ipplied- because Spain, by introducing discrimin-
atory taxes on exports of lamp oils (raw mater-
ial) ind refined oils (finished'produit) had pro-
voked considerable disruption in Community
production of refined producs.
I Point2226.2 Bull. EC 3-1974, point 1203.3 OlL99 of 9.4.1974.4 OJ L 95 of 5.4.1974.s Bull. EC 2-1973, point 2224.
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Oilseeds and protein products
2226. Taking note of Council discussions and
its Decision of principle taken on 23 March' to
bring in a special scheme to foster the cultivation
of soya (by affording suppoft similar to the aid
provided for colza and sunflower seeds), the
Commission on 18 April proposed to the Coun-
cil a streamlined scheme for Community soya
seed production. The scheme provides'scope
for ganting aid for soya seeds; 'on the basis Lf
current market prices, ihe aid would amount to
nothing. The proposed Regulation would apply
from 1 November 1974.
On 30. {nril the Council officially decided to set
up a joint organization of the market for de-
hydrated fodders, the main feature of which is
the granting of production aid which it had
agreed on 23 March.'
The produce inquestion includes alf.alf.a,sainfoin,
clover, lupins, vetches and other kindred fodder
plants, dehydrated by artificial dryrng and under
heat, with the exception of hay and forage
kale. The marketing year will befrn on t Apiil
each year and will end on 31 March of the
following year, except for the 7974/75 market-
ing year which will start on 15 May 1974.
The new arrangements also provide for certain
gener_al clauses akin to those existing in the
Regulations on the joint organizadoi of the
agricultural markets, and include a protection
clause and the formation of a Management
Committee.
The amount of the subsidv for dehvdrated fod-
der production for this paiticular y6ar has been
set at 6 u.a./tonne.' The general rules for
granting the subsidy are based on:
(ii) requirements to be met by the dehydrating
companies to entide them to the subsidy;
(iii) monitoring entidement to aid;
(iv) criteria governing contracs benveen the
dehydrating companiei and the forage pro-
ducers.
The scheme of aid provided for will apolv until
the end of the 1977i78 year and Ae Cdinltt witl
have to take a decision before this date on
whether it should be reained and, if need be,
amended. The Commission is also to submit a
Proposal for granting aid to firms who also
dehydrate potatoes.
Wine
2227. On29 and 30 April the Council discus-
sed the situation on the Communiw wine market
and measures now in force or likely to be applied
in order to cope with current probfems.
When it found that the, average price of table
wine type A1 (white) had remaintd below the
release price for two consecutive weeks, the
Commission granted- on 9 April 1974' a subsidy
for private storage of this type of wine.
The Commission also amended once aeain the
Regulation of 5 October 1970'on the griding of
vine varieties which may be grown in-the Com-
munity. On 17 April 1974' the grading was
completed for various regions in five Member
States (Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg,
United.Kingdom) after.testing the suitability of
the vanefies tor culEvatron.
I Bull. EC 3-1974, point 1209.
' OJ L l2O of 1.5.1974.3 OJ L l0O of 1O.4.7974.a Bull. EC lO-1972, point 95.
' OJ L lll of 24.4.1974.
(i)- criteria concerning the minimum quality of
dehydrated fodders (maximum moisrure and
minimum protein content) ;
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Beef and ueal
2228. In view of the present tension on this
market, application of the Community rules
enables a number of measures to be implemented
which come under the Commission's jurisdiction
and which will probably relieve the meat market
situation especially where beef and veal are
concerned.
With this in mind the Council at its April session
officially took note of a set of measures which
the Commission has adopted or will shortly
take. They involve administrative action or
exceptional measures.
Tbe adminisnatiue actionhas been taken:
(a) under the intervention syster-n: aid for pri-
vate storage; call for tender concerning hihd-
quarters from German and Irish intervention and
intended for export; call for tender concerning
forequafters from German and Irish intervention
and intended for processing. The following are
also being prepared: a Regulation providing for
the immediate processing into preserves of meats
from intervention; a Regulation concerning cut-
price sales to non-profit making institutions and
administrative bodies of deep frozen hindquar-
ters and, if necessary, preserves deriving from the
above-mentioned processing;
(b) on expoft refunds. It was decided to raise
rhem: by 38"/" f.or livestock, fresh and frozen
meat, by 22"/o lor deep-frozen meat not from
intervention and by 50% for smoked or dried
meaB and pure beef preserves;
(c) on import levies. The decline on the world
market has led to an incease in levies on imports
cf livestock and fresh, f.rozen and deep-frozen
meat.
Tbe exceptional measures cover several
roints. In view of the market situation and to
rvoid speculation the Commission decided on
\ill. EC 4-1974
29 April '1,974 to discontinue the issue of all
import certificates until 6 May inclusive, the
time required to apply other measures.
On 30 April the Commission adopted Regul-
auons:
(a) to provide for imporu of deep-frozen meat
to be married with the purchase o1 meat stored
by the intervention agencies;
(b) to waive for the time being the application
of provisions autonomously establishing lower
charges on the imports of cerain produce (young
livestock for fattening, deep-frozen meit foi
preserve making).
The Commission will decide to introduce the
levying of monetary compensatory amounts on
imports of deep-frozen meat for preserve
making, aqd to reduce temporarily the validity
duration of impon certificates.
2229. As agreed during the Council session of
21-23 March'1,974' the Commission on 18 April
1,974' adopted a Regulation authorizing the
United Kingdom to grant national subsidies from
1 April to 31 December in the beef and veal
sector for calves intended for meat produc-
tion. The purpose of the subsidies is to correct
the disparity in income for British beef and veal
producers who do not gain from the same price
increase as the other producers in the enlarged
Community. The aid will be ganted under the
calf subsidies scheme now running in the United
Kingdom. ArrangemenB are in hand to ensure
balanced competition conditions between Nor-
thern lreland and the Irish Republic.
Poultrymeat
2230. In the table poultry sector the slight
growth in production and a cenain slackening in
' Bull. EC3-1974, point 1213.
' OJ L 106 of L9.4.1974.
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consumotion in several Member States have sent
orices down over recent months and abnormal
'stocks have built up, putting both producers and
slaughterhouses in a difficult position.
To alleviate presslue on the markets due to
overheavy stoiks and to enslue a more advanta-
geous development in prices, the Commission
ilecided to ease exports by granting from 1 May
L974 refunds of t2 u.a./100 kg. for table poul-
try.' In January refund sums for the same
oioduce were between 2.55 and 3.26 u.a./100
kg.' But it is not possible to preset expoft
re-funds and the abovementioned sum will apply
for a limited period. The Commission is hoping
that this will give a favourable swing to impors
and the trends of the internal market.
Regarding the other producs of the poultrymeat
sector, the refunds connected with the 'cereal'
element in levies will be abolished from
1 May. The 'cereal' element had in faa dimin-
ished over the past year to the point where it
represented a negligible sum.
Slrustural policy
2231. On 10 Aprl,7974 the Commission sub-
mitted to the Council two proposed Council
Decisions on the list of underfauoured agricul-
tural regions, in the sense of the Council Direc-
tive of 17 April 1972,'regarding encouragement
to glve up- farming and the reallocation of
utilized agricultural area for the purposes of
strucnrral improvement.
Article 10 of this Directive lays down that, in the
underfavoured farming regions where measures
to encourage withdrawal from agliculture are
not yet being applied on the date when the
Directive iself took eflect (20 lryrl 1972), the
Guidance Section' of the EAGGF will reimburse
55% instead. of. 25"/" of the legitimate expenses
incurred by the granting of annual allowan-
ces. The same Article prescribes that agricul-
tural regions to be considered as underfavoured
30
are those showing a percentage of farming oper.
atives higher than the Community average and a
gross iniernal product per head of populatior
lower than the Community average.
At the time when the Direaive in question tool
effect, Denmark, Ireland, Italy and LuxembourS
were not applying measures to encourage with.
drawal from agriculture. Italy and Ireland
however, did have regions which fulfilled bott
conditions at the same time. The Commissionl
proposed list of underfavou,'ed regions, as undel
the Directive in question, indudes all regions ir
Italy, except Lombardy and Liguria, and the four
provinces in Ireland.
2232. On 18 April 1974' the Commissior
adopted trvo Decisions on the reform of agricul
tural strucfirres. One concerns the Netherlandt
in the application of the Directives of 17 Apri
1972 on the modernization of farms, on encour
agement to give up farming and on the realloca
tion of utilized agricultural area for the purposer
of strucnral implovement. The other Decisior
concerns Germany again with respect to thr
second abovementioned Directive. On 30 Apri
1974 the Commission issued an Opinion on tht
draft provisions uansmitted by the Dutcl
Government for application of the Directive o
17 April 7972 on-socio-economic guidance fo:
persons engaged in agriculture.
European Agriculturat Guidance
and Guarantee Fund
Gtarantee section
2233. As part of its action to combat an<
detect fraud more effectively, the Commission oI
' OJ L ll7 o130.4.1974.
' OJ L 15 ol18.1.1974.r Bull. EC 4-t972, Part One, Chapter I.o OJ L 141 of 24.5.1974.
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24 Aprrl \974 ran an informative meeting with
Member States' representatives in line with the
Regulation of 7 February 1972'on irregularities
and the recovery of sums paid in error under the
financing of thd Cnp and ^on the setting up of an
information nenvork in this field.
This specialist meeting enabled representatives of
the responsible Ministries and the various
departments involved in combating fraud to
come together for the first time. Collaborationin this area will be strengthened and the
exchange of information amplified. Regular
meetings will now be held.
Competition conditions
2234. During April the Commission took a
position on two drafts of regional laws commu-
nicated by .ltaly in compliance with the provi-
sions of Article 93, section 3 of the EEC Treaty.
It was thus decided to inform the Italian Govern-
ment that the Commission had no obiections
against enactrnent of a draft law in the province
of Friulia concerning action in favour of farm-
holdings hit by natural disasters. The same
position was taken on a draft law for the region
of Liguria, which provides for ceftain aid meas-
ures to help agriculture.
Harmonization of laws
2235. Since the situation has changed, the
Cdmmission on 24 April 1974' amended its
Decision of March t974' on certain protectiue
lneasures against the outbreak of foot and mouth
disease in France. The number of cases is
steadily falling and they lie within a clearly
defined geographical area. The ban on imports
which the other Member States could decide to
,apply to catde and pigs and certain meats fromlBiittany is now confined to the deparunents of
C6tes-du-Nord and Ille-et-Vilaine.
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2236. On 16 April L974^ the Commission
decided to set up a Scientific Committpe on
Foodstuffs fo, Human Consumption. The
Committee will be required to form opinions, at
the Commission's request, on all problems relat-
ed to protecting the life and health of people in
connection with the consumption of food and
with special reference to the composition of
foodstuffs, processing which may alter them, the
use of additives and other processing agens and
the presence of contaminating matter.
The Committee is made up of thirteen members,
appointed by the Commission and picked from
expers in medicine, nutrition, toxicology, biol-
ogy, chemistry and kindred disciplines, many of
whom belong to the various advisory bodies of
this kind in the Community.
This Decision means official recognition as an
advisory body (by expanding its membership) for
an unofficial committee of experts which has
existed unofficially since the sixties and has been
advising the Commission when preparing its
harmonization proposals concerning foodstuffs.
!f
2237. During the sining of 3 to 5 Apnl1974
the European Parliarnmt passed a Resolution on
the Community's policy on sugar and gave its
Opinion on Commission Proposals concerning:
(0 conditions for granting national aid within
the common strucnral policy in the sea-fishing
sector;
(iil the import scheme for carp and trout; and
(iii) the joint organization of the sugar market.
Agricultural Policy
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Bull. EC 3-1974, poinr 2243.
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Forecasts, assessments and methodology
Study: 'Europe *30'
2240. In following up the Council Decision of
14 January 1974' nd in line with the CERD
recommendationo the Commission appointed the
Chairman and several members of the Proiea
Board for the study 'Europe *30'. They were
selected on the basis of their qualifications for
long-term forecasting in science and tech-
nology. The Project Board has the iob of
designing for the Commission the blueprints of
studies to be undertaken by the Project Team
who are to be selected for a series of specific
studies to be carried out under contract.
The Proiect Board met on 30 April 1974 with
Lord Kennet in the Chair. The discussion
brought out the sublea matter which will go into
the preliminary feasibility study on the'Europe
*30' proiect. A list was made of expers likely
to make up the Projea Team and of the specia-
lized institutes who might be entrusted with
some parts of the feasibility study.
Meeting of senior officials
of scientific and technical research
2241.. The Committee of Senior Officials of
Scientific and Technical Research (COST)' met
on 25 and 26 April 1974 with Mr Silver, the
United Kingdom delegate in the Chair. The
discussions bore mainly on the following pro-
jects:
1 Bull. EC2-7974, point 2235.
'z BuIl. EC 3-1974, point 2253.3 Bull. EC l-1974, poins 1401 to 1405, OJ C7 of
27.1.7974 and Supplement 74/73 - Bull. EC.4 Bull. EC 1-1974, poins 2242 and 2245.s Bull. EC l-7974,point2246.
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Energy research
2238. The Study Group on Energy anached
to the CERD (European Research and Develop-
ment Committee) held a meeting in Ispra on 1,
and 2 !ryril 1974 with Mr Della Porta in the
Chair. After reviewing the subjecs of hydrogen
production and solar energy the Group scruti-
nized the interim general repoft' which was sent
to the Commission in March. This was fol-
lowed by a discussion on the factors to be
reckoned with in esablishing the priorities
among the various lines of research covered in
the repon. The discussion will be resumed at
the next meeting.
2239. The sub-Committee on Energy
Research and Deuelopmentof CREST (the Com-
mittee for Scientific and Technical Research) atis meeting of 21 March 1974' had decided to
call in an ad boc Group to make an inventory of
the energy R 6( D projects now underway in the
Member States and the Commission establish-
ments. This Group met on 30 April 1974 and,
elected Mr Bindel of the French delegation as its
Chairman. A prototype questionnaire was
adopted f.or 1975 and later years which will also
show the estimated outlay of private firms in this
field. The Group decided ihat at the end of
May it would send the Commission all the data
in the hands of its members and would discuss
results obtained during a meeting set for 11 June
1974.
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Elearonic traffic aids on maior roads (Proiea
30). The Committee was advised of the status
of the technical and legd work of the competent
Sody Group. For the next Committee meeting
the Group was asked to submit a dralt technical
appendix covering the work of coordinating
relevant national programmes. The Study
Group is also to specify the financial and mater-
ial resoures required for this work. The com-
mitments relating to this proiect will be made in
proportion to the resuls obtained in the prepar-
atory stage.
Sening up of an ocecmagrdpbical I meteorological
buoy networh in European waters (Proiect
43). The competent Technical Committee for
this projea has proposed that al*gal Committee
be set up in order to take stock of the legal
problems in this field and to postulate possible
solutions. The proposal was welcomed by the
Committee of Senior Officials, but it decided not
to take a final decision before ascenaining the
condusions of the Conference on the Law ol the
Sea which is to meet under the aegis of the
United Nations.
Forward studies in ammunications (Project
20). The senior officials took note of the status
of the work of the enlarged technical Telecom-
munications Committee chaired by Mr van den
Berg, the Dutch delegate.
The Committee of Senior Officials gave its
agreement on the carrying out of proposed
research in the field of optical fibres and
suggested that an ad hoc Group be set up to
compile a comprehensive inventory of research
done in this connection.
European ceflte for medium-ttrtn weather fore-
casting (Projea 70). The Director, Dr Win
Nielsen, advised the Committee of work done
since the Weather Centre began operating.' In
lview of the projects on hand,he asked for morelstaff. The Committee of Senior Officials
)nnroued the appointrnent of three nominees.
Bull. EC 4-1974
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Revision of the multiannual programme
2242. On24 April the Commission submitted
to the Council a 'propqsed revision of the
multiannual research prdgramme'. Decisions
on the 1973-1976 programme adopted by the
Council on 14 May and 18 lune L973 did in fact
anticipate amendmens early in 1974. The
Commission had also undertaken to put down
Proposals on future activities for the Petten
establishment which were .not covered by the
aforesaid decisions.
In the face of changing research priorities in the
Community, after experience from nyelve
months' application of the programme and on
the basis of the work of the various Committees(such as the Advisory Committees on Pro-
gramme Management) it is now clearly advisable
to propose certain more or less substantial
changes in the lines of research.
The first changes involve rninor adittsfinents
aff ecting uariots obie ctiues, including:
(a) less work on Eeatment and storage of
radioactive waste since a somewhat unpfomising
process has been dropped and the number of
chemistry laboratories is inadequate;
(b) development of work on reactor safety,
mainly to strengthen the teams of theoreticians
and to complete successfully the work on the
mock-up simulating loss of coolant in a light
water reactor, work undertaken under a contract
with the Bundesministerium fiir Forschung und
Technologie;
(c) greater resources for the obiective of
'remote detection of terrestrial resources' in
I Bull. EC lO-1973,point2248.
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order to advance the preparations for processing
data to be relayed (at the moment concerning
agriculore) by satellite (Agreste Project);
(d) preparation under the training programme
of European summer coruses at lspra.
The Commission Proposal also carries new guid-
elines:
(a) no further use of the reactor, Ispra-l, now
obsolete and cosdy, together with the substitu-
tion of a 'rabbit' in the Essor reactor to enslue
the continuance of activation analysis, plus the
transfer of the fast neutron converter'Euracos'
(shielding experiments) into the Pavia University
reactor;
(b) a limited activity to be started at Ispra in
the form of conceptual studies on thermonuclear
fusion reactors carried out within bodies asso-
ciated with the Member States and the Commis-
sion.
Lasdy, the Commission is proposing a neu)
progldmt e for the Petten establishment which
involves:
(a) supporting work in chemistry for cenain
Commission departmens mainly in the field of
customs union administration;
(b) research in technology and ceftain chemi-
stry in order to promote ceftain products from
the coal industry.
This revision of the programmes entails a request
for increased budget allocations, largely to meet
the substantial rise in salary costs (by forming a
reserve of 21. million u.a.), and increased resour-
ces to cirrry out the new Petten programme (72
staff and nearly 5 million u.a.).
The relevant Proposals were finalized after con-
sultation with the Euratom Scientific and Tech-
nical Committee and the JRC general Advisory
Committee. The latter stipulated that it would
decide at a later date on the possibility of
amplifying the programme on solar energy and
cutting down the programme for recycling raw
34
materials under the obiective of 'new technology'
put forward by the JRC. The JRC Committee
intends in the autumn to review the overall
advisability of amending other objeaives of the
programme. The principle and frequency of
such reyiews were established by the Council.
Research programme
on the recycling of plutonium
2243. On 22 April the Commission sent the
Council a proposed research programme (indi-
rect proiect) for the recycling of pluto-
nium. The Community's financial contribution
to the execution of this programme will amount
to a maximum of 5 585 000 u.a. over a period of
four years.
The programme had already been announced in
7972 when the Commission submitted the new
multiannual Euratom research programme. But
the Council had decided that its content should
be put together by a Study Group so that the
Council could give is approval rryhen the overall
multiannual programme w'as revised. The
Study Group completed is work last March and
the proposed programme which has emerged is
aimed at completing available data for the
optimal recycling of plutonium in so far as fast
reactors have not yet reached the stage of
industrial application.
The programme which should be launched early
next year breaks into nvo main parts. The first
covers solutions to general problems connected
with the use of plutonium. The second covers
research on the iecycling of plutonium in light
water reactors.
Before the fast reactors come into service exten-
sively and thus make the most profitable use of
plutonium, this element can help to provide a,
more elastic supply of light-water reactor fuel{
Science, Research, Education
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l"nd 
."r. the introduction of the plutonium-based
fuel cycle in power stations eqiripped with fast
reactors. Reiearch on this is now underway in
lvarious Member States, but it should be coordi-
nated at Community level, the programme pro-
posed by the Commission will primarily comple-
inent the work now going on in the Member
,States.
It will also entail a forward study on the medium
and long-term availability of plutonium, the
requirem6ns of fast reactors anil the scope for
using up surplus plutonium. The environment
pro6cdon problems which arc f.ar more acute
ihan is the case with uranium will mean that
much work will have to be done on transporting
and storing the plutonium. Other proiects will
bear on r."".tot control and reactoi safety with
respect to the use of plutonium.
The programme of indirea pr.ojects is to be
reviewed-by the Council at its first meeting on
research when it will have to decide on the
orooosed revision of the current multiannual
Drosramme. This Drogramme is of crucial
irp6rt"n.. against thi ba-ckgound of the energy
criiis and in ielation to the Commission's ideas
for overcoming it.
Advisory Committees
for Programme Management
2244. The third meeting of the CCMGP for
Enuironrnental Research took place on 5 April
1974 in Brussels. Eight research projects in the
field of remote sensingwere adopted on the basis
of the following criteria: (a) priority for optical
-measuring techniques and the required suppoft-
ing techniques; (b) preference to be giveri to
prbjects complementing the direct projea
(Ispra); (c) preference to be given to laboratories
.alr-eady exptrienced in this field and if possible
Bull. EC 4-1974
with contracts already running with national
bodies.
Three proiects on ttre harmfulness of lead and
rwo pioiects on the environmental effeas of
watef poilutans were approved.
The CCMGP also discussed:(a) the management of the indirect research
programme where it recommended that the saff
bf ilhe headquarters engaged on this work be
increased; and(b) the formation of a Study Group on Data
Banks for chemicals likely to pollute the environ-
ment. The Group will meet in June and will
take up the activities of the ail hoc Group
formed for this prupose in7973.
Formation of
a new Coordination Commiltee
2245. On l April 7974 the Council passed a
Resolution settine uo a Coordination Committee
in the field of materials testing reactors and their
ancillarv installations.' This move fits in with
the Corincil Decision of 18 June 1973 adopting a
multiannual programme of direct and indirect
projects.'
The Coordination Committee made up of
experts from the Member Sates and the Com-
miision will have to review the present situation
reeardine the use of materials testing reactors in
thE Com"munity from the angte of dheir irradia-
tion capacity ind the progammes planned; it
will assess future needs in this field and the scope
for staggering them over a period of time. At
the request of those handling experiments, it-may
sive oDinions on an economic and rational basis
iegarding the choice of installations providing
conditions which best meet their requiremens.
I OI C42 of 11.4.1974.
, Bull. EC 5-1973, poitt 2243.
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Scientific and technical information
and management of information
fhree-year Community action plan
2246. On 9 April 1974 the Commission
approved a-Communication on a Community
action plan for information and documentation.'
Committee for Scientific and
Technical Inlormation and Documentation
2247. In line with the recommendations made
by the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Information and Documentarion (CIDST) when
it met on 28 and 29 March 7974, the Working
Party on agriculture attached to the CommitteE
agreed on 25 and 26 Apnl L974 that the Com-
munity countries sharing in the international
network of information for science and tech-
nology in agriculture (Agris I) set up under the
auspices of the FAO would staft to submit theirjoint.input to the World Agricultural Bibliogra-
phy from 15 October in co-llaboration with-the
Commission departrnents.
Energy policy
Preparing and implementing
a Community energy policy
Energy Committee
2]48. 
.. 
The-Energy Committee formed by the
Council on 30 January 1974 held uvo further
meetings in Brussels on 5 and 23 Aprrl 1974
with Vice-President Simonet of the Commission
in the Chair. Its main iob being to help the
,6
i
Commission in preparing its Proposals, the Com-l
mittee got down to a thorough discussion on the
Commission's draft Communication on a new
energy policy strateg,, for the Community. It
also discussed all the work on energy policy now
going on in the various international centres. t
Hydrocarbons
North Sea oil
2249. Replying to a Written Question from
Lord O'Hagan, a British Member-of the Euro-
pean Parliament, concerning North Sea oil, the
Commission stated:
'According to present estimates the North Sea oil
reserves could in 1980 cover about 159/o of.
Community oil requirements. These reserves
clearly offer very considerable technical and
economic advantages to the Member States who
exercise jurisdiction over parts of the North Sea,
advantages which will also accrue through these
Member States to the Communitf as a
whole. In present circumstances there ire good
reasons why the initial development of ihese
reserves should be undenaken- as quickly as
possible. It may be nored in this cbnnection
that the Commuirity Regulation No 3056/73, of '
9 November 7973 made possible suppoft for
Community proiects in the liydrocarboi iector.
More particularly the Commission considers that
the provisions of the Treaty, and the acts of the
Community pursuant to the Treaty, clearly speci-
fy the sovereign rights.enjoyed by. Membei. States
over economic activities on the Continental
Shelf, and in particular over the exploitation and 
-
exploration of oil resources. (This view was
I Points 1201 to 1205.
': OJ L312 of 13.1,1.1973.
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Commission affirmed the applicability of the
Treaty as much to the Continental Shelf as to the
mainland territory of Member States.) k fol-
lows that these nitural resources belong entirely
to the Member States concerned which may
therefore derive the full economic advantages
,from them (for exampler_dues, taxation and
I
Ilfirst stated bv the Commission in is 1970
lMemorandum to the Council, in which the
Coal
Financial interventions by Member Sates
for the benefit of the cod industry
2250. On L8 April the Commission approved
a Memorandum on the additional financial inter-
ventions by Member States for the benefit of the
coal indusirv in 7972 and on financial interven-
tions in tgil (the latter will eventually be dealt
with in a supplementary repoft). The Memor-
andum was drawn up in compliance with the
provisions of Commlssion Dicision 3l7l of
22 December 7970.'
It shows that the rising trend of aid noted since
1965 continued through 1971,/72 and
1972/73. But the enlargement of the Commun-
iw has broueht about iome reduction in the
"iroorrt 
of ai{ per tonne of coal produced in the
Community; as the Table below indicates:
balance of payments b-enefits). It is of course
the case thai in the exploitation of these resour-
ces, account must be given to the various provi-
sions of the Treaty which apply to different
aspects of industrial and commercial activity,
particularly those governing the principles of
freedom of movement of goods and of establish-
ment, although these rules do not diminish the
benefits to the Member States concerned already
referred to. The Treaw does not exclude the
oossible nationalization'bv a Member State of
^"rry 
,ector of economic activity, although nation-
aliied industries are of course also subiect to the
provisions of the Treaty.' ' 
OJ C49 of 27.4.1974.
'z OJ C 3 ol 5-1.1971.
Global dmounts of direa and indirea aid
(ia million u.a.)
Communiry of Six UnitedKingdom
Enlarged
EEC
1977 7972
1973 1973 1973
provisional figus
Direct interventions under Decision 3/71
Aid for coking coal
Indirect interventions
Totals
Development as against previous year
Amount of aid per tonne produced (u.a.)
414.3
45.5
91.9
558.5
71.4
100.0
529.6
204.3
79.4
260.4
22.0
790.0
226.3
79.4
551.7
+ 9.4
3.35
729.9
+ 32.3
4.87
813.3
+ ll.4
5.75
282.4
2.O2
I O95.7
3.89
>
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On29 April the Commission sent the Memoran-
dum to the Council in order to initiate the
consullation procedure laid down by the Deci-
sion of 22 December 1970.
Technical Research
2251. On 18 April 1974 the Commission
approved a new mediutn-tcrm aid programme
for coal research under Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaiy. The programme which takes over from
the 1970/74' programme allows for the develop-
ment of mining techniques and the energy situa-
tion. It covers the period 1975-7980. It is
aimed at ensuring thaf Community efforts focus
on fields most likely to yield concrete results, at
harmonizing research proiects, facilitating the
vetting of applications lor aid and selecting the
most imporant proiects to be financed by the
ECSC. The programme2 was sent for informa-
tion to the ECSC Consultative Committee and
the Council.
*
2252. During the sitting of. 22 to 26 April
1974, the European Parliament gave is Opinion
on the Commission's Communication to the
Council concerning the implemenation of
'guidelines and priority action for a Community
energy policy'. It also passed a Resolution on
creating European uranium enrichment capacity.
Transport policy
Funstioning of the market
Market Access
225i. On 10 April
decided to send the
38
Recommendation concernine resulations roofi-l
cable in Great Britain and firt I and incluiing,
measures for enforcing Community Regulationi
on passenger carriage between Member States
and for aligning the national laws with these
Regulations. In the Recommendation, the
Commission regrets to find that the deadlines set
Transport Policy
by the Community-Regulations in question haveD m L u  K u m tl  
not been.m.et by- the United Kirlgdom- Govern-
I
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ment and that ihe procedure ad-opted did not
allow the Commission to take a position prior to
the coming into force of the Reg;ularions submit-
ted for consultation. The Commission also
recommended the British Government: to com-
plete, the, headlngs and preambles con-cerning
penalties for infringement by inserting references
to the relevant Community rules; to amend the
wording of an Article, the text of which could
cause confusion berween shutde services and
carriage subjea to the attestation scheme; to
make the adiustnens to the enlorcement regul- -
ations which are required to ensure that such
transpoft is not subject to the national authoriza-
tion scheme.
Lasdy, the Commission found that the other
provisions of regulations submitted for consulta-
tion met, both in spirit and content, the demands
made on Member States bv the Communiw
Regulations through which they have beeir
applied.
2254. On 17 April 1974 the Commission
decided to send the Gertrmn Gouernrnmt a
Recommendation on the preliminary drafs of
measures planned to enforce Community R"gul-
ations laying down common rules for intia-Com-
munity shutde services, regular services and
regular specialized services.
1974 the Commission
British Gouernment a
I OJ C74 ol10.7.1972
, oi ceo ii)i.s-.rbzr'.
' OJ L l4l o124.5.1974.
Transport Policy
2257.
linment
Transport Policy
In the Recommendation' the Commission regret-
ted the fact that the German Government had
not observed the deadline by which the measures
to enforce the Communiti' Regulation should
have been adopted. It also pointed out that the
case of non-reipect of a specific provision of the
Resulation on^ regular sirvices- had not been
t.li.n 
"r 
one of t[. infting"mens likely to be
committed against that Regulation and it there-
fore asked the German Govtrnment to cover the
saD. The other provisions in the German Gov-
Erriment's prelimi'nary drafs were found to meet
the obligaiions stemming from the Community
Regulations.
Transport Rates and Terms
2255. On 18 lryrl1974 the Commission laid
before the Couniil a Proposal to extend the
Resulation of 30 July 1968'on the introduction
of"a system of hracket rates for road freight
haulagi between Metnber Sutes. The Rggul-
ation lcnrallv requires the Council to take a
decision bv the dnd of 7974 on the possible
extension bf *e tariff regulations or -on the
adootion of a new price scheme. The Commis-
sion proposed that^the Regulation now in force
stays in force until 31 December L976,
2256. A meeting was held on 4 Apnl 1974
between representatives of the Commission and
the nine MEmber States to discuss application of
the uriff Regulation to carriage fo road behtteen
Member Siates which inuolues d sel'cros-
sing. Although no definitive solutions emerged,
some alignment was registered on various points.
!f
1.974 the European Par-
Resolutions involving
Opinions on (i) a proposed Regulation to amend
thi Council Regulation of 30 July 1958' inuo-
ducine a svstem of bracket rates for intra-Com-
munii roid freight haulage and (ii) a proposedC"r"tii-oi;;f,r; on f,.t-onizihg'M6mber
States' laws governing driving licenses for road
vehicles.
During April
passed two
Bull. EC 4-1974
' OJ L l4l of 24.5.1974.
' OJ L 794 of 6.8.1968.
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3. External relations
Multilateral negotiations
Trade Negotiations Committee
2301.. Two-of the.G:oups formed in February
7974 by the Trade Negotiations Committee,'
itself created by the GATT Ministerial Confer-
ence- of September 1973 in Tokyo, met during
April.
Agricuhure
2302. The Group' meeting in Geneva from 2
to 4- April began work on the recent changes in
production, consumption, supply and demand
and concerning their effects on the approach to
negotiations on agriculture. This analytical
work will be resumed at tle next meeting si:t for
edy July.
It was agreed to deal then with health and
phytosanitary problems and also to concentrate
on the tasks which the group is to carry out with
other bodies and whiCh concern in iarticular:
packaging and labelling, import docuinents and
other questions reviewed by the Group on non-
tariff barriers.
In line with the work programme adopted by the
Trq{e Negotiations Committee, the Group is
tackling the updating of existing documentahon
on farm products.
Tropical products
2303. At is second meeting (23-25 April) this
Group 
- 
considered updated "information, pre-
pared by the Secretaiiat, on tariffs, non-tiriff
measures and trade in the main tropical pro-
dlqF,-."q well as data.on the expon dipend6nce
of individual developing countries on-trade in
these products and data on exports by volume
and value. The Community representahve drew
40
prices and in the volume of tropical products
raded by developing countries, hiChly dEpendent
on this trade, posed panicular problems that
w-ere o! at least equal importance to the problem
of market access. During the discussion on the
situation for individual tropical products, several
delegations reaffirmed their views on the reduc-
'tion and elimination of. tarrtf. and non-ariff 
,
Commercial Policy
attention to ghe fact that flucnrations in the
barriers. A further meeting of the Group is
porposed for July.
Commercia! policy
Preparation and implementation
of the Gommon commercial policy
Joint import schemes
BA4. An updated version of. the ioint liberali-
zation list lor impors from State-trading coun-
tries was published in the Official Journal of the
Communities' in the form of a Commission ,
Communication. The announcement follows
on inclusion by the Council, early in the year, of
a number of new products in the joint list
annexed to the basic Regulation of 19 December
19590 setting 
_up the joint scheme applicable toimpors from State-trading countries.- -
' Bull. EC2-1974, point 2301.
'z Bull. EC 3-1974, point 2302.3 OJ C30 of 79.3.1974.o OJ L t9 ot 26.1.1970.
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lndividual measures of commercial policy
Textiles
Agremtmt on the intprtwtiotul uxtile trade
2305. The Textiles Committee set up under
the international Agreement on the textile trade,
which took effect on lJanuary, held is first
meeting f.rom 26 to 28 March in Geneva attend-
ed by Commission representatives. It reviewed
the following matters: information (statistics,
etc.), accession of non-contracting parties, ques-
dons of interpretation, the setting up of the
Supervisory Board for textiles as laid down in
the Agreement.
decided to authorize Frane, Germany, Bmelo*
and the UniUd Kingdom to export a total of
140000 tonnes of low quality scrap metal to
third countries. The decision is valid for the
period 1 April to 30 September 1974 subiect to
rescrutiny before end-July. Apa.t from the gen-
eral system of export bans, the Member States
accepted that the customary trade benveen Den-
mark and the other Scandinavian countries be
allowed to continue on a provisional basis.
Non-ferrous meals
2308. On 10 April L974 the Commission
adopted a Regulation on the allocation between
Member States of Community qwntitntiue
erport quotls for cenain residues and ashes of
copper as well as for cenain copper, aluminium
and lead waste and scrap;'z the volume of the
quotas had been set for 1974 by a Regulation
adopted by the Council last month.'
Development and cooperation
Development and Gooperation policy
2309. On 30 April 1.974 the Council held a
session on the Community's development and
cooperation policy. Five Resolutions were offi-
cially approved on which agreement had
emerged during the Council meeting of
5 November L973.o
Development and Cooperation
' OJ L lt4 of 27.4.1974.
'z OJ L t01 of 71.4.7974.3 OJ L83 o128.3.1974 and Bull. EC 3-1974, point
2312.4 Bull. EC ll-1973, point 2315.
The EEC, the United States, Yugoslavia, Sweden,
South Korea, Japan, Spain, Austria and Mexico
have been designated as members of the Supervi-
tory Board for the period 1 April to 31 Decem-
ber 1974 with Austria, Spain and Mexico sitting
in turn during this time for periods still to be
determined. The Commission spokesman for
the Community, contended that the make-up of
the Board was not appropriately balanced but
accepted the status quo pending a review at the
end of 1974. Mr Vurth, former Head of the
Swiss Mission to the European Communities,
was appointed Chairman of the Board for.the
period 1 April 1974to 31 December 1975.
Steel
2306. On 9 April 1974' the Commission
decided to authorize the United Kingdom over
the second quarter of 1974 to import duty-free
from third countries 50 000 tonnes of 'coils'
(coiled thin sheet) intended for rerolling.
Scrap meal
2307. After consulting the Commission the
1 Member States' Government RepresentativesI
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The Resolutions cover: technical assistance
towards regional integation between developing
countries and the promotion of their expofts,
problems concerning developing countries' debts,
generalized preferences and commodity agree-
ments.
The Council also discussed public aid for devel-
opment; nvo Resolutions were passed on aid
volume and aid terms respectively. A Recom-
mendation was also approved concerning the
geographical allocation of the aid.
The Council also agreed the extension for twelve
months of the Food Aid Convention.'
It was agreed to resume in June the discussions
on the oustanding questions which include the
possible provision oI financial aid from Com-
munity lunds to non-Associated developing
countries, the harmonization of Member States'
cooperation policies and Community participa-
tion in special international action for the benefit
of the developing countries hardest hit by the
recent trends of international prices.
Generalized preferences
2310. On 30 April 7974 the Commission laid
before the Council a proposed Regulation to
erpand the list of produas benefiting from the
Community's generalized preferences
scheme. This concerns a number of farm pro-
ducts, involving eighteen tariff headings, under
Chapters l-24 of. the CCT and covers the period
1 September to 31 December 1.974.'
The proposed expansion was adopted by the
Commission after requests from Denmark, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
*
2377. During the sining from 3 to 5 April
1974, the European Parliament passed a Resol-
42
ution on the food situation in the Sahel and
Ethiopia in which it'draws the attention of the
Commission and Council of the European Com-
munities and the Governments of the Member
States to the imperative need to take all the
necessary measures, without delay and regardless
of cost, to mitigate the effecs of the present
famine in these countries from considerations of
human solidarity alone'.
Commodities
and world agreements
Cereals
2312. On 22 April 7974 the Community and
the Member States sigrred a Protocol prolonging
for one year the L971 trade Agremtent on wheat
which expires on 30 June 1974. The signature
was followed by the registering of a declaration
of temporary application pending deposit of the
instruments of ratification by the Member States
and of conclusion by the Community, of the
above Protocol.
231,3. During the session of 30 April the
Council agreed the extension for one year of the
Food Aid Conuention which represents, with the
previous Convention, the international Agree-
ment on wheat. Since the deadline set for
signing the 'Food Aid' Convention has been
missed, the only remaining possibility lies in the
announcement of a declaration of temporary
application followed by deposit of the instru-
ment of conclusion by the Community and of
ratification by the Member States.
t Point 2313.
'z OJ C64 of 5.6.1974. t
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Tin
231.4. The 13th session of the Intcrrutional
Tin Council took place in London from 2 to
5 April 7973 and was attended by Commission
representatives. The Council noted that in con-
trast to previous yearc, t973 had seen a deficit in
oroductibn of 2i000-tonnes in relation to con-
iumption. The imbalance could dso show up
in fgl+. The director of the regulator stock
announced that the stock of tin in hand was
1001 tonnes at 31 December 1973.
No aereement could be reached benveen the
produ,ier and consumer countries on a proposal
'by on" of the former to adiust the floor and
c6iline prices obaining since 21 September 1973(flooipiice Mal. $635 per picul and ceiling price
Mal. $750 per picul) in order to fix as a basis a
floor price of Mal. $900 per picul.
United Nations
Extraordinary Meeting
of the General Assembly
on raw materids and development
2316. The Commission observed the proceed-
inp of the sixth extraordinary meeting of the
UN General Assembly called by Mr Boum-
6dienne, President of Algeria in order to review
the problem of raw materials and develop-
ment. The meeting, held from 9 April to 2 M-ay
in New York, wound up with the adoption of a
declaration and an action progtamme for esta-
blishing a new international monetary
order. The action programme carries a section
covering special plans (mosdy emergency action)
to relieve the hardship of the developing coun-
tries most seriously affected by the crisis.
The Community and the Member States expres-
sed their resolve to examine prompdy with all
the States and international bodies concerned the
most effeaive lines of international priority
action to help the hardest hit developing coun-
tries to cope with their problems. They dec-
lared their willingness to take an active part in
this drive and to inake a substantial contribution
in so far as the other members of the internation-
al community were prepared to ioin in.
Economic Commission for Europe
2317. The 29th annral meeting of the LIN
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) was
held from 18 to 29 Apri 7974 and as an
exception, in Bucarest. On the basis of a study
madi by the ECE Secretariat the delegations
thoroughly discussed the main topic of the
meetinfi, namely the role of technol6gy in Eur-
ope's economic development.
The Commission representative,,speakilg f or the
Community, highlighted the striking advance of
lnternational organizations
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
2315. The OECD Executive Committee, hold-
. 
ing its sixth special meeting on 23 and 24 Apil,
reviewed the iepercussions of the oil crisis (coop-
eration on economic, monetary and commercial
policy and development) and the problems over
commodities.
A lively debate ensued on the proposed under-
taking 
-to forego trade measures, for the most
part Expon .,lfbr, connected with the oil situa-
lion. The Comminee decided to resume iB
, review at the next meeting.
There was also an initial discussion on the
problem of raw materials and preparations were
, inade for the OECD Ministerial ireeting set for| 29 and 30 May.i
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trade benveen East and West in 1973. But he
went on to say that despite this positive develop-
ment, there were still basic problems which
could only be solved through reciprocity which
ensured the iust balance between benefis and
obligations. Tackling the main topic of the
meeting the Commission representative spoke of
the essentials of the Decisions on scientific and
technological policy which the Council of the
European Communities had taken in Jan-
uary. He voiced the hope that the European
Community and its Member States would be
able to throw their aid behind these ECE activ-
ities.
Economic Commission
for fuia and the Far East
231.8. At the special invitation of the Exec-
utive Secretary the Commission attended the
anru,nl general meeting of the UN Economic
Commission for fuia and the Far East (ECAFE)
which took place in Colombo lrom29 March to
8 Apnl 1974. The proceedinp centred on the
changes in the energy situationand the develop-
ment of raw materials and foodstuff pri-
ces. The discussions also focussed on their
economic impact on the Asian and Far East
countries and on the priorities for remedies to
these problems.
EFIA countries
Talls with Norway
2i19. Talks with Norway took place on
2 April 1974 with reference io the quantitv of
the-quotn for pure and alloyed mngneiiurnwhich
was opened by the Community f.or 7974.
*
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2320. During the sitting of. 22 to 26 April
L974, the European Parliatnmt gave its Opinion
on a Commission Proposal to the Council con-
cerning the excise scheme applicable to certain
fishery producs of Nonregian origin.
I
Mediterranean countries '
Greece 
I
2321. The attitude of the Cotnmission 1
towards Greece and the working of the lssocia-
ti.on Agreetnent bewtteen her and the EEC was
the subject of a new position taken on 4 April
1974' dwng a debate in the European Parlia-
ment. Mr Cheysson of the Commission
reminded the House of the Commission's state-'
ment of 28 March L974'when the Commission
considered 'the present situation in Greece was
widely at variance with the democratic principles
on which the European Community is founded
and that the Community must therefore keep
stricdy to the minimum routine management of
the Association with Greece'.
Noting that 'rightly or wrongly, the Association
Agreement carried no cancellation clause',
Mr Cheysson said: 'We are legally bound, and I '
suess the word "legally", to abide by the Treaty
in its minimum stipulation, and this is what we
call "routine management".' At the close of his
statement, he added: 'In other words, it is only
because we are bound by legal obligations that
we are carrying out the minimum obligations of
the Agreement. The position of the Commis-
sion like that of the Community must in no way
be called into question.' v
I Point 2405.
, Bull. EC 3-1974,point2324.
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Turkey
2322. Mr Frangois Xavier Ortoli, President of
the Commissian, made an official uisitto Turkey
from 25 to 28 Apn1l974. He was received by
the Turkish President, Mr Korutiirk, the Prime
Minister, Mr Ecevit, and the Foreigr Minister,
Mr Giines, and had talks with them on relations
benueen the EEC and Turkey.
The Lebanon and Jordan
2323. Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commis-
sion, responsible for cooperation and develop-
ment policy, made an official uisit to Jordan
from 13 to 18 April and to the Lebanon from 25
to 28 Aryril, t974.
The Government representatives of both coun-
tries confirmed the value they attach to econom-
ic, technical and financial cooperation with the
Community within the global Mediterranean
approach and to the opening or expansion of
permanent preferential oudets for their exports
to the Community.
Yugoslavia
l. pf. The Joint EEC-Yugoslauia Cotnminee
held a special meeting on 5 April 7974 at
Yueoslavia's request. The Yueoslavian dele-g l ii' quest.
. lr
g il i
expressed its concern ovgr th9 application
and gave every reassurance to the Yugoslavians
ivith regard to the effects on the Trade Agee-
ment of changes planned by the Community in
the beef and veal sector.
2325. Sir Christopher Soames, Yie-President
of the Commission, made an official uisit to
Yugoslavia from 27 April to l May 1974. The
following Communiqu6 was issued at the end of
his visit:
'At the invitation of the Yugoslavian govern-
ment, Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-President of
the Commission of the European Communities,
made an official visit. to Yugoslavia from
27 Aprilto L May 1974.
This visit follows meetings in Brussels betrreen
Sir Christopher Soames and Mr Snuderl, mem-
ber of the Federal Executive Council, and pre-
vious visis to Yugoslavia by members of the
Commission. It is to be seen in the context of
the close relations betneen the European Eco-
nomic Community and Yugoslavia.
Sir Christopher Soames had extensive conversa-
tions with Mr Snuderl and with Mr Ludviger,
member of the Federal Executive Council and
Federal Secretary for Foreign Trade. He was
also able to have a wide-ranging exchange of
views with Mr Ribicic, Vice-President of the
Federal Executive Council, Mr Anton Vratusa,
Vice-President of the Federal Executive Council,
and lvlr Dizdarevic, Deputy Federal Secretary for
Foreign Affairs.
Yugoslavia's special position as a non-aligned
country between the industrialized and the devel-
oping countries made for a fruidul exchange of
views on numerous questions of common inter-
est, in particular the forthcoming opening of
multilateral talks in GATT, the prospects for the
generalized preference system, the United
Nations Conference on raw materials, the Eur-
opean Security Conference and East-West rela-
tions in general.
gatron sed lt e e f U
by the Community of a protection clause on beef
and veal. Yugoslavia's exports of this produce
to the Community account f.or 25"h- of her
overall exports. The Yugoslavian delegation
was also worried about changes planned by the
Community in the beef and veal import scheme,
'in view of the lafter's commiunenL under theiE ts
Trade Ageement with Yugoslavia.
The Community delegation explained the reas-
,ons behind the adoption of the protection clause
Bull. EC 4-7974
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In addition, bilateral relations benueen Yugosla-
via and the Community, which is a major
economic parmer for that country, were exten-
sively reviewed.
Both sides recognized the desirability of streng-
thening the links between Fq qyo parties and of
a progressive extension of their cooperation as
provided for in the new non-preferential Agree-
ment.'
Non-member countries
I nd ustr i a I ized co u ntri es
United States
2326. On 18 April the American Seoeury of
Cotnmerce, Mr F.B. Deng called on Mr Spinelli,
Member of the Commission responsible for
industrial and technological policy. Mr Dent
was accompanied by a party of senior American
officials. The discussions bore on the Trade
Reform Bill now moving through Congress,
trade relations, industrial policy and energy mat-
ters.
Canada
2j27. On 22April the Prirne Minister of
Quebec, Mr Bourassa, called on President Ortoli
and also had talks with Sir Christopher Soames,
Vice-President.
The talks were concerned with the pattern of
trade berween the Community and Quebeg
Community investrnent in the Canadian Province
and wider issues of EEC-Canada relations with
particular reference to Quebec.
,f
46
2328. In a Resolution passed on 24 April
1,974 the European Parliament considering that
Parliamenury conttcts'help to strengthen the
political and economic ties betrveen Canada and
the Community' decided that once ayer delega-
tions from the European House and the nro
Chambers of the Federal Canadian Parliament
should meet to discuss issues of joint interest.
Developing countries
of Asia and Latin Ameria
2329. From 22 to 26 April L974 a delegation
from the Executive Secretariat of the Latin
Arnerican Free Trade Association (AIALC) paid
visits to the Commission, the Court of Justice
and the European Investment Bank (Ets).
Organized on the Commission's initiative just
when the ALALC Executive Secreariat is prepar-
ing new moves for the further development of
ALALC, the tour enabled the delegates to com-
pare some of their projects with Community
concepts and achievements. On the practical
side, the Commission tried to afford ALALC
some firm elements to help it, in is fields of
activity, to develop regional integation in Latin
America.
2i30. In response to the requests of the cour- .
tries in question, a Commission delegation which
had gone to the Andean Group countries from
15 to 30 March, later visited the ASEAN coun-
uies (Associated Nations of South East Asia)
from 1 to 13 April. 
I
The aim of the visit was to make an on-th.-rpot I
study with the national authorities and the I
institutions of both regional groups in order to I
assess more accurately whether it was the right' I
time to widen the definition of origin for imports I
under the generalized preferences scheme and I
which come from the members of those regional Iorganizations. J
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4. Institutions
a nd organs
of the Communities
Non-Member Countries
During the tour the Commission delegation
talked in the capial cities of the nro goups with
the competent federal authorities; in Lima with
I experts from the Junta of the Andean Pact and in
I Baqgkok with the ad hoc Woiking Party of.theASEAN Special Committee. The discussions
enabled the Commission delegation to gather
valuable data for its future work.
European Parliament
Part-Session from 3 to 5 April 1974
2401. The Eurooean Parliament met in
Luxembourg from 3-5 April.' The main issues
on the agenda were a statement by the President
on the situation of the Community, the Commis-
sion's proposed Directives on consumption taxes
and indirea taxation, the bracket-rate system in
intra-Community road freight haulage, new
emergency measures in favour of the Sahel
countries, Question Time, the EEC-Greece Asso-
ciation Agreement and the Community's future
sugar policy. Mr Cheysson of the Commission
made a statement on action taken on texts
adopted by Parliament.'
Tribute to President Pompidou
(3 April)
2402. Tributes were made to the late Presi-
dent of France, Georges Pompidou, by the Presi-
dent of the House, Mr Cornelis Berkhouwer,the
t The report on this sitting of Parliament was pre-
pared from the German edition of 'Informations'
published by Parliament's General Secretariat.
The Political Group and narionality of members
speaking in the debates are indicated in brackets after
their names and abbreviated as follows: C-D :
Christian Democrats, S : Socialist Group, L :
Liberal and Allied Group, C : European Conserva-
tives, EPD : European Progressive Democrats, COM
: Communist and Allied Group (SF, Ind. Sin.); B :
Belgium, DK : Denmark, G : Federal Republic of
Germany, F : France, IRL : Ireland, I : Italy, L :
Luxembourg, NL : Netherlands, GB : Great Britain.2 The complete texs of the Resolutions passed by
Parliament during this part-session are reproduced in
OJ C48 of 25.4.1974 ind the verbatim report of the
sitting is contained in OJ Annex 174.
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President of the Commission, Frangois-Xavier
Ortoli and on behalf of the French Foreign
Minister by Mr Burin des Roziers,France's Per-
manent Representative to the European Com-
munlues.
Mr Berkhouwer praised the late President as a
statesman who singlemindedly championed the
interess of Europe. In initiating the Paris and
Copenhagen Summit Conferences he had earned
himself a unique place in the forefront of Eur-
ope's unif ication policy.
Satement by the President
on the Situation of the Community
(5 April)
2403. President Berkhouwer made a state-
ment in which, alluding to the declaration by the
British Foreigr Secretary at the last Council
meeting, he emphasized that the efforts to streng-
then the Community must be intensified to make
up the leeway of time lost. In the continuous
process of Community development, it was
unacceptable that a Member State should be able
to demlnd changes to the Treaty simply because
of a chanqe of government. But he did expressg b t.  fid 
sympathy with the British Government's wish for
l t ffl t. 5 r
glrtiin ghagges in the workings of the Commun-
ity within the compass of the existing institutions
and procedures. As the spokesman of the Euro-r cedures. esmanb
Questions to the Council
Consuhations between the EEC and tbe USA
24Ma. Sir Tufton Beamlsh (C, GB) asked
about the terms for consultation betureen the
EEC and the USA and in particular whether they
covered only foreign poligy matters or. includel
issues appenaining to the Community Trea-ties. Acting for the President-in-Office
Mr Scheel, the Luxembourg Foreign Minister,
Mr Thorn, in reply referred to the declaration of
principle concerning relations between the Com-
munity and the USA. Negotiations on the dec-
laration were still going on so for the moment he
could give no details. The consulations with
the USA covered issues of political cooperation
and questions of Community policy. Mr Thorn
recalled that from the start the Communitv had
been carrying on a constant dialogue with the
United States. A flexible procedure would have
to be found for future consultations and if this
was handled in a spirit of reciprocity it could
result in a genuine parmership. Mr Thorn felt
that American impatience to reach a constructive
dialogue with the Community was quite under-
standable.
Community relations with the USA in the areas
under the iurisdiaion of the Community were
described as sound by Mr Cheysson, Member of
the Commission. There were active contacts at
both diplomatic and political level.
Question Time
Questions to the Cotnmission
Lack of Harmony between Member States
in the area of Family Laut
2404b. The Question from Mrs Carettoni
Romagnoli (COM, I) took as its premise that the,
pean peoples, Pahliament was fully convinced
that while maintaining everJrthing that has
already been achieved, efforts must be intensified
with no more delay to overcome the inconsisten-
cies and contradictions. Only by creating a
European identity could the Community pro-
mote world peace and progress. In conclusion
President Berkhouwer announced that provision
would be made in the next sitting for a full
debate on the gravity of the Community's situa-
tron.
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Italian referendum on divorce law had only
sharpened the disparities betrveen Member
States' family legislation.
Since a number of measures for harmonization
were absolutely necessary, the Commission was
asked whether'it intended to conduct social and
leeislative enouiries and studies in thisfi;ld. Acting 'for Vice-President Hillery,
Mr Cbeysson ol the Commission explained that
divorce came under family law over which
individual Member States had exdusive lurisdic-
tion. The EEC Treaty did not provide for any
Community authority in this department of civil
law. The'Commission could therefore take no
action.
Association Ageement with Greece
(4 April)
2405. Mr Seefeld (S, G) spoke to the Oral
Question with debate on the Association Agee-
ment with Greece, which Mr Fellermaier (G)had
had to conclude an additional Protocol with
Greece 'and this had nothing to do with routine
administration of the Agreement.
The Socialist Group was therefore urging the
Commission to give serious thought to termin-
ating the Agreement and submit appropriate
Proposals to the Council.
For the Commission Mr Cheyssoz rebutted the
demand for immediate termination of the Asso-
ciation Agreement with Greece. He confirmed
the Commission's view that it was not possible
for the Community to abandon her obliga-
tions. This was n6t iust because of her con-
scious responsibilities towards the oppressed
Greek people but primarily because of legal
oblieations. As it had done up to now, in
repotiation of the condua of the'Greek miliiary
regime, the Commission would wind down the
Aereement to minimum oroportions until it
.o"old b. revived together with a freely-elected
Greek government and serve again as the pro-
logue to Community membership. The Com-
mission condemned,'as it always'had done, the
diaatorial conditions in Greece. Mr Cheysson
reiterated that the Community could not, how-
ever, terminate the Association Agreement on
legal grounds and would have on the same
grounds to add a supplementary Protocol as a
iesult of the Community's enlargement.
In the debate most of the speakers endorsed
Mr Cheysson's view that loyalty to agreements
was paft of the European conscience. Th.y
included Mt Bersani (I) for the Christian Demo-
crats, Sir Tufton Beamish for the Conservatives,
Lady Elles (C, GB), Mr Bertand (C-D,
B). 'Mr Behrendt (S, G) on the other han$, was
for rescinding the.Agreement. Mr Burgbacher(C-D. G) said that if the Socialist Group wasc- , ) I
ne Apreement rescinded, then ittrfing to get th g
should think of the consequences. 'Rebus sic
put to the Commission on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
1 Mr Seefeld declared that his Group was not
satisfied with the explanation from Mr Dah,rend-
1 orf on 13 February 1,974.' The Socialist Group
r has always opposbd allowing States under dic'
tatorships access to the Community or even
offering them the possibility of association. The
Socialiss believedthat the Association should no
longer be administered at'routine management'
level. [t should be terminated. Greece's demo-
cratic strucnre had been the basis of the Agree-
I ment and since the basis had been destroyed the
I Agreement could be terminated by applying the
'clausula rebus sic stantibus' of international
'law. The Community was under no obligation
to uphold the frozen Agreeme.nt indefinitely.
1 The Socialist Group was sick of hearing about
I the routine administration of the Agree-
fment. After the enlargement the Community
Bull. EC 4-1974
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stantibus' clauses could lead to the dissolution of
the Community. He asked the Commission
how many associated Sates had a democratic
constitution.
Mr Bangemann (L, G) stressed that termination
of the Association Agreement would mean com-
pletely severing political relations with Greece
and moreover at a time when the Opposition in
Greece depended on such linla to'preserve at
least some hope of continuing political dialogue.
Mr Aignu (C-D, D) said that the crucial ques-
tion was how could we help the Greek people to
overcome their difficulties.' If we destrloved the
last links, then we had no chance of wielding any
influence whatsoever.
The speaker for the Communist and Allied
Group Mrs C,arettoni Romagnoli (I) appealed to
the principles of humanity and democracy and
utged that relations be broken off. lvlr Giraud
(S, F) asked whether upholding the Association
would really help the Gieek people.
Emergency Measures
for the Sahel Countries
(3 April)
2406. Mr Spdtule (S, F) on behalf of the
Development and Cooperation Committee
tabled a Resolution motion on new emergency
measures !o 
-help the Sahel countries. Mr Sp6n-
ale reminded the House of the immense distress
th,roughout this part of Alrica and urged the
Commission, the Council and the Member Statesto do their utrnost to succour the popu-
lation. The Group spokesmen, Sir Driuglas
Dodds-Parker (Q,'tvtr'pltre 1C-D) and IfrissColette Flesch (L) supported the Reso-
lution. Mr Cbeysson of. ihe Commission told
the House that the Community would be pro-,
viding 43 million u.a. foi food aid 'this
year. 
-.The-transport problem was particularly
complicated. The Commission had brought all
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its influence to bear and tried every avenue to
solve this problem which hinged on orsanizarion
rather than materials. The a?ministralve suuc-
tures of the countries involved were to some
extent still inadequately developed to see that the
aid measures weri fully effectivb.
In the Resolution passed under urgent orocedure
the House drew the atention of tlie Commission
and Council of the EEC and of Member States,
Governments to the imperative need to take allthe necessary measures without delay and
regardless of cosr to mitigate the effeas of the
present famine in these countries from consider-
ations of human solidarity alone.
Directives on Excise Duties
and Certain lndirea Taxes
(3 April)
Commission Proposals to the Council for:
a Directiue on excise duties and ind.irect taxes
other than YAT, directly or indirealy affeaing the
consumption of produc* (Report by Mr Artzinger(c-D,G);
a Directiue on a harmonized excise duty on wine(Report by Mr Gerlacb, S, G);
a Directiue on the harmonization of excise d.uties
on alcohol (Report by Mr Artzinger, C-D,G);
a Directiue on the excise afiangetflents applicable t
to mixed beuerages (Report by Mr Schmidt, S, G);
a Directiue on the bartnonization of excise d.uties
on beer (Report by Mr Rossi, L, F);
a Decision to set up a Committee on Excise
Daties (Repon by Mr Rossi, L, F).
2407. The House also approved six reports on
the Commission's Proposals for harmonizing
excise duties. Mr Artzingef, the rappofteur for
the Directive on excise duties and other indirect '
taxes said that the Budgets Committee had
carefully gone into the question of why, in I
addition to general excise. duties, special duties I
could not be dispensed with. If it hade for an/
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easier sysrcm there was something to be said for
a sindd excise dutv. But like the Commission
the Pirliamentary Iiudget Committee had agreed
to approve the retention of further excise duties,
since these minor charges would give the whole
tax system a flexibiliw which it could not do
without. The Committee therefore felt that the
major duties from the revenue standpoint, those
on mineral oil, tobacco and alcohol should be
retained. The following criteria should be
aoolied to the soecial duties to be retained and
h'aimonized: a 'sufficiently high tax yield; a
rational relationship betrvien proceeds and col-
lection costs, basit foodstuffs should not be
taxed, raw materials for industry should be
exempt and the tax burden of special excise
duties should have a neuual effect on competing
products. The Economic and Monetary Affairs
'Committee'had proposed in its Opinion that
there should be no more than the three major
duties on mineral oil, manufacnrred tobaccos
and alcohol.
Mt Gerlacb, the rappofteur for the Directive on
harmonizing excise-iluties on wine said that the
charges on wine were the most critical aspect of
the whole package. The principle of harmoni-
zation deminded- a wine tax; against it was the
fact that not all countries had one. Further-
more, the proceeds from the tax would be so
slight that the collection costs would exceed the
revenue. The Budgets Committee had reiected
the introduction orharmonization of wine taxes
bv eleven votes to nine with two absten-
ti6ns. The Committee was therefore suggesting
that wine tax be abolished over a given transi-
tional period in countries where it was levied.
The rapporteur, Mr Artzinger, said that there
had beEn no differences of opinion within the
Budses Committee over the harmonization of
exciie duties on alcohol. The prevailing factors
here were the moral and health considerations
oly had been brought in to prevent people from
drinking alcohol. -This had not worked alto-
sether iell. but in the meantime the alcohol tax
Er soirits monooolv had become an active source
of rlvenue, which'had pushed the health aspect
comoletelv into the backpround. The Com-it-
tee indorsed the proposEd Ditective, especially
the orooosed tax exemptions in the manufacnrre
of pharinaceuticals and cosmetic products.
Acting for the rappofteur, Mr Schmidt, the
Chairman of the Budges Committee, lvb Spdn-
ale (5, F) submitted ttie report on the taxation of
mixld b.u"raees. The Committee had found
that only two" mixed beverages were currendy
being marketed in the Member States, which
were subiect to tax.
The C6mmittee thus saw is opinion confirmed
that the Commission with its Prbposal wanted to
take oroohvlactic measures in case this market
.*o"rid.d. 'Aeainst this the Committee felt that
.olh .."ruteJcould be brought up again if new
beverases aooeared whose inerediens were not
subiecfto tii or which *eretifficolt to indudein current regulations. Another rapporteu,
Mr Rossl, said -that excise duties on beer still
needed to be harmonized since such taxes existed
in Member States. But in the long-term these
taxes should be abolished except for those on
tobacco, alcohol and fuels.
Mr Rossi also supported the creation of a Com-
mittee on Excise Duties.
The main features of the ensuing debate were the
argument over:-vhether the special taxes on beer
should be abtrnl u, whed er the tax on wine
was not to br r: cende.l d,roughout the Com-
munity, or wh' 0) r a s liz,l excise duty should
be apilied to I r t n of tre.*, in order to secure a
certain stabili ' in compeuuol. The House
agreed on ret, ng the special excise duty on
beer. In Menr S ates where up to now there
had been no el e luty on wine or where it had
been abolished ' ;hould be introduced or rein-
I which the Committee had again highlighted. In
I most countries the alcohol tax or spiris monop-
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stated. Vice-President Simonet of the Commis-
sion said he endorsed the repons and that apart
from the question of wine,'there were no con-
flicts of opinion benveen the Commission and
the House. The Commission took the view that
all types oI alcoholic beverages should be subiea
to excise duties. The Chairman of the Econom-
ic_ aqd Monetary Affairs Comminee, Mr Innge(S, G) pointed out that the Committee ha?
reiected the harmonization of excise duties on
wine, beer and mixed beverages. He saw no
grounds {or keeping these t,rxes-ad infinitum and
by harmonization ipplying them ttroughout the
Community. Th.y should be abolishedinstead.
He urged the House to reject both the harmoni-
zation of wine taxes and ihe proposed Directive
for harmonizing excise duties 6n 6eer.
The House passed the following Resolutions on
the six repors:
Excise Duties and other lndirea Taxes: Parlia-
ment believed that harmonization of special
excise duties as proposed by the Commission
could conribute to the progressive achievement
of economic and monetary union. It considered
that the proposed measures could create uniform
conditions for competition which disparities in
existing ax systemi had so far prevented. The
House thought that the list oT special excise
duties proposed by the Commiision to be
retained and harmbnized within the master
Direaive under review could be regarded as a
so-und first step, especially in view Jf the possi-
bility of harmonizing other special excise ?luties
by 1980. The House considired that, in decid-
i-ng which taxes were to be retained, it was
desirable to allow not only for tax yield-but also
for other factors.
Wi.tu: The House felt that the existine excise
duties 'on wine in some Member StatEs were
trivial levies and that there was insufficient
lustification for introducing an excise duty in
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other Member States. The reasons indicated in
the proposed Direaive for harmonizing excise
duty on wine did not iustify application of such
duty throughout the Community.
The Commission was asked to submit fresh
Proposals for abolishing excise duty on wine in
the Member States wheri it existed.'
Alcohol: The House considered that the Com-
mission's Proposal would lead to a progressive
harmonization of excise duties on alcohol in the
Member States and emphasized the considerable
fiscal value of excise duties on alcohol in all
Member States. It was therefore proposed to
retain this duty which was also desirable on
public health grounds. The House welcomed
the fact that the tax was to be applied to
alcoholic beverages only and that other products
or means of production, in particular pharma-
ceuticals, were to be exempt-a fa* which
clearly illustrated the reasons of public health
motivating this tax. It was regretted, however,
that the futicles of the Direaive did not clearly
express the notion of tax exemption for indus-
tries using alcohol as a primary or auxiliary
ingredient and suggested that the Proposal be
amended accordingly. The Commission was
asked to concentrate on the harmonization at an
early date of taxation.rates.
Mixed Banerages: Parliament took the view that
excise duties should only be harmonized in cases
where the funaioning of the common market
called for such action. It was noted that at
present the importance of mixed beverages in the
Member States was extremely slislt. The
House did not share the Commission's-view that
this Directive, which rounded off the harmoniza-
tion of excise duties, was at present necessary. \
Beer: Parliament thought that harmonization of
the strucnre of excise duties on beer must be'
followed soon by harmonization of the rates,
without preiudice to simplification of indirea,l
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taxation in the medium term by the the abolition
of excise duties. The House considered that for
the immediate future excise duties on beer could
be retained and it approved the Commission's
Proposal subiect to some amendments.
Committee ofl Excise Duties: The House
approved the Commission's Proposal and asked
to be kept regularly informed of the proceedings
of the proposed Committee.
The Communiqy's funre Sugar Policy
(5 April)
2408. [n connection with the Commission's
Memorandum of lzluly 1973, Si Douglas
Dodds-Parker'(C, GB) submined a second in-
terim report on the Community's future sugar
policy with special reference to the importing of
sugar from the developing countries.
The rapporteur indicated that to honour its
commitrnents made in the Accession Treaty, the
Community must be prepared to impon'l.4
million tonnes of sugar from the developing
countries, i.e. the members of the Common-
wealth Sugar Agreement and the OCAM Sugar
Agreement. The Community also had to dis-
charge the moral obligation under Protocqll}
and buy this quantity of sugar from the develop-
ing countries at reasonable and for them profit-
able prices. The Community should take the
initiative in working out an International Sugar
Agreement which offered the assurance of a
constant adiusrnent to supply and demand on
the world market in a form acceptable to both
the producer and consumer countries.
The Commission should consolidate its Memor-
andum and submit figures and data per country
on the current trends of world production and
consumption.
Mr Bangemann (L, G) the drafsman of the
Opinion of the External Economic Relations
Bull. EC 4-1974
Committee pointed out that several c..rne sugar
producing countries were much more heavily
dependent on cane sugar production than could
on the whole be said of the Communiw.. This
single-aop agriculture was of course far from
being an ideal economic development and the
Committee had therefore pointed out in iB
Opinion that an effort should be made to put the
economies of the countries concerned on a
sounder basis through diversification.
In view of the present political situation, the
Community ought to adhere strictly to what was
agreed in the Accession negotiations. He refer-
red to the possibility of adjUsting the Commun-
ity's sugar production in a flexible way to the
world market situation. The draftsman of the
Opinion of the Committee on Agriculture,
Mr Martens (C-D, B) indicated that the external
economic features of the sugar policy could not
be regarded either formally or materially in
dissociation f rom the intra-Community
aspecs. The Committee on Agriculture felt it
would be prudent to temporize; this was borne
out by the latest unexpected developmens on the
world market. The figures and statistical
material in the Memorandum and on the Sugar
Conference could only be dessibed as very
summary. The obligaions stemming from Pro'-
tocolZ,} of the Accession Act had to be met; the
same applied in relation to the obligations
towards the AASM and OCT. The Community
must remain prepared to continue the granting
of food aid in the form of sugar and if need be
amplify it.
Mr Cheysson of the Commission welcomed the
report, and the Opinions of the External Eco-
nomic Relations Committee and the Committee
on Agriculture, particularly the latter, because it
had highlighted the links bet'ween the external
features of the sugar policy and the internal
Community problems. Mr Cheysson conceded
that various parts of the Memorandum were
outdated, particularly Chapter 4 on the Inter-
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national Sugar Agreement. The Commission
was therefore shortly going to submit a new
Memorandum which'toik iccount of the latest
developments on the world market. Regarding
the assurance of buying an annual 1.4 million
tonnes of sugar from the developing countries,
this was only valid for the new Association
Agreement. In the sugar policy it was a case of
guarantees for the developing countries to enable
them to plan their sugar production. The sugar
policy would thus be one of the mainstays of
development aid.
In the Resolution Parliament took the view that
the Community should guarantee access for
imports of. 1,.4 million tonnes of sugar annually
from the developing countries. The price at
which this quantity w.as imponed should be such
as to assure reasonable expoft earning;s to the
producer countries. The House abided by is
previous view that the Community should par-
ticipate in a new International Sugar Agree-
ment. In the meantime the Community should
pursue a production and marketing policy that
ensured Community supplies taking into account
the world market situation. The Commission
was urged to make further Proposals: (a) regard-
ing the need for reserve stocks; (b) on the
provision of food aid in the form of sugar at a
level geared to acknowledged requirements; (c)
for help from the Regional Development and
Social Funds for any who lose their employment
in the refining of cane or beet sugar within the
Community.
System oI Bracketed Rates for
Intra-Community Road Freight Haulage
(3 April)
Comntission rcport to the Council Inuestigating d.iffi-
culties in applying Council Regulaions IEEC)
7774168 of 3O luly 7968 on a systetn of bracheted
rutes fu intta-Community road freight baulage
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Commission Proposai for a Regtlation amend.ing
Regtlation (EEC) 7774168 on tbe introduction of a
sysum of btacketed rates for intra-Community road
fretght haulage
2409. In the Resolution Parliament noted that
in the opinion of the Commission the system of
bracket'rates for intra-Community road freight
haulage had still not been running long enough
for definitive conclusions to be drawn which
could lead to the drawing up of petmanent
Proposals in this field. The Commission was
asked to submit Proposals for a definitive system
as soon as possible. The House considered that
the amendments proposed by the Commission to
Regulation (EEC) 1174158 would lead to a more
efficient operation of its provisions.
The Commission was urged to present, as
prompdy as possible, its report to the Council on
ihe checking procedures and the organization
and operation of the supervisory machinery in
relation to tariff nrles for the haulage of goods
by road.
Miscellaneous
(4 April)
Cornmission Proposal fot a Regtlation supplementing
Reprlation (EEC) 2142/70 regarding tbe fieatn ent to
be applied to inpotts of clrp and trout
2410. This Proposal was approved without
debate.
Commission Proposal for a Directiue on the approx-
imation of Metnber States' lauts relatingto the making
up by ueight or by uolume of ceruin prepackaged.
ptoducts
241,1.. The House considered that this Direc-
tive should supercede national legislation and,
with sundry amendments, approved the Com-
mission's Proposal.
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Part-session from 22 to 25 April 1974
2412. The sitting of 22 to 25 April 1974 in
Strasbourg centred on youth and culture policy
matters, the present political situation in the
Community, agricultural issues, social policy and
Question Time.'
The Present Sate of the Community
The Commission's Role as Guardian
of the EEC Treaw
lmproper Proceduie in Council Deliberations
(24 April)
2473. Parliament decided to hold a full debate
on three Oral Questions. A valuable, down-to-
eafth analysis was made betrveen the Council,
the Commission and members of the
House. There was overall agreement that past
achievements must be safeguarded and that all
possible progress must be made. Two key fac-
iors w... hi[hlighted in the analysis of the'crisis
situation: France's internal policy position and
Great Britain's demands for renegotiations with
the Community.
The Chairman of the Political Affairs Commit-
tee, Mr Giraudo (C-D, I) spoke to the Oral
Question with debate on the present state of the
Community, which the'Committee had put to
the Commission. He expressed bitter disap-
pointnent over the outcome of the Council
iession in Luxembourg on 1 and 2 April and
contended that the prevailing trend within the
Council was still to put respective national
interests first. What Europe needed was a com-
mon set of decision mechanisms to represent and
defend European interests. It should be quite
clearly understood that there was no longer any
difference between Communiw and national
interests. He called for the efieaive forces in
the Member States to rally round the Commun-
ity institutions.
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The Chairman of dre Liberal and Allied Group,
Mr Durieux (F) spoke to the Oral Question with
debate on the Commission's role as guardian of
the EEC Treaty in accordance with
Article 155. He had put the Question to the
Commission on behalf of his Group. He also
spoke to the Oral Question with debate on the
improper procedure in Council decision-making,
which he had put to the Council on behalf of the
Liberal and Allied Group.
He stated that both Questions had arisen from a
Council Resolution o-f 21 January 1974 on the
Community Social Action Programme. The
Resolution could be criticized on two counts:
firsdv it out off all decisions in the Communiqu6
of t[re iaris So.-it Conference of Octd6er
1972; secondly, it contained a number of reser-
vations by nearly all the Member States in the
Minutes. Unhappily, these reservations were
not announced in the Official Journal, but were
published by the whole of the press. This
behaviour h6ld great dangers for the fuore of
Europe, for it led to nothing less than a transfor-
mation of the Council into a diplomatic confer-
ence of traditional tfpe or into a kind of Vienna
Congress. Mr Durieux urged the Commission
to be more aware of its rights and duties and to
behave uis-d-uis the Council as an institution of
collegial and independent character.
The President of the Commission,Mr Ornli,in
speaking of the Community crisis warned strong-
ly againit taking refuge in a 'period of marking
timet. Fresh decisions were needed in the Com-
munity every day and should the tensions of
further develbpmint of a united Europe slacken,
then a 'flabbiness' would set in, when nothing
more would be done. 'Europe's force is the
t The full text of Parliament's Resolutions passed
during this part-session and the complete sitting report
are reproduced in OJ C55 of 73.5.1974 and OJ
Annex 175 respectively.
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Community', he declared. Anyone who sought
salvation in marking time was 'putting the cart
before the horse'. Mr Ortoli said he was con-
vinced that despite all the current troubles
economic and monetary union must eventually
be realized. If we did not achieve it, any further
rifts would imperil what had already been
achieved. Mr Ortoli streseed the need for joint
decisions. Political and economic interests
among the Nine, although not identically slant-
ed, were at any rate similar and for this reason
we had to prove solidarity. At a time when at
international level the new layout of world
economic and monetary order was being worked
out, the Nine had to take a loint attitude
towards the exterior and prove this mutuality in
the Community by clearing up the monetary
problems. Mr Ortoli called for a strengthening
of the European institutions.
He stressed that for the future of a unified
Europe the authority of the institutions would
have to be strengthened; Parliament had a de-
cisive role to play here in advancing demo-
cratic thinking in Europe. Mr Ortoli also advo-
cated a change in the Council decision-making
practice. As soon as a clear majority emerged,
ioint decisions could be reached more easily
through abstentions. A key part should be
assigned to the Permanent Representatives. An
intensified dialogue between them and the Com-
mission could make a material contriburion to
the Council's decision-making. The Council
itself should then be able to concentrate on the
real political problems and regain its govern-
mental role. Mr Ortoli felt that the energy
crisis had shown that all Member States of thb
Community must act ioindy, for they were all
faced with the same problem of eneigy depen-
dence. All lone efforts could lead -to dfuas-
ter. In foreign relations we again had to cometo joint decisions. The Mediterranean and
Association 
_ 
policies would brook no delay.
S-peaking g_f Eulgp." fuilre, Mr Ortoli urgidthat in all deliberations the goal of Euro-
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pean union be kept in view. It was crucially
important t9 bling the concept of Europe closer
to the people of the nine Statei.
The President-in-Office of the Counol,Mr Apel,
the German Parliamentary Secretary of Stite,
denied that the practice of iuaing resirvations in
the Council Minutes changed the character of
the Council into a diplomatic confer-
ence. Mr Apel said that we must now put our
cards on the table and be quite clear as to which
Europe we wanted, either a supra-national or
intergovernmental Europe. Europe's future
hangs on this decision. Advocatei of inter-
governmental Europe could not for instance
want unlimited monetary suppoft and an effec-
tive Regional Fund. But advocates of a supra-
national Europe were always entided to chim
the help of all their partners on every
issue. Mr Apel stressed that Germany wanted a
supra-national Europe but he feared that this
form could not be realized so swifdy. It must
also be remembered that the image which the
Council projected mirrored the political differ-
ences of opinion and political inertia among the
nine Member States.
The speaker for the Christian Democrats,
Mr Bemand (B) endorsed Mr Ortoli's view that
a standstill in the Community now would be
very detrimental to Europe. Overall political
development in Europe could not be considered
without the changed circumstances in individual
Member States. Since the Commission's state-
ments the situation in Europe had decisively
changed. The minority govemments in Belgium
and Great Britain, the Presidential elections in
France, the forthcoming elections in Luxem-
bourg, and the instability in Germany had
altered the political picnre. This situation
would possibly bring about the collapse of the
Council's decision-making machinery. For
instance, after the Copenhagen Summit Confer-
ence, the Council was not in a position to take
'vital decisions'. The speaker for the Socialists,
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Mr Fellermai.er (G) said that marking time in
Europe did not necessarily have to mean stag-
nation. On the contrary, it could allow us to
review the Community situation obiectively and
oblige us to cottsolidate. The Labour Party in
Westminster could certainly count on the sup-
port of the Parliamentary Socialist Group pro-
vided that the renegotiations were within the
span of the Treaties. Mr Fellermaier listed four
points on which Europe's progress turned:
(a) we must push on with democratizing the
Communiw which meant that the Community
institutions had to run most efficiently, (b) thl
Council must in 1974 reurn to maiority deci-
sions, (c) the Commission must once again play
a more active r6le as the driving force of the
Community and act in accordance with the spirit
and content of the Treaties, and (d) economic
and monetary union had to be accomplished,
although the speaker realized it could only be
implemented in phases.
Mr Kirk (GB), the speaker for the Conservative
Group, indicated that the Labour Government
was in principle in favour of Membership of the
Community; to this extent the latest appearances
at international level of the British Foreigr
Secetary Mr Callaghan could be described as
being a 'curious negotiating procedure and odd
diplomatic habits'. Admittedly a number of
members of the present British Cabinet'were
trylng to leave the Community. Mr Kirk did
not believe this to be the maiority aaitude in the
Cabinet. Mr Kirk felt that the absence of
Labour members in the European Parliament
was also an indication of Labour's unceftainty
over Europe. Renegotiations with the Com-
munity could certainly take place within the
compass of the Treaties. In his view Great
Britain had no alternative to Community mem-
bership. To move out would result in her
complete isolation. Mr Kirk heavily criticized
the proceedings of the European insti-
tutions. The main reason for the standstill in
Europe was the inertia of the Council. As he
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put it, the odious system of horsetrading in the
Council was miles away from what was intended
in.the Treaty. Mr Kirk also expected the Com-
mission to come up with more resolute and
decisive proposals for the future. For the Lib-
eral and Allied Group, Lord Gladu.ryn (GB) said
that Europe must be constructed on a supra-
national basis. Mr Manas (I) for the Commu-
nist and Allied Group contended that Europe
had no sound ideals and that in many sectors
of the population throughout the Community
there was no great enthusiasm for European
unity. The Community's inability to shelter its
citizens and consumers from the multinational
companies was clearly revealed. Lord O'Hagan
(Non-Affiliated, Independent, GB) did not share
the view that the Community was mortally sick;it was going through a peculiar phase from
which it would emerge. He hoped that people
in Great Britain would get the oppornrnity to
learn of the benefits of Common Mdrket mem-
bership and appreciate them. Mr Norgaard (5,
DK) asked for changes in procedure so that the
Council and Commission did not get bogged
down in details. Mr Blumenfeld(C-D,G)stres-
sed the importance of strengthening the insti-
tutions and in this connection urged that Euro-
pean M.P.s be elected by direct suffrage.
Mr Patiin (S, NL) said that the British Labour
Government was not responsible for the Com-
munity's current crisis. Sir ;otrn Peel (C, GB)
thought that Europe urgendy needed political
unity, if she wanted to solve her economic and
defence problems. Mr Maigaard (COM, DK)
pointed to the lack of ties benrreen, European
policy and the people. Lord Reay (C, GB)
complained of the ever widening gulf in Com-
munity policy between official statements and
effective action.
At the close of the debate, the Council President,
Mr Apel,opposed the wishes of various speakers
to see the Commission on a confrontation course
with the Council. This was all too easy to
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achieve, but would spell the end of Europe. In
conclusion, he said: 'We are all deeply worried
and afraid for Europe's future.' But in this
situation, a new prospect might open. Only
supra-nationality could lead us out of our diffi-
culties. There was no alternative to an inte-
gated Europe. In his closing comments, Presi-
dent Ortoli pointed out that with regard to the
crisis the Commission had never ceased to point
to fundamental issues. The crisis had already
been brewing before the change of government
in Britain. The new government's desire to
renegotiate was not to be an alibi for a Com-
munity standstill.
Education Policy
(23 April)
Educationnl and Cultural Maners
Comtnission Memorandum to the Council on Educ-
ation in the Communily (Report by Mr Scbulz, C-D,
G)
2414. Mr Klepscb (C-D, G) acting for the
rapporteur Mr Schulz, welcomed the report
because it highlighted the role of education in the
development of European Union. He regretted
to find that the Council had not consulted the
House on the important question of education
and had simply forwarded ihe Memorandum for
information. The Committee for Cultural
Affairs and Youth agreed with the Commission
that it would be unrealistic to harmonize or
coordinate the education systems of individual
countries; it would be more logical to suggest
maior fields where, in the initial programme,
Community action would be useful.
In the debate Mr Petersen (DK) speaking for the
Liberal and Allied Group proposEd thaia Com-
mittee be set up and assigned to handle cooper-
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ation and collaboration on educational and cul-
tural issues. For the Christian Democrats,
Mr Pisoni (I)was pleased with the practical form
of the Commission Memorandum. For the
Socialists, Mr Laban (NL) stressed the need for
all strata of society to enter into the cooperation
on educational matters. For the conservatives
Mr John Hill called for greater mobility for
teaching staff and for more thought to the
mutual recognition of qualifications.
Mr Dabrendorf of the Commission dealt first
with the maior issues of education: satisfying the
citizens' right to education, providing equal
opportunity for all, overcoming the problem of
new dimensions (for instance, the problem of
overcrowding in secondary and further edu-
cation), the relationship between education andjobs, the questions of programmes and sylla-
buses, education geared to certain fields of
employment, career opportunities, etc., finding
new technical and organizational means of open-
ing the way for lifeJ6ng education, and changes
in the quality and organization of education in
the light of demands for greater democracy and
of the trend towards critical detachment from
industry and society. The Community's conci-
bution to solving these problems could only be a
very limited one at the present time. This was
pardy due to its incomplete development, but
also partly to the faa that the Community was
not nec€ssarily the best political pladorm for
solving such problems. This meant that we
should begin to pursue the more limited objec-
tives which we could set ourselves here and now
yith the general problems of educational policy
fully in mind.
In the Resolution Parliament took the view that
education was destined to play a special role in
the process of European irnification and wel-
comed the intentions set down in the Commis-
sion's Memorandum for promoting cooperation
in education in the Communiw. The House
believed that this planned cooieration would
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greatly help to overcome Europe's present back-
wardness in the scientific field. The Commis-
sion was recommended to include in its proposed
educition measrues the promotion of atommon
awareness of the European historical her-
itage. The House appealCd to the Council of
Mihisters responsible to adopt the draft Reso-
lution in the Memorandum submitted by the
Commission, taking into account the proposed
amendmens, to eni'ble the Commission to work
out oractical Prooosals with no further delav.
The ^House approved subfea to ceftain amend-
ments, the Commission's Proposal to set uP a
European Committee for Educational Cooper-
ation. The House considered it necessary that
all the possibilities afforded by the Rome and
Paris Trlaties should be utilizdd to the full for
the development of a coherent policy on youth,
education ind culture and that fresh initiative
should be taken on the basis of the Resolution
passed by the European Parliament on the agree-
ment to set up a European University Institute in
Florence, and having regard to the need to
safeguard the European cultural heritage to set
up European Youth Forum.
Mutual Recognition of Diplomas
Commission Proposal to the Council for a Resolution
on guidelines for the muh.ul recognition of d.iplotnas,
ceiificates and otber euidencz of formal qualifications
by uiru,re of Article 57 of the EEC Treaty (Report by
Mr Hougardy, L, B)
2415. The rapporteur said that the Committee
for Cultural Affairs and Youth welcomed the
Commission's initiative in taking a new lead on
the question of mutual recognition of diplomas
in oider to untie the present deadlock. The
Commission's proposed guidelines were by and
large acceptable and the Committee was there-
fore recommending the House to approve the
Proposal. For the Christian Democrat Group,
Mr-Pisoni (I) supported the motion and stressed
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the imoortance of education policv for the con-
structi6n of Europe. Mr Brbeksi (NL) for the
Socialists deplored the everlasting standstill on
these issues. Mr Petersen (DK) for the Liberal
and Allied Group said that too many deailed
plans would complicate matters so he was grate-
ful to Mr Dah,rendorf for having emphasized the
basic principles for mutual recognition of diplo-
mas. 
-His Group supported the formation of
advisory committees. The speaker for the Eur-
opean Conservatives, Mr John Hill (GB) and Sir
Derek Walker-Smirb (GB) welcomed the propo-
sal to set up advisory Committees for the various
occupations and professions. Mr Riuierez
(EPD, $ speaking oh the Opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee, approved the Commission's
cuidelines because thev would afford citizens the
freedom of movement and the right of establish-
ment within the Community. He also reminded
the House that forty proposed Directives were
still on the Couniilts ilesk. Mr Maigaard(COM, DK) criticized the Commission's hap-
hazard policy since of the forty Proposals none
had hiC the target. lvlr Bratis (C, GB) wel-
comed the Commission's proposed guidelines
but asked for a sharper definition of particular
educational and training requirements.
Mr Dahrendorl spoke of the complications
which up to now had lead to the impasse over
the ouestion of freedom of establishment. Ar-
ticles 48 ff, 52 ff and 59 ft of the Treaty were
limited in scope. They related to freedom of
establishment and the freedom to provide ser-
vices. The wider issue of mobility was unfortu-
nately left open. Up to now efforts had simply
led to endless tecluiical argument. The Com-
mission was therefore now trying to get agree-
ment on political guidelines for further progress.
In the Resolution Parliament strongly deplored
the Council's delay in adopting the numerous
Commission Proposals for Direaives concerning
freedom of establishment and the recognition of
qualifications. The Flouse appreciated the
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Commission's endeavours to evolve the broad
lines for the mutual recognition of professional
qualifications with the aim of accelerating the
adoption of the relevant Directives. The House
approved the broad lines proposed, particularly
the idea that Direaives for the mutual recog-
nition of professional qualifications and the
coordination of conditions for access to the
professions should resoft as litde as possible to
the prescription of deailed training require-
ments. The House believed that the public
interest required that educational standards
should not be lowered and approved the idea of
setting up an Advisory Committee on condition
that its members included teachers and practi-
tioners of the relevant professions.
Question Time
Questions to the Council
Application of Article 173 of the EEC Treaty
2476a. Lord O'Hagaz (Non-affiliated, lnde-
pendent, GB) asked the Council whether futicle
113 of the EEC Treaty applied to all trade
agreements made by Member States.
The President-in-Office of the Council,Mr Apel,
The German Secretary of State, replied that in
practice it was not possible in every case for
bilateral agreements to be replaced by Commun-
ity uade agreements without a traniitional per-
iod. With its Decisions of 15 December 7969
and 1,2 December 1972 the Council on the basis
of futicle 113 had made it possible to prolong,
amend or terminate bilateril trade agreements
but this had to be done within prescribed dead-
lines and according to prescribed procedures.
This ensured that the agreements did nor in any
way impede applications of the common com-
mercial policy. He could therefore answer rhe
question affirmatively.
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To a supplementary question from Lord O'Hag
an, Mr Apel stated that at its last meeting dir
Council had discussed a Commission Proposa
on cooperation agfeemenB and ioint consul
tation but had not come to a conclusivr
opinion. On behalf of the Federal Germar
Government, Mr Apel added that consultationr
at Community level must obviously take placr
and that *e *ost ultimately arrive at a sioatior
where cooperation agreemenB would also comr
within the competence of the Community, sincrit would othenrise certainly be possible tc
bypass the Community's commercial policy by
means of bilateral agreemene which could ever
undermine and vitiate the Community's policy ar
a whole.
Confercnce in Carucas on the Laut of the Sea
2416b. Mr Breutis (C, GB) asked the Counci
what the Community's position would be at tht
Caracas Conference regarding the exploitation ol
marine resources on the Continental shell
beyond the limis of territorial waters. Presi.
dent Apel replied that this question had not yer
been scrutinized by the Council. Proceedings
on this issue would begin at the end of ApiiJ
within an ad hoc.Working Party. To a sup.
plementary question from Mr Brewis the Coun.
cil President replied that regarding the work ol
the Council one could only say when it would
begin: It was never ceftain when it would finish.
Questions to the Commission
2476c. Sir Tufton Bearnish (C, GB) asked: 'In
view of the common Community policy towards
the ArhbJsrael dispute and the undertaking ar
the Copenhagen summit meeting to guarantee a
peace setdement, what steps are being taken to
coordinate and increase the aid given-in mone)
and kind to Palestinian refugees?'- For the Com.
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mission, Mr Cheyssoz replied that in lalv 1972
the Commission had submitted a proposed food
aid programme, which the Councif hat approved
in December of the same ye,u. The aiil from
the Community to LNRWA had been increased
to about 7 million u.a. for the 1972-73 campaign
and would be raised for the 1973-74 camiailr
to about 10 million u.a. Communiw and Mefr-
ber States' proiects had also b6en coordi-
nated. For example, 7 000 tonnes of cereals
were provided by Member States in the 1973-74
campaign. Besides this the Community was
providing aid for LJNRWA of about 1.6 irillion
u.a. per year. In a supplementary question Sir
Iufton pointed out that there had beln a short-
fall of 4 million dollars in LJNRWA's budget last
year. On this point Mr Cheysson explained
ihat owing to the soaring'price iricreases
TJNRWA was at the moment in a grave financial
situation and was forecasting a deficit of about
11 million dollars for 1974. - It was even think-
ing of canceling pars of is programmes. The
Agency had asked the Commission for further
rssistance and the Commission had prepared a
;upplementary aid programme to be- su-bmitted
to the Council.
Vr Bhmenfeld (C-D, G) asked the Commission
*,hether LTNRVA could not be bemer financed
5y a donation from fuab oil-producing coun-
ries. The Commission and Council would per-
naps be better advised to concentrate their
:ffors for the Palestinian refugees in other
rr€as. One possibility was to train the'children
rf Palestinian refugees ro become productive
nembers of society instead of terroriss. This
vas the proper political solution. Mr Cheysson
rf the eorimiision endorsed Mr Blumenield's
:omments and said that LJNRWA's budqet must
re backed in such a way that this UN boiiv could
:ully implement its prblects panicularly'in the
'ealm of education. Mr Normantoz (C, GB)
:nquired whether the aid contribution fiom th6
Jommunity was yielding rhe most effective pos-
rible results. Mr Cheysson said that they were.
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.Safegunrd Clause adopud for ltaly in the Beef Seaor
2416d. Mr NoD (C-D, I) asked whether the
Commission agreed that the safeguard clause
adopted for ltaly in the beef se6or had not been
as effective as was hoped and had failed to check
impons with the result that trade had been
distoned and, in particular, that meat and live:
stock from outside the EEC were arriving in laly
via Member States of the Community. fur Lai-
dinois of the Commission said iri reply that
measures adopted were working effefrvely.
They were terirporary measures i,ith th. 
"i-of controlling the situation benveen February
and March. To a supplgmentary question from
Mr NoB, as to what the Commiision thought of
a possible request from the Italian Government
to cut off impors of meat and milk for a short
time if the situation did not improve, Mr Lardi-
nois replied that he regarded this as a hypotheti-
cal question. His perional reaction wo-uld be to
discourage such action since it could deteriorate
the situation in other Member States.
Financial Effec* of tbe Eneryy Crbis
2476e. Mr Bousch (EPD, F) asked, with
regard to the energy crisis and its foreseeable
harmful effects on the balance of payments of
nearly all the Member States, how tlie Commun-
ity intended to participate in the new financial
system at world level.
Mr Dahrendorf of the Commission replied that
according to available estimates it could be
predicted that the swing;s in the current account
balances resulting from the crisis would cause
serious problems by their extent and varying
effects bn the individual Community coun-
tries. In view of the consumption caf,acity of
the oil-producing countries, the Cohmunity
countries would be unable to make up their
deficits by boosting exports to them. Restoring
the balance on crurent accounts would therefore
have to be effeaed either by direct means,
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whereby the OPEC countries would amass credit
in the'financial institutions of the Member
States, or indirecdy, by means of a process of
recycling ttrough the international money mar-
ket or through international organizations. In
the Memorandum submitted to the Council on
23 Ianuarv 1974 the Commission based its
.."d...rdations for immediate measures on the
idea of coordination within the Community of
the demands made on the international market
which should moreover lead to stabilization of
interest rates.
Sharp Rise in Energy Prices in tbe Sectors of Hotticul-
ture and Fisberies
2416f. Mr Laban (S, NL) asked what the
Commission was doing about Member Sates
introducine uncoordinated subsidv measures in
honiculturi and fisheries to counter the sharp
rise in enerw orices. lvlr Lardinois of the Com-
mission sai"d ihat the Commission had already
proposed some months ago that the free energy
harket should be reestablished. The Council
had so far taken no decision which meant that
oroblems had croooed up in both sectors. In
ihe meantim. oo6fficial exploratory talks had
taken place between Member States with the aim
of bringing in interim measures to cope with the
difficuldes. The Commission would be submit-
ting a report on the matter to the Council by the
end of June. A number of strucnral measures
were needed, plus measures in the field of
investment and the development of methods to
reduce the energy used in greenhouse cultivation.
The Commission was convinced that order must
be restored on the energy products market which
would in turn improve conditions in horticulture
and fisheries.
Behauiour of Multinational Concerns in resped
of Cartel Agreernents
24169. Mr Seefeld (S, G) asked the Commis-
sion *hether its enquiries into the behaviour of
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multinational concerns had shown any evidence
of cartel agreemens. Mr Borscheffe, Membet
of the Commission, explained that most of the
proceeding;s now being conducted by the Com.
mission related to undertakings active in several
Community countries and even ouside the Com-
munity. The aim of the Commission's Decem.
ber L973 investigations was to expose possible
abuses. He asked the House to be patient for
the final results would be transmitted to Parlia.
ment and the Member Statr:s; the report would
deal with the markets and price policy.
Debate in annecti.on with QuestionTime
2417. Two further questions were tabled on
the policy of the multinational companies:
Mr Fellerffiaier (5, G) wanted to know whether
there was any material evidence that the multi.
nationals were deflecting profits by setting exces.
sive prices for the delivery of crude and refined
oil products, thereby arfuicially , reducing the
profits of their European subsidiaries. Mr Flii.
mig (5, G) had asked whether the Commission
intended to submit Proposals making it possiblt
to tax profits deflected by the multinationals.
In reference to the Commission's reply tc
Mr Seefeld's question, Mr Fellermaier on behall
of the Socialists asked for an immediate debatt
on the problems raised by the three questions.
In the debate many members attacked the be.
haviour of the international oil companies; tht
price policy of these firms in Germany and tht
iupply embargo against Belgium and the Nether.
lands both came under fire.
The Chairman of the Economic and Monetarl
Affairs Committee Mr Lange (S, G) accused tht
multinational oil companies of irresponsib\
exploiting the market. Such abuse of dominant
mirket positions threatened to jeopardize th(
market economv and orovided ammunition for
its radical oppoh.nm. 'Mr Fliimig said that tht
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red figures which were paraded by the mineral
oil industry derived from the faa that the
companies by absorbing losses had mounted
oppressive competition against coal. Mr Nor-
manton (C, GB) warned against making a
'bogey' out of the multinationals. We should
not lose our sense of proportion. Mr Burg-
bacber (C-D, G) defended the oil companies.
Those who wished to see a liberal market econ-
omy throughout the world must clearly
realize that multinationals inevitably followed on
from this. The condemnation of profits should
stop, he said. Profis reinvested by the multi-
nationals could substantially help in over-
coming the energy crisis. [f, for example, in
Germany the oil crisis had passed off relatively
smoothly the oil companies deserved the credit.
Mr Van der Hek (S, NL) asked whether the
Commission was maintaining contacs with
Member States' cartel authorities so as to evolve
a coordinated attitude towards the oil com-
panies. Mr Norgaard (S, DK) asked about the
activities of the multinationals in countries out-
side the Community and Mr NoD (C-D,I) urged
that not simply the oil sector but energy as a
whole be taken into consideration. Mr Beh-
rendt (5, G) said it was not just a question of
combating the multinationals as such, any com-
panies of this type should be given a constitution
so as to prevent this misuse of economic power.
Mr Borschette, Member of the Commission
responsible for competition,. said that the Com-
mlsslon was convlnced that the Community must
take action to control the international oii com-
panies; the controls should primarily focus on
prices and the deflection of.profiF.. In any-case
appropriate agreements and legislation could not
be effective unless they embraced the whole
Community and included the other maior indus-
'trial nations. Mr Borschene heavily criticized
the customary practice in multinational com-
panies of profit deflection and condemned it as
tantamount to t.rx evasion. He said that within
.both the UN and the OECD a list of measures
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was being prepared to superintend the multi-
nationals. He could not as yet give any details
as to precisely when an appropriate Commission
Proposal could be finalized.
Mr Spinelli explained that the Commission was
now tackling the question of double taxation on
parent and subsidiary companies. Right now it
was not easy to say exacdy what could and what
could not be done. But broad publicity could
only be helpful and on that score he welcomed
the debate.
Socid Policy
Social Siaation in the Community in 7973
2418. Lady Elles (C, GB) presented a report
to the House on the Commission's Report on the
Development of the Social Situation in the Com-
muniry in 7973. She noted that 1973 had been
a difficult year for the Member States and the
Community. The social situation mirrored both
the economic problems in the Member States
and the standstill in the Community. The meas-
ures provided by the Commission's Social Aaion
Programme were now more urgent than ever. It
was alarming to find that the approved resources
for the 1973 Social Fund had to be trimmed and
that so far there was litde prospect of establish-
ing a comprehensive Regional Fund in Europe.
In the ensuing debate various speakers voiced
their anxiety over the erosion of purchasing
power due to inflationary trends and called for
an energetic employment policy for the Com-
munity. The speaker for the Christian Demo-
crats, Mr Yan der Gzz (NL) expressed disap-
pointment. He warned against charging all the
unemployment problems up to the energy
crisis. There were also structural alterations
which should not be overlooked. There was
still no real Community social policy; it made
more sense to speak of social progtess in the
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individual States. Mr Wicldraailer (NL) speak-
ing for the Socialists felt that in social affaiis the
Commission still did not have adequate pow-
ers. The employment problem waC assuming
greater and greater proportions.
For the Liberal and Allied Group, Mr Prm.oli (l)
regetted that the Public Health ahd Environ-
ment Committee had not been asked for an
Opinion. Mr James Hill (GB) 'taking the floorfor the Conservatives spoke of the Regional
Fund problem. An effeaive Regional Fund was
the best weapon available to Member States in
the battle against inflation and its consequen-
ces. He called for research and studies on an
effective regional policy and on the spread of
unemployment in Europe. For the EPD Group,
Mr Laudrin (F) urged that more attention be
paid to the occupational training of adults,
primarily in the most underfavoured Community
countries, and to the situation of migrant wor-
kers in the Community, who should not be
victimized through inflations. Speaking for the
Communist and Allied Group, Mr Marr*s (l)
also pointed out that the problems in the
employment sector were there before the energy
crisis. The ever dwindling value of money had
nullified all forecasts and was threatenine everv-
one who was defenceless against inflati6n, fifu
for example the pensioneis. Lord O'Hagan
(Non-affiliated, Independent, GB) thought that if
the Community wanted to amount to more than
a customs union, it had to play a more construc-
tive role in social policy. Regarding the migrant
worker problem he called for a sound Commun-
ity employment policy combined with a long-
term and programmed migration policy.
Dr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission
responsible for social policy, advocated a peri-
odic indexation applied to collective bargain-
ing. In this way wages and salaries woul-d be
regularly adlusted to inceases in the cost of
living. Dr Hillery announced that in \974 there
would be about twenty social policy Proposals
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forthcoming from the Commission as part of the
Social Aaion Programme. An analysis of the
effeas of the energy crisis on employment and
Proposals on job safety for woikers in new
energy industries would be submitted to the
Council.
As compared with the previous year, the level of
unemployment in the Community had dropped
from 2.5 to 2.3T", whilst the level in Germany
and Belgium had risen. Dr Hillery feared thal
' things would be more difficult for school-leavers
and older workers. He indicated that an effort
should be made to make the dismissal of older
workers more expensive for the company. For
women who suffered under the prtsent con-
ditions of the labour market, not only the prin-
ciple of equal pay was involved, therL was'also
the matter of equal opportunity to compete on
the labour market. The Commission would
shordy be submining appropriate Proposals on
this issue. Further action by the Commission
would focus on improving cooperation benueen
national labour exchanges, rt+ducation and
retraining and better protection for migrant
workers against dismissal.
In the Resolution Parliament approved the Com-
mission's choice of priorities for the Actioir
Programme, welcomed the initiative taken so fat
and expressed satisfaction over the expanded
scope of the European Social Fund. But the
House disapproved of the reduction in resources
available to the Fund and deplored the contin-
uing absence of a comprehensive Regional Devel-
opment Fund desigred to advance the correction
of imbalances of income between Community
regions. The Commission was urged to study
the advanages of existing social security schemei
in the Member States for assistance to the elderlv
and poorly paid. The House also asked for
effective action against the increasing number of
industrial accidents. The Commission was
urged to ensure that shonages of raw materials
were not used by industry as a means of making^
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excess profis. The House noted with disap-
pointment the increase in the number of unem-
ployed and called on the Commission to submit
Proposals to the Council to resolve this problem
with special reference to employment problems
faced by migrant workers. The House wel-
comed the Commission's efforts to establish the
principle of equal p^y and conditions for
women.
Aaiuities of tbe New European
Social Fund - 7972
Report on tbe actittities of the neut European Social
Fund - financial aid 7972 (Report by Miss Lulling, S,
L)
2419. Miss Lulling oudined the main prob-
lems in running the Fund, in particular the
inadequate resources and the set-up for receiving
and vetting requests. The Social Affairs and
Employment Committee felt that, if the Social
Fund was to develop into an effective tool for
employment policy, it must also be able to act
when the Committee was beset by a crisis or in
distress and the labour market was in danger of
being disrupted. This was now the case owing
to the energy crisis. For the Christian Democrat
Group, Mr Van der Gun (NL) asked why so
litde use had been made of the new Fund's
possiblities. For the Conservatives, Lady Elles
thought that the scope of the Fund's activities
should be carefully studied. Vice-President Hil-
lery of. the Commission stressed that the current
resources of the European Social Fund were still
utterly inadequate. The Commission must now
examine which selection policy should be fol-
lowed in future. He assured the House that
future thinking would put greater emphasis on
the situation of agriculture and the ttxtile in-
dustry. Another of the Fund's major tasks was
to settle structural problems.
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In the Resolution Parliament deplored the fact
that during its first year of activity, the new Fund
did not succeed in performing the tasls assigned
to it in a completely satisfactory manner. The
House expected the next report for 1973 to
indicate the problems arising from the imbalance
between funds available and the number of
applications submitted. It was noted with satis-
faction that the Commission had been able to "
curb the tendency of Member States to base their
use of the Social Fund on the old concept of 'fair
returns' by selecting those applications whichfirst and foremost defended Community
interests.
It was. regretted 
.that neither public *thorities
nor private organizations had made sufficient use
of the intervention possibilities. The House
approved the Commission's intention to adopt a
truly Community concept for granting aid from
the Social Fund. The Commission was asked to
consider the possibilities of countering the effects
of the energy crisis on employmenf in certain
regions through the agency of the Social
Fund. The House noted that the imbalance
between funds available and applications re-
ceived had obliged the Commission to lay down
selective and priority criteria. It was therefore
suessed that the selection which the Commission
was forced to make because of lack of funds
should be based on Community and not national
interest.
Application of the Principle
of EqualPay for Men andWomen
Commission Proposal to the Council for a Directiue
on dpptoxin ation of Mernber States' lauts concerning
application of tbe principle of equal pay for tnen and
wotnen conuined in Article 119 of the EEC Treaty(Repon by Mr Harzschel,C-D,G)
2420. Mr Van der Gun (C-D, NL) deputizing
for the rapporteur deplored that equal pay for
men and women was still not a reality in the
Community today. In some Member States
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there were wide disparities between remuner-
ation for men and women. With the help of
effective controls at company level the Commis-
sion's proposed Directive would require a close
watch 
-to be kept on equality of pay. It was
further anticipated to make equal pay at national
level a claimlble right with protection against
dismissal during any lawsuis.
"The Commission's proposed Directive was in
orinciole welcomed on all sides of the House.
Fo. th. Socialist Group, Mr Wieldraaiier (NL)
said that the Directive was an initial small step
towards equalitv for women in industrial
life. But efiors ,irust go further and he urged
the Commission to present additional Pro-
posals. For the Conservatives Lady Elles (GB)
fointed out that despite existing legislation pre-
Scribing equal pay for men and women, men and
women- in Great- Britain were still paid differ-
endy. It was therefore not enough to bring in
regulations on equal pay, care had to be taken to
see that they were applied. For the Communist
and Allied'Gtoop, 
-Nhs Goutman (F) spoke of
the discrimination against women especially with
respect to professional qualifications,- train-
ine and promotion. Misi Astrid Lulling ($
also depl6red the faa that women's iobs were
undervilued. She called for an upgrading of all
kinds of iobs performed by women, including the
social function of moth6rhood. Mr Alberaen
(S, DK) described the paper presented as incom-
plete especially where the three new Member
States were concerned.
Dr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission
responsibie for social a{fairs, was in complete
aer-eement with Parliament's wish to see the
D"ireaive amplified. He stressed, however, that
the oroblem was too intricate and the introduc-
tion'of equal pay for men and women was a first
maior mbve - in removinL iob 
.discrimination
against women. The Commission would
sliortly be submitting new Proposals covering
access for women to all occupations and the role
of women in industrial life.
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In the Resoludon Parliament deplored that futi-
cle 119 had been legally binding for sixteen years
in six Member States without having achieved
any real significance beyond formal applica-
tion. The House demanded the progressive
abolition of wage groups to which women were
predominandy or exclusively assigrred. The
House accused the national governmental and
administrative authorities of discrimination by
operating a system of, different wage rates and
piomotion prospects for men and women. It
iherefore endorsEd the Commission's demand for
the application of the principle of equal treat-
ment in a sector for which the governments wete
direcdy responsible.
The House called for greater efforts to enhance
the occupational uaining of women and held
that differences in retirement pensions stemming
from previous wage and other discrimination
were in urgent need of review. The House was
concerned- that equality between men and
women had still to be achieved in practice.
Women were still under-represented in mana-
gerial positions in all sectori. It was therefore
io be - expected that all legal and de faao
restrictioni on admission to various professions
would be steadily removed.
Aoolication of the Princiole
oiit t +O-Uour Week and Paid Annual Holidays
Commission Proposal to the Council for a Recotn-
mendation to Member Stttes on application of the
principle of a 4U-hour week and four weeks annual
paid bolidays (Report by Mr Laudrin, EPD,F)
2421,. Mr Wieldraaiier (NL), Mr Yan det
Gzz (NL) and Mr Normanton (GB), speaking
for the Socialists, the Christian Democras and
the Conservatives respectively, welcomed the
Proposal in that it represented social pro-
gresi. But Mr Marras (I) for the Communist
ind Allied Group criticized it because it did not
go far enough. He suggested a Community ban
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on oveftime since it only profited the com-
panies. But his tabled amendment was reiec-
ted. Vice-President Hillery of the Commission
said that future thinking on more free time for
employees must reckon with the fact that more
leisure would bring its own problems. Society
must realize that it had a responsibility to bear
here. Careful thought must be given to the
possibilities which could be created in an indus-
strial society for planning the use of leisure time.
In the Resolution Parliament welcomed the steps
taken by the Commission and approved the
Proposal. It recommended that consultations
be held between both sides of industry at Com-
munity level to establish the principle of the
40-hour week and four weeks annual paid holi-
d"y. The House hoped that Member States
would implement the principle of the 40-hour
week by 3-1 December L975 and that of four
weeks paid holiday by 31 December 1976. Par-
liament called for swifter implementation of a
genuine employment policy and a. regional
policy.
Energy Policy
(23 April)
Creation of European Uranium Enrichment
Capacity
Commission Proposal to the Council for a Resolution
on tbe creation of European uraniurn enrichrnent
capacity (Report by Mr NoD, C-D, I)
2422. The rapporteur dealt first with the tr,vo
uranium enrichment processes-gaseous diffu-
sion and uluacenuifuging.
The Energy, Research and Technology Com-
mittee noted with satisfaaion the Commission's
Proposals to create a Community uranium
enrichment capacity and emphasized the urgency
of such a move as the prerequisite for developing
nuclear energy in the Community and thereby a
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more secure and reliable supply. The Com-
mittee endorsed the Commission's view that
both enrichment processes must be developed
simultaneously th,rough cooperation benveen the
promoters, producers and users. This collabo-
ration must be focussed on harmonized develop-
ment of the existing processes with no disadvan-
tage to one or the-other. The rapporteur indi-
cated that it was up to the producers and users
by agreement to provide an answer to the prob-
lem of possible surpluses of enriched uraniuh.
Speaking for the Christian Democrats, Mr Burg-
bacher (G) said that if we did not stick to the
reactor programme, there would be an electricity
crisis in the Eighties which would make the oil
crisis seem like a picnic. We had to come up
with a reasonable compromise between the needs
of environmental protection and the building of
reactors, otherwise the Community's power
industry would be imperilled. The whole reac-
tor building programme depended on enough
uranium being available. Mr Burgbacher
warned against blackmail action by the uranium-
supplying countries. This could endanger the
Community's own enrichment plans and
ieopardizr our whole future.
Mr Fliimi.S (G) for the Socialists said that
uranium enrichment was a crucial issue. The
security of the Community's energy supply for
the rest of the century was at stake. He advo-
cated that both enrichment processes be further
developed in free competition but with equal
opporrunity. For the Conservatives, Mr Nor-
minton sulrported the Resolution and urged the
Council to linally decide on a real energy pol-
icy. The Resolution was also supported by
Mr Bousch (F) on behalf of the EPD Group.
Mr Dahrendorf ol the Commission explained
that the Commission had not found it realistic to
propose that a single Community enrichment
capacity be created and had preferred, in view of
the trvo parallel developments, to concentrate on
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the desire for cooperation. Cooperation was
intended to mean that both systems could be
developed, which was particularly important
with rtgard to competition. We also had to
take care that, despite possessing two systems,
the Community did not cut itself off from the
ouside world. Lasdy, after an initial period full
competition would be allowed. The Commis-
sion felt that in developing both systems it
should be ensured that economically equal con-
ditions were maintained.
In the Resolution Parliament recalled the need,
further accentuated by the present crisis, to limit
the dependence of the Community in the energy
sector, especially by diversifying sources of sup-ply. It was stressed that the development of the
use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes could
meet this need provided that sufficient fuel was
available. The House agreed with the Commis-
sion that the foreseeable development of the
enriched uranium market demanded the creation
of a European uranium enrichment capacity.
The House regretted that, in the preparatory
stages, of the decision-making process, the
promoters of the two existing techniques for
isotopic separation did not consider it necessary
to arrange f.or any consultation at Community
level. The House considered that, given their
respective development potential, the two tech-
niques for uranium enrichment should be
further developed after ensuring equal chances
for all against a background of free competition
with regard to construction and operation. It
was to be hoped that the risk of overproduction
would be controlled as far as possible.
C o mmis sio n Metnor andum
on the lmplemenution of Energy Policy
Commission Memorandum to the Council on im-
plemenrtng the'Guidelines and priorit-y measures for aCommuniry energy policy.' (Report by Mr Springo-
rum,C-D,G)
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2423. The House passed a Resolution without
debate approving the Commission's Memor-
andum.
Recycling and Re-utilization of Waste
(22 April)
2424. Mr Lagorce (S, F) spoke to the Oral
Question with debate on the recycling and re-
utilization of waste, which he had put to the
commission on behalf of the Socialist
Group. He quoted the well known phrase of
the French chemist, Lavoisier, that 'nothing is
created, nothing lost, everything is trans-
formed'. He expressed anxiety over the mount-
ing volume of waste, an ever-increasing burden
on the environment. Recycling of waste would
mean savings in raw materials, could benefit
agriculture and restore substantial reserves to
industry. Raw materials were scar@ and were
going to get scilrcer. The public must therefore
be made aware of the need to re-utilize waste.
In reply Vice-President Scarascia Mugnozru of.
the Commission said that the Joint Research
Centre had been working on this problem since
7973, Research and studies now underway in
individual States would eventually have to be
coordinated and lead to ioint solutions. The
Committee for Scientific and Technological
Research recendy set up by the Council had to
be assigrred to collate all relevant information.
The Commission would be submitting Pro-
posals under the European environment policy.
Speaking for the Conservatives, Lord St, Oswald
endorsed Mr l-agorce's remarks. Mr Cifarelli
(S, I) pointed to the Community's meage energy
and raw material reserves compared with those
of the super-powers. He then spoke of the need
for effective protection of the environment.
Public opinion had to be sensitized into respect-
ing and protecting nanue.
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Transport Policy
Legal Procedures for Vehicle DriuingLicenes
Commission Proposal to tbe Council for a Dheaiue
concerning barmonizttion of laws relating to uehicle
driuinglic.ences (Report by Mr Herberr, EPD, IRL)
2425. The rapporteur indicated that the
Regional Policy and Transport Committee
approved, subiect to a number of amendments,
the Commission's proposed Directive. The
Committee wanted to see the Directive swifdy
take effect in the Member States and the con-
ditions in it strialy adhered to.
Mr Mursch (G) speaking for the Christian
Democram stressed that the Directive was of
immense psychological value, because over 100
million Europeans would get a European licence
for the first time. Even more important were
the practical considerations, primarily the ques-
tion of what could be done to promote ioad
safety. The speaker for the Socialist Group,
Mr Eisma (NL) expressed the hope that standar-
dized driving licences tlroughout the country
would help to cut down the number of traffic
accidents. For the Conservatives, Lord Man-
sfield (GB) would have prefemed the review of
the report to have been held back because several
poins could have been more thoroughly an-
alysed by expers. He said that the repoft had
linle hope of getting the Council's ap-
proval. Vice-President Surascia Mugnozzt ol
the Commission felt that on the strength of the
report the Council would be able to reach firm
decisions.
In the Resolution Parliament approved the Com-
mission's Proposal. A uniform procedure for
issuing driving licences would facilitate their
mutual recognition as well as the free movement
of persons and freedom of establishment in the
transpoft sector. The House approved the
,choice of a standard driving licence in conform-
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ity with the model proposed by the International
Road Traffic Convention but would like to see
the English designation 'driving licence' added to
the French 'permis de conduire' on the cover
page. With regard to categories of vehides
requiring a driving licence it was considered that
a driving licence should be required to drive
cycles with an auxiliary motor and motor cycles
with or without sidecar constructed for a speed
not exceeding 45 kmih. The licence issued for
driving a motor car should not be valid for
driving a motorcyde. The minimum age for
obtaining a licence for motor cars and motor
cycles with a maximum design speed exceeding
45 km/h should be 18. The House considered
that authorization to drive agricultural tradors
should be granted from the age of 15, but felt
that this lower age limit should not be extended
to other vehicles classed in the same category'F
(motor vehicles for public works). The House
further considered that as soon as possible and at
any event within one year of adoption of this
Directive, the Commission should submit a dralt
Direaive to the Council covering common rules
to be applied to novice drivers and learners.
Concerning the suspension or withdrawal of
licences, Parliament felt that such suspensions
should be applied by the Member State which
issued the licence, at the request of the Member
State in which the offence occurred and that the
licence holder should be given the chance to
make representation in his own Member State
before the competent issuing authority.
lnsullation of Lighting and Light-sigrulling
Deuices, Fog Ligh*, Exterrul Projections
and Reflex Refle aing D euices
onVehicles and their Trailers
Cotnrnksion Prcposals to the Council for four Direc-
tiues conceming approximation of Mqnber Sutes
laws apperuining to:
O the insullation of lighting and light-signalling
deuices on rnotot uebicles and trailerc,
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(ii) fog lights for motor vehicles,
(iii) the external projections of motor vehicles,
(iv) reflex reflecting devices for motor vehicles and
their trailers (Report by Mr Herbert, EPD, IRL)
2425i. Vice-President Surascia Mugnozw of
the Commission warned against overrigid har-
monization which might impede the practical
application of statutory provisions. The
o^phonal nature of the system *'oda allow more
flexibility within individual States.
In the Resolution the House urged the Council to
adopt these important Directives as promptly as
posiible. It considered that the 'optional'
ivstem introduced in the Commission's Pro-
pbsals to the Council should apply for a limited
period only, so that uniform Community legis-
lation for all Member States could be enacted at
a later stage. The Commission was asked to
incorporate a number of amendments into the
Proposals.
Agriculnre
(24 April)
Aid for Sea Fisbing
Commksion Proposal to tbe Council for a Regotlarton
laying doutn conditions for granting national aid
under the cotnn on structural policy for sea fisbing(Report by Mr John H,rl, C, GB)
2427. The rapporteur pointed out in the de-
bate that the essence of the Commission's Pro-
posal was to put ceilings on national aid in
favour of redevelopment in the fishery sec-
tor. A great deal hinged on the outcome of the
forthcoming international Conference on the
Law of the Sea which would decisively affect the
restructuring of the fishery sector. hii the Reso-
lution the House approved the Commission's
Proposals and awaited provisions for the further
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development of a uue common strucnral policy
in the fishing industry. The House recognized
the need to safeguard the interests of under-
favoured regions in the process of harmon-
izing aid. The House believed that Proposals to
develop a struchral policy on sea fishing in the
Community, and in particular common rules to
govern aids to the fishing industry should be
framed in terms of the international competition
faced by the Community producer, as well as in
terms of harmonization of levels of aid granted
by Member States.
loint Organization of the Sugar Market
Commksion Proposal to the Council for a Regulation
suppletnenting Regulation 7009l67lEEC on the ioint
organizttion of the market in sugar (Report by
Mr Martens, C-D,B)
2428. The rapporteur described the world
market as suffering from chronic shortages, from
prices nvice as high as in the Community and
from unceftainty after the International Sugar
Agreement had failed to materialize. With its
Prbposal the Commission therefore waited to
take measures to safeguard domestic sugar sup-
plies by taking over the sugar intended for
export. The issue of adequate Community sup-
ply also dominated the debate.
In the Resolution Parliament noted with satisfac-
tion that the Commission had taken the sugar
scarcity into account, but believed that the
Proposal might result in a reduction of incomes
for Community sugar producers, given the very
high level of sugar prices on the world mar-
ket. The House believed that, to stabilize exis-
ting incomes of sugar producers, it was desir-
able to increase the maximum quota to a level
sufficient to enslue adequate supplies for the
Community without however producing a sur-
plus, and at the same time abolishing the produc-
tion levy. 
r
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Resources of the EAGGF, Guidance Seaion
2429. Mr Gibbons (EPD, IRL) spoke to the
Oral Question with debate on the resources of
the EAGGF Guidance Section, which together
with Mr Herbert (lRL), Mr Lenihan (IRL),
Mr Liogier (F) and Mr Riuierez(F) he had put to
the Commission. The Question was put to
asceftain how the funds of the Guidance Section
were allocated. According to press reports cer-
tain allocations had already been set and the
speaker asked whether repors which mentioned
a^ substantial allocation for the Netherlands and
Germany and cuts for Ireland, France and Den-
mark were in fact correct. Mr Gibbons wanted
the Commission to conlirm that the aid would
be jusdy allotted and that there were not two
Corirmunities, one of whom would be favoured
while the other was to be handicapped.
Mr Lardi,nois of the Commission declared that
this kind of discussion should not take is cue
from press reports. The Commission depan-
ments had drawn up programmes and elaborated
working hypothesei,- bui the Commission itself
had not yCt taken any final decisions. The
oualiw of'oroiects Dut forward would be the
ciiteril as tb h;w far credit cuts would have to
be made to the disadvantage of some coun-
tries. It could mean that the funds for the
original Six would have to be trimmed in favour
of the three new Members.
Price lncreases in Agriculture
2430. Mr Scotf-Hopkit* (C, GB) spoke to the
Oral Question with debate on the price increases
in agriculture which he had put to the Commis-
sion together with Mr lakobsen (DK), Mr
' Brewk, -Mr John Hill, aid Lord St. Oswald(GB). He asked whether the Commission con-
curred with the Council's Decisions of 23 March
1974 on increasing farm prices and whether the
.changes in the prices were in faa adequate to
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increase the levels of efficient production within
the Community. He also wanted to know
whether and how the Council Decisions of
23 March would act in favour of the con-
sumer. On this point Mr Scott-Hopkins ex-
pressed his misgivings and described the Council
Decision as not of the wisest.
In reply Mr Lardinois of the Commission said
that the l2o/o inqease in intervention prices in
the beef sector would probably affea the market
price by only a few percent. He reminded the
House bf tha concessions made at the request of
the British Government and that in the future
exceotions would have to be made for some
"ouritri.r 
in so far as was compatible with the
Treatv. The Commission would do its utmost
to p.dt a the beef market and keep it intact.
Excise Arrangemm*
for Fishery Products froruNorway
Comnksion Proposal to the Council for a Regu.lation
atnmding Couicil Regulation (EEC) 3609173 of
27 Decetnber 7973 on excbe anangements to be
applied to certain fish"ry produas originating from
Norway
2431. Parliament approved the Commission's
Proposal without a debate.
Miscellaneous
Str engh ening of Relations
befii een th e Eur op ean P arliatnmt
and the Federal Canadian Parliammt
(24 April)
2432. A Resolution motion on the strengthen-
ing of relations between the European Assembly
and the Federal Canadian Parliament had been
tabled by Mr Liicker, Chairman of the Christian
Democrats, Mr Fellermaier, Vice-Chairman of
the Socialists, Mr Durieux, Chairman of the
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Liberal and Allied Group, Mr Kirk,Chairman of
the European Conservatives, Mr Botnges,Chair-
man of the EPD Group, Mr Amendola, Chai-
man of the Communist and Allied Group,
Mr Behrmdt (S, G), Mr Giraudo (C-D, I),
Mr de la Maldne (EPD, F), and Mr Sandri(COM, I). The House passed a Resolution
expressing its conviction that these parliamen-
tary contacs helped to strengthen the political
and economic links between Canada and the
EEC. The House advocated annual meetings
between delegations of the European Parliament
and both Chambers of Canada's Federal Parlia-
ment to discuss matters of mutual interest. It
was felt that the meetings should be held alter-
nately in a Community country and in Canada.
Draft Anntnl Accounts of Parlinment
for 1973(25 April)
2433. Aaing for the rapporteru, Mr Aigner
(C-D, G), Mr Notenboom (C-D, NL) submitted
an interim repoft on the draft of Parliament's
accounts for the financial year 1.973 (1 January -
31 December 19731.
The credits for the financial year 1973 amounted
to 26925433.12 u.a. of which 25564625 u.a.
were estimated in the budgeq for the 1973
financial year while 1360808.12 u.a. were car-
ried over from7972to 1973.
Parliament had decided also to cancel the credits
automatically transferred from the budget year
7972 to 1973 which were not used and amount-
ing to 206686.30 u.a., prusuant to Article 202
of the EEC Treaty. It was also decided that the
credits available f.or 1973 but still unused and
amounting to 2520425.89 u.a. should be can-
celled. The House deferred its final decision on
the discharge for the financial year 1973 until
the annual accounts in compliance with the
terms of the Treaty had been checked by the
Community audit authorities.
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Regulation on a Procedue of Cotxolidation
(23 April)
Commission Proposal to tbe Council for a Regulation
esublkbing a Consolidation Proced.ute (Report by
Mr Memtnel,C-D,G)
24i4. The idea of the procedure, explained
the rapporteur, was to simplify the formats of
Community legal documents. These doc-
uments, with their series of amendments, should
be collated into a single text and published in
this form in the Official Journal. [n the
Resolution the House approved the aim of the
proposed Regulation which was to give greater
clarity to Community legislation and hence pro-
mote ceftainty in the law. But it was regretted
that the original instrumenrc would remain
legally valid, so that users of the Official Journal
would in many cases still have to consult the old,
badly arranged texts. It was hoped that a more
useful form of consolidation would be shortly
introduced. The House e:rpected the consoli-
dated insuuments to be published in the (L)
(Legislation) series of the Official Journal.
Council
During April the Council held th,ree sessions
devoted to general matters, agriculture and coop-
eration and development.'
282nd Session-General Matters
(Luxembourg,1 and 2 April19741
2435. President: Mr Scheel, the Federal Ger-
man Foreign Minister.
I For the various issues reviewed by the Council see
the relevant Chapters of this number of the Bulletin.
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Council Council
From the Commissioz; Mr Ortoli, President,
Mr Haferkamp, Sir Christopher Soames,
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Yice-Presidents;
Mr Spinelli, Mr Borschette, Mr Dahrmdorf,
Mr Thomson, Mr Larilinois, Mr Gundelach,
Mr Cheyssoz, Members.
Manber States' Gouetwnmls were represented
by: Mr Yan Eklande, Foreigt Minister (Bel-gium); Mr Guldberg, Foreign Minister,
\{r Chrisuttsen, Secetary of State for Foreign
Affairs (Denmark); Mr Scheel,Foreign Minister,
Mr Apel, Parliamenary Secretary of State for
Foreigr Affairs, Mt Sihlecht, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs (Germany); Mr lobert,
Foreign Minister (France); Mr Fitzgerald, Minis-
ter for External Affairs (lreland); Mr Moro,
Foreim Minister, Mr Pedini, Under-Secretary of
State- for Foreign Affairs (ltaly); Mr Tborn,
Foreign Ministei (Luxembourg); Mr uan der
Snel, Foreign Minister (Netherlands); Mr Cal-
lagban, Secretary of State for Foreign and Com-
monwealth Affairs, Mr Shorc, Secretary of State
for Trade, Mr Hanersley, Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs (United
Kingdom).
The two main features of the session were thejoint statement by the Presidens of the Council
ind the Commission and the declaration by
Mr Callaghan on behalf of the British'govern-
ment.
Havins been informed of the death of President
Pompidou the Council paid tribute to the late
President of the French Itepublic and his work in
the service of France and Europe. The Council
then suspended is proceeding;s as a token of
mourrung.
The President-in-Office of the Council made a
ioint statement on the Communiw's situation' on
behalf of the President of the iommission and
himself. He highlighted the problems on which
decisions must be taken as prompdy as possible
, and suggested a number of measures to be
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. adopted to improve the decision-making process
within the Community. After a preliminary
debate on this statement the Council agreed to
resume its review of the practical suggestions at a
forthcoming session.
The Council heard a declaration by Mr Cal-
laghan, the British Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary on his Government's policy towards
the Communiw. The British Minister an-
nounced that hi's Government would be putting
forward detailed proposals. The other Mem-
bers of the Council expressed their initial reac-
tions over the various poins of the declaration.'
Preparations were also made for the extraordi-
nary meeting of the UN General Assembly which
wiil deal wi"th raw material problems fiom the
angle of cooperation and developmelt. The
Council approved the guidelines to be followed
bv the Communiw and the Member States at the
nieeting and finalized the poins of a statement
made -on 10 April 1974 by the President,
Mr Scheel, on behalf of the Community.
Lasdy, without reaching any decisions the Coun-
cil c6nsidered the renegotiations under Article
XXIV/6 of GATT, Community relations with
the Mediterranean countries, the negotiations
between the Community and the African, Carib-
bean and Pacific countries, the budgetary powers
of the European Parliament, the short-term
measures in the energy sector and the proposed
Decision to set up a-consultation procedure for
cooperation agreements benveen Member States
and non-Member countries.
2 83 rd Session-Agriculnre
(Luxembour g, 29 and 30 lryril 197 4)
2436. President: Mr Ertl, German Minister of
Agriculture.
' Bull. EC 3-1974,lntroductory Chapter.z Bull. EC3-1974, points 1101 to 1105.
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Council Council
From the Commission: Mr Lardinois, Member.
Member States' Gouernmenls were represented
by, Mr Lauens, Minister of Agriculture (Bel-
grury); Mr Kofoed, Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries (Denmark); Mr Ertl, Minister of Agri-
culture, Mr Robr, Secretary of State for Agricul-
ture (Germany); Mr Marcellin, Minister of Agri-
culture and Rural Development, Mr Denku,
Secretary of Sate at the Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development (France); Mr Clinton,
Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries (Ireland);
Mr Bisaglia, Minister of Agriculture, Mr Salua-
tori, Secret?ry of Slate for Agriculture (ltaly);
Mr Ney, Minister of Agriculture (Luxembour!);
Mr Van der Stee, Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries (Netherlands); Mr Peai, Minister of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (United King-
dom).
The Council discussed the Community sugar
policy and the situation of the vine arid wine
market.
But the main feature of the proceedings was a
detailed review of the markei situatio-n in the
beef and veal and poultrymeat sectors, especially
in the case of beel and'veal. At the close thl
Council found that as matters stood the applica-
tion df Community rules allowed a nunider of
m€asures to be implemented under the authority
of the Commissiori which might well relieve thl
market situation for the producs in question and
especially the market for beef and veal. With
this oudook the Council took note of the market
management action which the Commission had
taken or intended to take in the above three
sectors.
The Council also established a ioint orsanizarion
of the marker in the sector of dehydiated fod-
ders.
28 4th Session-{oop eration
and Development
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2437. President: Mr Eppler, German Minister
for Economic Cooperation.
From the Cotnmission: Mr Cleyssoz, Member.
Member States' Gouernmenf.s were represented
by: Mr Tltuysbaert, Deputy Head of Clbinet at
the 
_Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Belgium);Mr Cbrisunsm, Secretary of State to the Min-
istry of Foreigr Affairs (Denmark); Mr Eppler,
Minister for Economic Cooperation, Mr Sohz,
Secretary of Sate for Economic Cooperation(Germany); Mr de Lipkowski, Secretary of State
for Forei$ Affairs (Fiance); Mr Fitzseiad, Min-
ister for External Affairs (Ireland)f Mr Pedini,
Under-Secretary of State at the Ministrv of
Foreign Affairi (Italy); Mr Schaus, Minist& of
the Interior (Luxembourg); Mr Pronk, Minister
f or Economic Cooperation (Netherlands);
Mrs Hart, Minister of Overseas Development
(United Kingdom).
The Council had a thorough discussion on the
proceedings of the extraordinary meeting of the
UN General Assembly and in particular on the
planned action for 'aid to the most under-
favoured countries. It was decided to meer
again before 15 June 1974 to study the relevanr
questions and especially the terms of the contri-
bution which the Community has decided to
make towards these projects.
The Council then resumed its examination of
Commulity_policy on cooperation and develop-
ment. Public aid for development was con-
sidered and agreement was reached on three
Resolutions concerning the volume of develop-
ment aid, the conditions for it and the geograplii-
cal allocations. The Council also coffirired it
final approval of five or six Resolurions adopted
at. its previous_ meeting and concerning cooper-
ation and developmenti The Resoluti6ns cover
the following: iommodity agreements; gener-
| 259th Session of 5.11,1973, Bull. EC ll-1973,
points 2315 and2426.
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Commission Commission
alized preferences; promotion of developing
countries' exports;- technical assistance for
regional integlition between developing coun-
trils and the-problems of the developing coun-
tries' debts. in this context the Council asked
the Commission to submit practical implemen-
tary Proposals for the Resolutions.
The Council also debated in detail the question
of the possibility of making financial resoluces
out of Cornmonity funds av:ailable to non-Asso-
ciated countries. It was ageed to resume this
discussion at the next session.
Lastly, the Council agreed the nvelve-month
extension to the Food Aid Convention.
Commission
Tribute to the Memory
of President Pompidou
2438. In opening its session of 3 April the
Commission paid tribute to the memory o-f
Mr Georges Pomqidou, President of the French
Republic," who passed away the day before.
Mi Frangois-Xavier Ortoli,' Presideni of the
Commission, sent the following telegram to
Mr Alain Poher, President of the French Senate
and acting President of the Republic:
'On behalf of the Commission of the European
Communities and myself, please convey to
Mrs Georges Pompidou and to Mr Alain
Pompidou the exprtssion of our very deepest
symPathy.
President Pompidou has done much for the idea
of Eurooe and for the realization of this
idea. By his death, Europe has lost a man who
believed-deeply in its construction, to which the
Commission' is devoting itself, and who was
convinced, as we are, that France has an eminent
. 
role to play in this great work.'
Bull. EC 4-1974
Activities
2439. During April the Commission held four
meetings. The mijor topics discussed consisted
of ener problems and agricultural policy. At
the last meeting the measures taken by the Italian
Government to redress the balance of payments
were initially reviewed.
2440. A major part of the Commission's pro-
ceedings was given over to the Community
strategy on energy. The discussions brought
out broad agreement within the Commission on
the main guidelines which would have the Com-
munity define voluntary obieaives for the next
ten years. The Commission expecs to adopt is
Communication to the Council towards the end
of May.
The Commission also reviewed a report on the
irnpact of the energy crisis on the etnployment
situation.
A report was adopted on the probluns of
polluiion and nuisinces deriuing from energy
production. This is a preliminary paper; the
Commission is expecting to submit Proposals for
orotectins the environment from this source
ii-ult"nioosly with overall measures which it is
preparing for energy policy.
2441. On the farrning front, the Commis-
sion's work bore maihlv on meat-market
problems especially in the beef and veal depart-
ment.
2442. ln social affairs, the Commission had
an initial discussion on the proposed Directive to
strengthen the protection of workers when con-
centrations occur or companies merge. This
Proposal belongp to the Commission's social
action programme and will help to fill loopholesin the relevant laws of ieveral Member
States. The Commission expects to adopt its
Proposal during May.
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2443. For research, Proposals to the Council
were adopted with an eye on the rwision of the
ioint research progratnffie. The Proposals
adiust the direction of research in the energy
sector and prescribe new activities for the Petten
establishment. On 9 April the Commission
approved a Communication to the Council on a
Community action programme in the field of
scientific and technical information and docu-
mentntion.' The aim is to boost a rational
development of scientific information and docu-
mentation systems belonging to public auth-
orities or private bodies such as the industrial or
trade union federations and to integrate the
systems on a permanent basis so as to form a
European information network.
2444. Regarding cooperdtion and deuelop-
ment policl, the Commission approved a pro-
posed Council Regulation to expand the list of
products benefiting from the generalized prefer-
ences scheme. The Proposal is aimed at
improving the scheme in the sector of processed
agricultural products. The Commisiion also
adopted the framework of the guidelines allow-
ing joint positions to be adopted when the
Charter of the Economic Righs and Duties of
States is drawn up. The Charter, now being
prepared within UNCTAD, is to be ratified by
thg United Nations General Assembly.
Departmental Organiza tion
2445. The Commission made the following
appointrnents:
(i) Mr Wolfgang Subenow has been appointed
Director of the Directorate-European Social
Fund (Operations)-within the Directorate-Gen-
eral of Social Affairs.
(ii) Mr Jacques Dugimont has been appointed
D.puty Head of the Commission Delefadon to
the international organizations in Genevi.
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(iii) Mr R6gis Malbois has been appointed
Head of Division-Denmark and lreland-<f the
Directorate-National Economies and Economic
Trends-within the Directorate-General of Eco-
nomic and Financial Affairs.
(iv) Mr Pierre Wathelet has been appointed
Head of Division-Employment Policy-*1dfr,
the Directorate General of Social Affairs.
Court of Justice
New Cases
Case 2TlTLDemag AG, Duisburg, v Finanzamr
Duisburg-South
2446. On 19 April 1974 the Dtisseldorf
Finanzgericht filed a requesr with the Court for a
preliminary ruling whether the introduction in
Germany of an exceptional tax on the turnover
in expors of industrial wares to other EEC
Member States, possibly in breach of Article 12
of the EEC Treaty as a tax of equivalent effea to
an excise duty, cannot be justified under Article
707 or Article 109, section 1 or again under
Articles 2 and 3(g) of the EEC Treaty in so far as
the application of said tax enables'a monetary
revaluation to be avoided.
Judgments
Case 1,1,5/73-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2447. This appeal to annul a comperition
procedure was rejected by the Court Decree of
4 Apri|1,974.
I Points 12Ol to 1,205.
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Case l,SSlTFPubblico Ministero italiano v
Giuseppe Sacchi, Sala
2448. In a legal action over the exclusive right
granted by Italy to the RAI-TV company to
make television broadcasts, the Biella Tribunal
had filed a request with the Court on 27 lriy
1973 lor a preliminary ruling on whether this
exclusive right was compatible with the basic
principles of Community stafttory order and in
particular with Articles'S, 7, 37,86 and 90 of
the EEC Treaty.
By Decree of 30 April 1,974 the Court ruled that
the broadcasting o1 televised messages including
those involving publicity, came as such under the
rules of the EEC Treaty concerning the per-
formance of services; that futicle 37 referred to
trade in goods and could not cover monopolies
in the performance of services; that Article 90
did noi bar a Member State from amplifying a
dominant position which it had conferred on a
company.
Case L63l7.}-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2449. This case which was over the payment
of arrears of living-abroad allowance was struck
from the Court rffster by the Order of 8 April
L974.
Case l.6TlTlCommission v France
2450. On 14 September 1973 the Commis-
sion had lodged an appeal with the Court against
France. Based on futicle 169 of the EEC
Treaty, it concerned failure to comply with her
obligations under the provisions of futicle 48 of
the EEC Treaty and under Article 4 of the
Regulation 1612/68 of 15 Ootober 1958 con-
cerning the free movement of workers within the
Community.'
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By its Decree of 4 April 1974 the Court ruled
that by maintaining unchanged the rules of
Article 3, paragraph 2 of. the Code du travail
maritime with regard to the subfects of other
Member States, France had not complied with
the above obligations.
Case 777173-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2451. This case which concerned the granting
of living-abroad allowance was struck from the
Court record by the Order of 24 April1974.
Joint Cases 1.78/179 and 180173-Belgium and
Luxembourg v Mr Pieter Mertens, Kontich, and
others
2452. In three criminal cases brought by the
Belgian State against economic operators, and
where the Belgian State and the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg were the plaintiffs, with regard to
frauds in the cereal sector, the Brussels Appeal
Court has asked the Court of Justice on
30 Oaober 1,973 for preliminary rulings on
interpretation of Articles 2 and 7 of Regulation
25 of 4 lrpril 1962' and Regulation 729/70 of.
21 April 1970 concerning financing of the CAP'
and the Council Decision of 21 April 1970 on
Communiw own resources' in order to asceftain
whether ii was for the Member States rather
than the Community to appear as the plaintiffs
in this cases.
Bv Decree of 4 Aoril 1,974 the Court ruled that
tlie position of Mimber States and their national
authorities who were involved in litigation over
the reimbursement of evaded Community
receipts or sums paid in error had not been
I OJ L257 ot 19.10.1,968.
'z OJ 30 ol20.4.1962.
' OJ L94 ot 28.4.1970.
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affected by the consequences of the allocation of
own resources to the community.
Case 1.87/73-SPRL R. & V. Haegeman, Brus-
sels, v the State of Belgium in the person of the
Minister for Economic Affairs
2453. As part of a legal action on the pay-
ment of countervailing taxes when Greek wines
were imported into the Belgo-Luxembourg
Economic Union, the Tribunal of first instance
had asked the Court of Justice on 7 November
1973 f.or a preliminary ruling on interpretarion
of the Agreement creating an Association
.between Greece and the Communiw' and with
special reference to the sense to be given to
ceftain terms of the Agreement and- to the
authority of the Commission in order to imple-
ment a countervailing tax scheme.
By Decree of 30 April 1,974 the Court ruled that
the word 'system' (r6gime) in paragraph 2 ol
Protocol 14 appendixed to the Agreement is to
be understood as referring exclusively to customs
duties and quantity restridons; that-the counter-
vailing tax put on imported Greek wines under
Article 9, paragraph 3 of Regulation 876/70 of
28 April 1970 concerning additional provisions
for the joint organization of the vine and wine
market' amounted to a levy in the sense of
Protocol 1.2 to the Agreement and under the
terms of that Protoco[ could not be reqarded
either as a tax of equivalent effea in the sinse of
Article 27, paragraph 2 of the Agreement; and
that Articles 41 and 43 of the Agreement do not
affect application of the countefoailing tax laid
4gryqby Article 9, paragraph 3 of [egulation
81,6/70.
Case 20174R-Kali-Chemie, Hanover, v the
Commission
2454. On 28 March 7974, a German com-
pany had filed a request with the Court to sray,
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through an injunction, execurion of futicle 3 of
the Commission Decision of.21, December 1973
concerning the implementation procedure of
Article 85 of the EEC Treaty (tV/795-Kali Sr
Salz/Kali Chemie.'
By order of 3 April 1,974 rte Court granted a
stay until 1,5 July 1,974.
European lnvestment Bank
Loans Granted
AASM
2455. The EIB concluded on 10 April 1,974 a
loan contract to rhe value of 5 400 000 u.a.(about 1500 million CFA francs at rhe official
parity) with COTIVO (La Cotonnidre Ivoirienne)
for the construction of the first stage of a
spinning and weaving factory at Agboviiie (lvory
Coast) with an annual production capacity of
6 000 tonnes of cloth.
The company promoting the proiea is the
'Soci6t6 des Impressions sur tiisus de C6te-
d'Ivoire-ICODI' which will be the main share-
holder in COTIVO, the other shareholders being
the Soci6t6 Internationale Financidre pour lei
Investissements et le D6veloppement en Afrique(SIFIDA), the Deutsche Geiellschaft fiir Wiit-
schafdiche Zusammenarbeit m.b.H. (DEG), and
the Banque Ivoirienne de D6veloppement Indus-
gqe_l_(BID_I.). Before taking up- this holding
ICODI will increase is capital, in particular by
issuing new shares most of which will bb
assigred to the Ivory Coast Government, which
will thus become the main shareholder.
I OJ 26 of 18.2.1963.
'z OlL99 of 5.5.1970.
' OJ L 19 ot 23.1.1974.
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COTIVO's spinning and weaving factory will
produce 3 000 tonnes of cotton grey cloth and
3 000 tonnes of indigo denim a year from cotton
grown locally. Thg raw cotton will be used by
ihe ICODI and UNTWAX printing and main-
tenance factories at Abidfan while the denim will
be sold to a major American blue jeans manu-
fachrrer for use in particular at a clothing factory
shortly to be built in the Ivory Coast. At least
7Oo/o'of COTIVO's production, which will be
increased at a later stage to 9 000 tonnes a year,
will be exported either unfinished, or as cotton
prints and garments.
The project, which will cost 7 050 million CFA
francs, constitutes a further stage in the im-
olementation of the Ivorv Coast Government's
iconomic policy which aiins to set up industrial
complexes' .*p'o.ting the greater part of their
production. As wel-l as exploiting lbcally-grown
iotton to the full, it will help to improve the
country's trade balance by replacing imports and
widening the range of exports. In addition it
will crelte 1040 iobs in its first phase and
diversify the economy of a region which has
hitherto depended almost wholly on agriculture.
The Bank's loan has been granted for a duration
of 10 years. Until the end of the Sth year of
loan repayment the borrower will receive a 2%
interesCrebate granted by th. Commission of the
European Communities from the European
Develbpment Fund, thus bringing the effective
rate down to 6'lr"/" ayear.
2456. The European Investrnent Bank con-
cluded a loan contract with the 'R6gie du
Chemin de Fer Abidian-Niger' (R.A.N.) on
19 April 1974 to the value of 14040000 u.a.
(about 3 900 million CFA francs at the official
parity) for the reconstruction of a 130 km
iecti6n of railwav line between the stations of
Dimbolao and Bbuake in the Ivory Coast and
for the acquisition of five locomotives. The
loan has been granted for 15 years at a rate of
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6,25% a year after an interest rebate of.2.5o/o
granted by the Commission of the European
eommunities from the resources of the European
Development Fund.
In addition, a contract was concluded on the
same day between the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities and the European Investrnent
Bank, acting as the European Economic Com-
munities' agent managrng the loan, on the one
hand, and R.A.N. on the other, for a loan on
special conditions of 5 040 000 u.a. (about 1 400
million CFA francs at the official parity). This
Ioan, from the resources of the European Devel-
opment Fund, and running for 40 years at an
annual interest rate of 1%, will be devoted in full
to the reconstruction of the section of railway
line.
R.A.N. operates the ll47 km railway line link-
ing Abidj'an and Ouagadougou on behaff of the
Re ublia of the lvory Coast and Upper Volta.
Both passenger and goods traffic are increasing
steadily and most of it consists of long-distance
journeys to or from the nonh of the Ivory Coast,
Upper Volta and part of Mali. The railway is
therefore the main means of access to regions
remote from the sea and the port of Abidian and
an essential feature of their economic develop-
ment. The railway has indeed a key paft to
play in developing the most handicapped areas
within the two countries and the adiacent
regions.
Financing
Community Activities
First Report on Execution of the Budget
2457. On 10 April 1974 the Commission
approved the first-quarteily report on the ex-
eZution of the budget which was then sent to the
5, Institutiona I
matters-
European policy
Financing Community Activities
Council and the European Parliament. The
report was compiled pursuant to Article 35 of
the financial Regulation of 25 April 1973' on the
overall position of receips and expenditure as at
31. December 1973. Preparation of the report
fits in with the new budgetiry arrangements
adopted in November 1973.'
Own Resources
2458. The supervision of recording own
resoruces and their remittance to the Commis-
sion originated from the procedure laid down in
Article 2 of the pouncil Regulation of 2L lan-
uaw 1974 which defined the duties and auth-
ority of servants of the Commission' and in
compliance with the general programme drawn
up tor 1974.
The first supervisory visit was to the Nether-
lands. It concerned the registering of customs
duties which was done on the basis of declar-
ations for consumption during the last quarter of
1,973.
2459. The results of own resoruces for the
financial year 1973 were also initially scored. It
was found that through customs duties acnrally
remitted the results came up to 96o/o of the
forecasts whereas the agricultural levies reached
onlv 76To of the forecasts. The resuls for the
financial year are compared with the forecasts in
the Supplementary Budget No 4o for 7973. For
the new Member States, these results of own
resources have been taken as estimates.
Conference of Finance Ministers
2501. An informal meeting of Member Stares'
Finance Ministers was held on 22 and 23 April
L974 in Zeist in the Netherlands. The meeting,
chaired by Mr Duismberg, the Dutch Finance
Minister, was devoted to a discussion on the
problem of mobilizing the 'gold' component of
the Central Banks' exchange reserves.
Since the price of gold on the free market has
reached a figure between double and riple the
official price, monetary gold is no longer used in
international settlements. Moreover, dre pros-
pect of sizeable deficits in the balances of pay-
ments owing to the rise in oil prices is obliging
the European countries to use all their reserves to
the best advantage and thus to seek ways to
activate the gold c6mponent of those reserves.
The discussion enabled the Ministers to reach an
understanding on the basis of a solution which
would allow the Central Banks to use their
stocla of gold. Before ,tS {r."f, .goes.. to the
competent international authorities, it will be put
to the United States Government for unofficial
comment.
Political Cooperation
2502. Within the compass of political cooper-
ation, Minisurial Confuences were held on
4 March 1974 in Brussels and on 2 April in
Luxembourg. On the invitation of the Chair-
man for political cooperation, Mr Scheel, the
German Foreign Minister, the Foreign Ministers
and the President of the Commission, Mr Ortoli,
met for informal talks at the casde of Gymnich,
near Cologne.
The Political Cotnminee mer in Bonn on 72 and
13 March and again on 18 and 1,9 April1974.
' OJ L 716 of 1.5.1973.
'z Bull. EC ll-1973, point 2459.I OJ L20 of 24.1.1974.4 OJ L367 ot 31.12.1973.
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PUBLICATIONS
Published in the
Official Journal
This tabulation covers the numbers of the Offi-
cial Journal published during tryrrl L974.
European Parliament
1973-1.974 Session
Report of Proceedings of the sining of 77 March 7974
Annex l7l,March 1974
Report of Proceedings from 72-75 Marcb 7974
Annex l73,March 1974
Minutes of proceedings of the sining of Monday,
77 March 7974
c40,8.4.1974
Resolution on the number of committees of the
European Parliament and their membership
Opinion on the amendments to the proposals for:
I. a Regulation supplementing Regulation
7OO9/67/EEC on the common organization of the
market in sugar
It. a Regulation fixing, for the 1974/75 sugar mar-
keting year, derived intervention prices, intervention
prices for raw beet sugar, minimum prices for beet,
threshold prices, the guaranteed quantity and the
maximum amount of the production levy
Opinion on the amended proposal for a Regulation
amending Regulation 120/67/EEC on the common
organization of the market in cereals
Opinion on the amended proposal for a ileguladon on
the extension of the price scheme for oil seeds to
include soya beans
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation amending
Article 4(a) ol Regulation (EEC) 974/71as regards the
monetary compensatory amounts applicable to proces-
sed agricultural producs
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive to amend the
Directives laying down basic safety standards for the
health protection of the population and workers
against the dangers of ionizing radiarions
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Published in the Official Journal
1974-1975 Session
Minutes of proceedings of tbe sining of Tuesd.ay,
72 Marcb 7974
c40,8.4.1974
Elecrion of the President
Election of Vice-Presidens
Membership of commitrees
Minuus of proceedings of the sitting of Wednesday,
73 March 7974
c40,8.4.1974
Question Time
Questions put to the Council of the European Com-
muntnes:(i) 1 by Mr Coust6: Prospects offered to the Com-
munity by the European-Arab Cgnference(ii) 2 by Sir Tufton Beamish: Proposals of the
Council for a common position in the foreign policy of
the European Community
Questions put to the Commission of the European
Communities:(i) 3 by Mr Brewis: Free compedrion in the shipping
sector within the Community(ii) 4 by Mr NoE: Reorganization of the Joint
Research Office(iii) 5 by Mr Marras: Facilities for Italian emigrants
to participate in the divorce referendum(iv) 6 by Mr Patijn: Future relarions between Com-
econ and the European Community
Acrivities of the Council of the European Commun-
ities
Oral Question 193/73 with debate by Mr Coust6 on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats to the Council of the European Communities:
Protecting the privacy of the Community's citizens
Oral Question 797/73 with debate of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs to the Council of
the European Communities: Development of the Eco-
nomic Community
Oral Quesrion 196/73 without debate by Mr Scott-
Hopkins to the Council of the European Commun-
ities: Environmental measures proposed by the EECCommission 
r
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Resoludon on the economic situadon in the Commun-
ity
Resolution on Community regional policy
Resolution on the Commercial Cooperadon Agree-
ment between ttre European Economic Community
and the Republic of India
Resolution on the Trade Agreement concluded
between the EEC and the Federative Republic of Brazil
Resolution on the Agreement between European Eco-
nomic Community and the Lebanese Republic
Minutes of proceedings of the sitting of Thursday,
74 Marcb 7974
c40,8.4.197
Ooinion on the orooosal for a Sixth Directive on the
halrmonization o^f the legislation of Member States
concerning turnover taxes-Common system of value
added tax: Uniform basis of assessment
Resolution on appropriate medium- and long-term
measures for the furiher alleviation of the energy
supply crisis in the European Community
Oral Question 204/73 with debate by Messrs. Amen-
dola, Ansart and Bordu on behalf o( the Communist
and Allies Group to the Commission of the European
Communities: Control of the activities of oil compa-
nies
Oral Question 2O5/73 with debate by Messrs. Amen-dola, D'Angelosante and Bordu on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group to the Commission of
the European Communities: Abuse by oil companies
of their dominant positions
Resolution on t'he execution of Salvador Puig Antich
Minutes of proceedings of the sining of Friday,
75 March 7974
c40,8.4.1974
Oral Question without debate by Mr Gerlach to the
Commission of the European Communities: Fuel pri-
ces in the coastal fishing industry (Doc.3/74)
Resolution on the resqlts of the Tenth Annual Meering
of the Parliamentary'Conference of the EEC-AASM
Association (Rome 30 January to 1 February 1974)
Opinion on the proposals for:
I. a Decision on the setting up of a general Commit-
tee on safety at work
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II. a Decision to confer on the Mines Safety and
Health Commission the task of continuing its preven-
tative acrion in the field of safety at work in the whole
range of extractive industries
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation amending
Regulation (EEC) 1408/71 and Regulation (EEC)
574/72 on the application of social security schemes
to employed persons and their families moving within
the Community, and on the supplement to this
proposal
Resolution on the Convention seming up a European
University Institute
Resolution on the amended proposal for a Directive
on the approximation of Member States'legislation on
cosmetic products
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on the
organization of an intermediate survey as part of the
programme of surveys on the strucflrre of agricultural
holdings
Opinion on the proposal for a Direcrive supplementa-
r1 to Council Directive 7l/285nEC of 26 luly 797t
concerning statistical surveys to be carried out by
Member States to determine the production capacity
of certain fruit-tree plantadons
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation concerning
the system of trade with third countries in tl're market
in products processed from fruit and vegetables
Opinion on the amendment to the proposal for a
Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) 816/70 as
regards the definition of liqueur wine and of certain
grape musts
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation amending
Council Regulation (EEC) 3574/73 of 27 December
1973 lor thi total or pardal suspension of Common
Customs Tariff duties on certain agricultural producB
originadng in Turkey
Annex
c40,8.4.1974
Membership of Committees
Minutes of tbe siningof Wednesday,3 April 7974
c48,25.4.1.974
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on excise
duties and indirect taxes other than VAT, directly or
indirectly affecting the consumption of products
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Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on a harmo-
nized excise duty on wine
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on the
harmonization of excise duties on alcohol
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on the excise
arrangements applicabie to mixed beverages
Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on the
harmonization of excise duties on beer
Opinion on the proposal for a Decision sefting up a
Committee on Excise Duries
Opinion on:
I. a report on work done in connection with the
difficulties encountered in ttre operation of Council
Regulation (EEC) 1174/58 of 30 July 1958 on the
introduction of a system of bracket'tariffs for the
carriage of goods by road between Member States
[. a proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation(EEC) 1174/68 on the introduction of a system of
bracket tariffs for the carriage of goods by road
begween Member States
Resoh'tron on emergency measures for rhe Sahel
countrles
Minutesof tbesiningof Tbursday,4 April 1974
c48,25.4.1974
Question Time (Doc. 24/74)
Quesrion addressed to the Council of the European
Communities:(i) 2 by Sir Tufton Beamish: Consultarion between
the European Communities and the United States of
America
Question addressed to the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities:
(i) 3 by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli: Iack of harmony
between Member States in the area of family law
Oral Question with debate put by Mr Fellermaier on
behalf of the Socialist Groupto the Commission of the
European Communities: Association Agreement with
Greece
Opinion on the proposal for a Regulation supplement-
ing Regulation (EEC) 2t42/79 as regards the treat-
ment to,be applied to imports of carp and trout
Opinion on rhe proposal for a Direcrive on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the making-up by weight or by volume of
certain prepackaged products
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Minutes of tbe sining of Friday, 5 April 7974
c48,25.4.1974
Resolution on the furure sugar policy of the Commun-
ity, with particular reference to imports of sugar from
the developing counrries, and in the lighi of the
Commission's Memorandum of 12 luly 1913
Wrinen questions with Replies
Written Queslion 47/73 by Mr Vredeling to the
Commission of the European Communities -
Subiect: Support measures taken in France in favour
of the watch-making and leather and hides sectors(Supplementary Answer)
c39,6.4.7974
Vritten Question 185/73 by Mr Martens to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subfect: Evolution of the Community's beef and veal
market (Supplementary Answer)
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 250/73 by Mr Patijn to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Representarion of the Community during the
Conference on Security and Cooperation
c39,6.4.1974
lTritten Question 386/73 by Mr Hirzschel to tfie
Commission of the European Communities
Sublect: Community measures to eliminate pollution
affecting more than one country
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 396/73 by Mr Broeksz to ttre Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Competitions to draw up a reserve list of
assistant programmers, punch operators, checkers,
computer operators and assistants
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 404/73 by Mr Kater ind Mr Miiller
to the Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Tidal power plants
c39,6.4.7974
Wrinen Question 5$n3 by Mr Johnston to rhe
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Worker councils
c39,6.4.7974
Written Quistion 5t2/73 by Mr Friih and Mr Hdrzs-
chel to the Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Encouragement of agriculture in mountain
areas and certaih other poorer farming areas
c39,6.4.1974
Published in the Official Journal
Bull. EC 4-1974
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
\[ritten Question 537/73 by Mr Fellermaier and
Mr Valkhoff to the Commission of the European
Communities
Subiec* Deportation from France
c39,6.4.7974
Vrinen Question 532/73 by Mr Marras to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Sublect: Political righs of migrant workers
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 537/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of ttre European Communities
Subject: Differing application of Community Direc-
tives on additives in feeding-snrffs
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question $8n3 by Mr Fellermaier to ttre
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Proposals for lowering the permissible sound
levels of motor vehicles
c39,6.4.7974
\[ritten Question 54Jn3 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: International registration of trade marls
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 557/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Rise in food prices
c39,6.4.7974
Written Question 559/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Sublece Industry in the EEC owned by American
multinational companies
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 566/73 by Mr Eisma to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Studies in connection with the report of the
Club of Rome
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 567/73 by Mr Johnston to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Aid for financing of Gabon Railway Proiect
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 568/73 by Mr Johnston to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Enforcement of regulations governing duty
free shop facilities for intra-Community travellers
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 570/73 by Mr Johnston to the
Commission of the European Communities
Bull. EC 4-7974
Subiect: Holiday leave of A, B and C Grade Commis-
sion Saff employees
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 583/73 by Mr Villi Miiller to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect Construction of a nuclear power station in
the GDR
c39,6.4.1974
\Prinen Question 584n3 by Mr Johnston to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subiect E:<port of cast iron scrap
c39,6.4.1974
Written Questior5 589/73 by Mrs Carettoni-Romag-
noli to the Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Famine in southern Ethiopia
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 603/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Comm'nities
Subiect: VAT on books
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 6ttn3 by Mr Rizzi to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities
Subject: Recognition by Switzerland of Community
laissez-passers
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 612n3 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Introduction of right-hand driving throughout
Europe
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 613/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subjece Establishment of a European telecommunic-
ations policy
c39,6.4.1974
\Tritten Question 6'1.8/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Sublecc Commission work on 'the experimental salety
cat'
c39,6.4.7974
Vritten Question 624/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Construction of a Suez-Mediterranean oil
pipeline (SUMED)
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 627/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Fixed parity of the pound sterling
c39,6.4.1974
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Written Question 628/73 by Lord O'Hagan to t'he
Commission of the European Communities -
Sublect: Position of Norway in regard to the EEC
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 634/73 by Mr Ansart to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Increase in petroleum producs prices in
France
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 636/73 by Mr Coust6 ro the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiectl The Commission's assessment of programmes
on European affairs screened by the televiiion services
of Member States
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 646/73 by Mr Miiller and Mr Kater
to the Commission of the European Communities
Subiect: Recycling of raw materials to avoid energy
shortages
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 652/73 by Mr Willi Miiller to the
Commission of the European Communities
Subject: Charges for cashing Eurocheques
c39,6.4.1974
\flritten Question 657/73 by Mr Laban to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subiect: Incompatibility of duties of Members of the
Commission
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Question 660/73 by Mr Schwabe andMr Seefeld to the Commission of the European Com-
munities
lubiect: Unrform speed limits in the Community.
c39,6.4.1974
Vritten Quesgon 667/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the European'Communiries -
Subiect: Consequences of regular summits
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 695/73 by Mr Giraud to the Com-
mission of the European Communities
Subject: Answers to Written Questions
c39,6.4.1974
Written Question 3OO/73 by Mr Patijn to the Com-
mission of the EC
Subfect: Bilateral economic, industrial and technologi-
cal cooperation agreements benveen Member Statis
and state-trading countries
c49,27.4.1974
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Written Question 422/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: National parliaments'loss of powers
c49,27.4.t974
Written Question 489/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: North Sea oil
c49,27.4.L974
Written Question 562/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subject: Renegotiation of terms of entry of Member
States
c49,27.4.1974
Vritten Question 572/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the EC
Subiect: Dangers to public health in the Community
from the consumption of fruit'and vegetables treateil
with poisonous pesticides
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 577/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subject: Effect of British membership of the EEC on
the Commonwealth
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 580/73 by Mr Villi Miiller to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: Bottleneck in supplies of elvers for breeding
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 592/73 by Mr Seefeld to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sublect: Notification by telex of tariff changes
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 596/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sublect: Financing rhe, construcion of a pipeline
between the Ahwaz oilfields and the Turkish-port of
Iskenderun
c49,27.4.7974
Written Question 608/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sublect: Harmonization of fire insurance
c49,27.4.7974
Written Question 609/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sublect: European Social Charter
c49,27.4.t974
Written Question 610/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Bull. EC 4-1974
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
Subiect: Number of patens taken out in the field of
chemical and pharmaceutical research
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 676/73 by Mr Taverne to the Com-
mission of the EC
Subiect: Export of jute products from Bangladesh
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 62t/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subject: Price of butter in the Member States
c49,27.4.L974
Written Question 631/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: Harmonization of VAT on necessities
c49,27.4.t974
Written Question 633/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: Curtailment of power of the British Parlia-
ment
c49,27.4.L974
Ii Vritten Question 635/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-I mission of the EC
I S,rb|..tr Renewal of the EECAran cooperation agree-I ment
I c+9,27.4.1974lrI Written Question 637/73 by Mr Kater to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sr{ri..t, Balance of payments crisis as a result of the
in,kease in petroleum prices
c 49,27.4.1974
I
Wrimen Question 638/73 by Mr Klepsch to the Com-
rhission of the EC
I llubject: Harmonization of policies on export creditI finsurance and export financing
\c49,27.4.1974
Sritten Question 64L/73 by Mr Della Briotta to the
Clommission of the EC
SfrUlect Unemployment insurance in the nine coun-
tr'.ies of the Community
c49,27.4.1974
t
V$itten Question 644/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sio)n of the EC
Suliectt Trade representatives in the Advisory Com-
mllttee on Consumer Affairs
cl+g,zz.+.tgz+I
,W'rimen Question 651/73 by Mr Willi Miiller to the
ICommission of the EC{
[.ott. ,a 4-1e74
I
I
Subiect: Phased plan in the Federal Republic of
Germany for reducing the level of motor vehicle
exhaust fumes iniurious to health
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 666/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subfect: Migratory birds
c49,27.4.1974
Vrimen Question 671/73 by Mr Leonardi to the
Commission of the EC
Subject: Better utilization of energy souraes available
within the Communiry
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 673/73 by Mr Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Subiect: Relation between the rate of inflation and
savlngs
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 676/73 by Mr Kater and Mr Miiller
to the Commission of the EC
Subiect: Community Office for Cooperation between
Undertakings
c49,27.4.1974
Vritten Question 682/73 by Lord O'Hagan to the
Commission of the EC
Subiect: Second European Regional Conlerence of ttre
ILO
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 683/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the EC
Subject: Consumers' Consultative Committee
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 684/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the EC
Subject: Delay in forwarding Commission proposals
to the European Parliament
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 696/73 by Mr Schuijt to the Com-
mission of the EC
Sublect: Opinion polls in the Community
c49,27.4.1974
Vritten Question 701/73 by Mr Jahn to the Commis-
sion of the EC
Subiect: Preliminary general report on the problems of
pollution and nuisances relating to energy production
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 7lO/73 by Mr Seefeld to the Com-
mission of the EC
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Subiect Transpon policy
c49,27.4.1974
Vritten Question 713/73 by Mr Lagorce to ttre Com-
mission of the EC
Subiect: Arms export by Member States of the Com-
munity
c49,27.4.1974
Written Question 714/73 by Mr Lagorce to the Com-
mission of the EC
Subiect: Turnover and profis of the seven maior
world oil companies lor 1969 to 7973
c49,27.4.1974
Vritten Question 715/73 by Mt Coust6 to the Com-
mission of the EC
Subiec* French and German direct investments
c49,27.4.1974
Council and Commission
Regulatiotu
Regulation (EEC) 3616/73 of the Commission of
21 December 1973 amending the Nomenclature of
Goods for the External Trade Statistics. of the Com-
munity and Statistics of Trade between Member States(NTMEXE)
L368,37.12.1973
Regulation (EEC) 710/74 of the Commission of
29 March 7974 f.ixing accession compensatory
amounts for milk and -milk products airing thl
1974/75 dairy year
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EECI 711/74 of the Commission of
29 March 1974 aathor'ning the United Kingdom to
grant a national supplementary consumer su6sidy for
butter
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 712/74 of the Commission of
29 March 1974 sening out the methods of application
of the' corrective amount for skimmed-milk- powder
4*hg the 1974/75 dairy yearL88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 713/74 of the Commission of
29 March 1974 hxing the special levies applicable to
New Zealand buner and iheese importid into the
United Kingdom under Protocol 18
L88,1.4.1974
88
Regulation (EECI 7Mn4 of the Commission of
29 March 1974 amendng Regulation (EEC) 1107/68
in respect of private storage ai<i for Graha pidano and
Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 715/74 of the Qqmmissien qf
29 March 1974 modiyng the Annex to Regulation
@ry9) 757m conerning the special rules for granting
aid for exports of skim-med-dilk powder foi use as
feed and skimmed milk processe-d into compound
feedingstuffs
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EECI 716/74 of the Commission of
29 March 7974 fbrng the aid for skimmed milk and
skimmed-milk powder for use as animal feed
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EECI 717/74 of the Commission of
?2 Yg.h 7974 dercgating from Regulation (EEC)2500/73 as regards the exportation of skimmed-milli
powder to Mexico
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 718/74 of the Commission of
29 March 7974 on the payment of an additiond
amount to aertain intervention sellers of beef and veal
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation IEEC) 7lg/74 of the Commission ofr'i
29 March 7974 fiing the guide prices, applicalule
from 
.1 !+! JIZ+r__for calves and aduli -bovine
animals in the United Kingdom iL88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 720/74 of the Commission lrf
29 March 1974 amendng Regulation (EEC) 1896/73
on detailed rules for the application of inierventiora
measures on the market in beef and veal r JL88,1.4.1974 
,
R-equlation F4C) 721n4 of the Commission {i29 March 1974 hxing the buying-in prices for per,--
manent intervention on the market irr beef and vefl
applicable from 1 Apnl 1974L88,1.4.1974 - t
!-equ-latign F_ECI 722n4 of the Commission )of29 March 1974 atthorizing the United Kingdom ito7 tvtarcn t>/+ ttn u,In  t u r r ,g?\t a decreasing national Jubsidy to pig proilucers
L88,1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 723/74 of the Commission oU
29 March 1974 concerning aid to Irish pig producers'\L88,t.4.1974 - \
Published in the Official Journat
"trr 
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Bull. EC
Published in the Official Journal Published in the Official Journal
Regulation (EEC) 756/74 of the Commission of
1 April 1974 amending Regulation (EEC) 2865n3
drawing up a list of agencies and laboratories which
are empowered to issue the document accompanying
wines for direct human consumption imported from
third countries
L91,2.4.1974
Regulation (EECI 757174 of the Commission of
1 April 1974 amending Regulation (EEC) 2588/69
establishing the list of airline companies to which the
Community transit guarantee waiver applies
Corrigenda
Corrigendum to Commission Regulation (EEC)
479n4 of 25 February 1974 fixing minimum prices
for e:qlorts to third countries of certain flowering
corms, bulbs and tubers for the 7974/75 marketing
year (OJ L 57, 28.2.797 4)
L97,2.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 777n4 of the Commission of
29 March 1974 layng down detailed rules for grant-
ing aid for flax and hemp
L92,3.4.7974
Regulation (EECI 784/74 of the Commission of
3 April 1974 amending the Annex to Regulation
. 
(EEC) Lsfin$ on fixing the list of representative
[wholesale markets or ports for fishery products
trCo)rrigendum to Council Regulation (EEC) 667t74 ot| 28/March 1974 fixraE the guide pries for calves and
I ad(utt bovine animals widr effect from 1 ltprrl 1974
I (OlJ L8s, 29.3.19741
I L!P3,4.4.1974l:I R.regulation (EEC) 802n4 of the Commission of| {)April 1974 amendrng Regulation IEECI766/70 of| 1-7 Apnl 1970 specifying the conditions for indusionI of cerain live animals and cenain meat of the'
Regulation (EECI 8Mn4 of the Commission of
5 April 1974 amending Regulations (EEC) 7l/73 and(EECI l2s9n2 on the sale of buner from public
stocks
L96,6.4.t974
Regulation (EECI 817/74 of the Commission of
5 April 1974 aathoizing Denmark, the United King-
dom and lreland to suspend temporarily customs
duties on certain fas and oils of fish and marine
mammals under tariff heading 15.12 B imported from
other Member States
L96,6.4.7974
Regulation (EECI $4n4 of the Commission of
5 April 1974 layng down requisite provisions to
prevent the sugar market being disnrrbed as a result of
the prie increase in this sector for the 1974175 sagar
marketing year
L99,9.4.7974
Regulation (EEC) 835/74 of the Commission of
8 April 1974 amending Commission Regulation (EEC)
442n4 on protective measures for beef and veal
L99,9.4.7974
Regulation (EEC) 848n4 of the Commission of
9 April 1974 on an invitation to tender for the levy for
er(port of milled long grained rice to cerain third
countries
LL00,10.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 875n4 of the Commissioq of
10 April 7974 alloqting the Community quantitative
export quotas for cenain types of copper ash and
residues and for ertain types of copper, lead, alum-
inium waste and scrap
L707,11.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 876n4 of the Commission of
10 April 1974 am.endimg Regulation (EEC) 2500/73
on the advance fixing of refunds and the period of
validity of expon liences for milk and milk products
L101, tt.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 840/74 of the Council of 2l March
7974 on the application of Decision 3n4,4f74,5/74,
6/74 and 7/74 of the EEC-Finland Joint Committee
on customs matters
Ltoz,t1.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 841n4 of the Council of 22 March
1974 on the condusion of the Trade Agreement
between the European Economic Community and the
Federal Republic of Brazil and adopting provisions for
its implementation
L1o2,11.4.7974
Somestic bovine species under subheading 01.02 A II
h) 2 aa) and 02.01 A II a) 1 bb) 11 aaal,22 aaa) and
39 aaa) of the Common Customs Tariff
C{orrigendum to Council Regulation (EECI 369t74 of.
4 lFebruary 1974 opening, allocating and providing for
thfr administration of a Community Tariff quota for
cerftain petroleum products falling within Chapter 27
of lthe Common Customs Tariff, refined in the Arab
Re'Sublic of Egypt (OJ L48, 20.2.1974)
L:9s, s.4.1974
*f.*rr"Oon (EEC) 813/74 of the Commission of
5f April 1974 ot an invitation to tender for the levy for
elrport of milled long grained rice to certain 6ird
founniesL96,6.4.7974
Bull. EC 4-1974 89
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Regulation (EEC) 888/74 of the Commission of
15 April 1974 oa an invitation to tender for the
'export levy for husked long grained rice
Lt0/',17.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 903/74 of the Commission of
17 Lpril 1974 amending Regulation (EEC) 1726/70
on the procedure for granting the premium for leaf
tobacco as regards methods of payment
L705,18.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 904/74 of the Commission of
17 April 1974 amending Commission Regulation(EEC) L727/70 on intervention procedure for raw
tobacco in so far as it concerns the moisture content of
tobacco
L705,18.4.7974
Regulation (EEC) 918/74 of the Commission of
18 April 1974 applyng quality classes 'III' to certain
fruit for the 1974/75 mafketing year
L106,19.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 920/74 of the Commission of
18 April 1974 atthorizing the United Kingdom tem-
porarily to grant national subsidies for beef and veal
L706,79.4.L974
Regulation (EEC) 931/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 amending Regulation (EEC) 242/73
laying down general rules for the implementation of
the arrangemens for importing into the United King-
dom within the terms of the Commonwealth Sugar
Agreement
L107,20.4.1974
Reguladon ,J.EC) 932/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 amendimg the provisions of Regulation
(EECI 2637/70 concerning beef and veal
L107,20.4.1974
Rigulation (EEC\ 933/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 amendirLg Regulation (EEC) 432/77 as
regards the intervals at which information must be
given concerning import licences for beef and veal
L707,20.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 935/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 providing for a special rule for the
application of the corrective amount for skimmed-
milk powder
L107,20.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 954/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 reintoducing Common Customs Tariff
duties on cotton yarn, put up for retail sale, falling
within heading 55.05, originating in Yugoslavia to
90
which the preferential arrtl anangements set our in
Council Regulation (EECI 3578/73 of 28 December
1973 apply
L109,23.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 955/74 of the Commission of
19 April 1974 re-establishing the levying of customs
duties on handkerchiefs, of cotton fabric, falling
within heading ex 61.05, originating in South Korei
to which the preferential tarill arrangements set out in
Council Regulation (EEC) 3503/73 ol 18 December
1973 apply
L709,23.4.1974
Regulation (EEC) 956/74 of the Commission of
22 Apnl 1974 amending the Dutch versions of Regul-
ations (EEC) 7770/72 and 3282/73 relating to wine
Corrigendum to Council Regrilation (EEC) 3594/73 ot
28 December 7973 on the opening, allocation and
administrarion of a Community tariff quota for hand-
woven fabrics of silk, waste silk other than noil, and
cotton, falling within subheading ex 50.09 and ex
55.09 of the Common Customs Tariff (OJ L365,
31.12.1973)
Corrigendum to Council Regulation (EEC) 3595/73 of
28 December 1973 on the opening, allocation and
administration of a Community ariff quota for cer-
tain hand made producs (OJ L365, 31.12.1973l' ,lL1t0,24.4.1974 ( I
Regulation (EEC) 924/74 of the Commission { of I
10 April 1974 amending Regulation (EEC) 1061469 I
of 5 June 1969 specifying methods of analysis for .,the !
implementation of Regulation (EEC) 1059/69 tL110,24.4.1974 i
Regulation (EEC) 925/74 of the Commission 6f
l7-April 1974 mabng a fourth amendment to Reguli-
ation 
. 
(EEC) 2005/70 on the classification of vinrp
varieties iL1t1,24.4.1974 |
Regulation (EEC) 994/74 of the Commission .!f
25 April 7974 on an invitarion to tender for tlhe
JPublished in the Official Journal
74/t77IEEC:
Commission Decision of 21 December 1973 sranrins
assistance from the European Social Fund, as f,rovideI
. 
for in Anide 125 ol -the Treaty, to rhe French
Republic for e:qpenditure on vocation6l lstreining and
resetdement operations carried out by the Ministry of
Laboul, Employment and Population, the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Ministry of War Victims
L94,4.4.1974
v4/t78{EEC:
Commission Decision of 21 December 1973 grantine
assistance from the European Social Fund, as p-rovidef,
for in Artide 125 of tbe Treaty, to the Refublic of
Italy 
_for expenditure on vocadonal retraining and'
resetdement operations carried out by the Ministrv of
Labour and lrlational lnsurance arid several olher
'Italian bodies
L94,4.4.1974
74/179IEEC:
Commission Decision of 21 Decembet 1973 Erantids
assistance from the European Social Fund, as p-rovidefl
for in Artide 125 of the Treary, to the Kingdom of the
Netherlands for expenditure iln vocationai retraining
and resetdement-oierations carried out by the Minf
istry for Social Affairs
L94,4.4.7974
74/180/EEC:
Fifth Commission Directive ol 26 Febnnn, 1974
'amending the Annexes of the Council Dire'ctive of
23 November 1970 concerning additives in feeding-
stuffs
L94,4.4.1974
74/lSllEECz
Sixth Commission Directive ol 26 Februarv 1974
amending the Annexes of the Council Direirive of
23 November 1970 concerning additives in feeding-
snrffs
L94,q.4.1974
.74/182/EECI
Seventh Commission Directive of 25 February 1974
amending the Annexes of the Council Dire&ve of
23 November t970 concerning additives in feeding-
stuffs
L94,4.4.7974
74/185/EEC:
Commission Decision of 13 March 1974 pursuant toAnide 18 of Directive 72/159/EEC orr provisions
notified by the Federal Republic of Germany for the
implementation of Direcrive 72/ I 59 (EEC
L94,4.4.1974
'nul Ec 4-1974
Published in the Official Journal
74/196/EECz
Commission Decision of 9 April 1974 authorizing the
Italian Republic not to apply Commnnity treatment to
aerids and deflection yok6s fa[ing within heading
85.15 C ex III and 8S.21 ex E -of the Co--on
Customs Tariff, originatinB in Japan and in free
circulation in the Federal Republic ofGermany
L704,17.4.1974
74/203/EEC:
Fifth Commission Directive of '25 March 1974 esta-
blishing Qe65rrniiy methods of analysis for the
official control of feddingstuffs
L1o8,22.4.t974
74/204{EEC:
Commission Directive of 27 March 1974 modi$ng
Commission Directive 73/95/EEC of 26 Mdr& i975
applying Artides 13 and 14 of the Council Directive
of 4 March 1969, oo, the harmonization of provisions
laid down by law, regulation or a.lministradve action
in respect of inward processing
L108,22.4.1974
74/210/EECz
Commission Decision of-24 April 1974 amending the
Commis5i6a Decision of 18 Mar& 1974 concefrine
certain measures to prevent the spread of foot-andf
mouth disease
L1t2,25.4.1974
74/277/ECSC:
Commission Decision of 4 April 1974 extending the
authorization of 6e ioint selling of fuels from H;uil-
lEres du Bassin de Lo?raine and-Saarbergwerke AG by
Saarlor
L113,25.4.7974
74/213/ECSC:
Commission Decision of 9 April 1974 derogatimg
from High Authority Recommendation 1/64 concern-
ing an increase in the protective duty on iron and steel
pldug1s at- dre external frontiers of 1f,s Qeurmrrnity
(sixty-f irst derogation)
L114,27.4.1974
Re commendatiotts and Op inions
74/183/EEC:
Commission Opinion of 6 March 1974 addressed to
the Government of the Kingdom of Denmark on two
draft laws relating to internitional goods transpoft by
93
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Published in the Official Journal
Court of Justice
Neut Cases
Case 15/742 Request for a preliminary ruling made by
iudgment of Hoge Raad of the Netheilands of
1 March 1974 in the Case (1) Centrafarm B.V. and (2)
Adriaan de Peiiper v Sterling Drug Inc.
c41,9.4.7974
Draft for a Council Decision setting up a Standing
Comminee on Zootechnics
c44,19.4.1974
Draft for a Council Resolution on the adaptation to'
technical progress of Directives on the protection and
improvement of the environment
c44,19.4.1974
Proposal for a Council Directive on srunning of
animals before slaughter
c44,19.4.1974
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Article 5(2)
of the Directive of. 17 July 1969 concerning indirect
taxes on the raising of capital
c46,23.4.1974
Communications
Communication from the Commission pursuant
Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) 3500/73
18 December 1973
c42,11.4.1974
Communication from the Commission pursuant
Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) 3500/73
18 December 1973
c43,17.4.1974
Communication of the Commission concerning car- 
-
riage by rail of ECSC products by German railways'(DB)
c47,24.4.1974
Communication from the Commission pursuant
Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) 3502/73
18 December 1.973
c 50,29.4.1974
Communication from the Commission pursuant
Arricle 4 of Council Regulation (CEE) 3504(74
18 December 1973
c 50,29.4.7974
motor vehicle and to internarional passenger transpoft
by bus and coach
L94,4.4.1974
74/184/EECz
Commission Recommendation of 7 March t974
addressed to the French Government on measures
taken by the latter to implement Council Regulation(EEC\ 576/72 and 517/72 of 28 February 1972 (Road
passenger transpoft between Member States)
L94,4.4.1974
74/205/EEC:'
Commission Opinion of 27 March 1974 addressed to
the United Kingdom Government regarding the draft
decree laying down measures for the implementation
of Council Regulation (EEC) 2829/72 ol 28 December
1972 on ttre Community quota for the carriage of
goods by road between Member States
L108,22.4.1974
74/2O9/EECI
Commission Opinion of 4 April 1.974 concerning the
draft Convention for the European Patent for the
Common Market and the Protocol annexed thereto
relating to the deferred application of the provisions
on the exhaustion of righs attached to Communiry
Patens and National Patents
L709,23.4.1974
Proposals of the Commissionto the Council
Proposal for a Council Regularion relating to the
provision of skimmed-milk powder as food aid
c44,19.4.1974
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the qual-
ity required of surface water intended for the abstrac-
tion of drinking water in the Member States
c44,19.4.1974
Communication from the Commission to the Council
on the implementation of the'Guidelines and priority
measures for a Community energy policy'
c44,19.4.1974
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning forestry
measures
c44, t9.4.1.974
Proposal for a Council Regularion on pure-bred
breeding animals of the bovine species
c44,19.4.7974
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Ca* 16/74: Request for a preliminary ruling made by
iudgment of Hoge Raad of the Netherlands of
1 March 1974,in the case (1) Centrafarm B.V. and (2)
Adriaan de Peijper v Vinthrop B.V.
c41,9.4.t974
Case 17/74: Action brought by the members of the
Transocean Marine Paint Association against the
Commission of the European Communities
c41,9.4.1974
Case 18174; Action brought on 6 March 1974 by the
Syndicat g6n6ral du personnel des organismes eur-
op6ens (General Union of Staff of the European
Institutions) against the Commission of the European
Communities
c41,9.4.7974
Case 19/742 Action brought on 11 March 1974 by
Kali und Salz Aktiengesellschaft against the Commis-
sion of the European Communities
c50,29.4.1974
Case 2O/74; Action brought on 12 March 1974 by
Kali-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft against ttre Commis-
sion of the European Communities
c50,29.4.1974
Case 2t/74: Action brought on 13 March 1974 by
Mrs Jeanne Airola, n6e Van Renterghem, against ttre
Commission of the European Communities
c 50,29.4.1974
Ju.dgments
Judgment of the Court of 12 December 1973 in Case
131773 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Tribunale (Sezione Penale) of Trente): Giulio and
Adri'.no Grosoli
c38,5.4.1974
rudoment of the Court of 6 Decernber 1973 in Case
i+OiZl (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Court of Appeal, Paris): La Direction r6gionale de la
S6curit6 Sociale de la r6gion parisienne and La Caisse
r6gionale d'assurance maladie de Paris v Madame
Cirmela Mancuso and La Caisse nationale d'assu-
rance vieillesse des travailleurs salari6s
c38,5.4.1974
Judgment of the Court of 11 December 1973 in Case
120/73 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Verwaltungsgericht of Frankfurt-on-Main): Firma
Gebr. Lorenl GmbH v Federal Republic of Germany
c41,9.4.t974
Judgment of the Court qf 11 December 7973 in Casel2l/73 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Verwaltungsgericht of Frankfurt-on-Main): Firma
Markmann kG v Federal Republic of Germany
c41,9.4.1974
Judgment of the Court of 11 December 1973 in Case
122/73 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Verwaltungsgericht of Frankfurt-on-Main): Firma
Nordsee v Federal Republic of Germany
c4t,9.4.1974
Iudernent of the Court of 11 December 7973 in Casei+tizl (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Verwaltungsgericht of Frankfurt-on-Main): Firma
Fritz Lohrey v Federal Republic of Germany
c41,9.4.t974
Judgment of the Court of 12 December 7973 in Case
142173 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Hessisches Finanzgericht, VIIth Senate): Firma Hugo
Mathes 6c Schurr KG v Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir
Getreide und Futtermittel
c41,9.4.1974
Judgnent of the Court of 12 February 7974 in Casei+eizl (reference for a preliminary'ruling by the
Hessisches Finanzgericht, VIIth Senate): Firma Rhein-
miihlen-Diisseldorf v Einfuhr- und Vorrasstelle fiir
Getreide und Futterminel
c41,9.4.L974
Judgment of the Court of 11 December 1973 in Case
147173 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Berlin Finanzgericht): Firma Carlheinz Lensing Kaf-
fee-Tee-Import KG v Hauprzollamt Berlin-Packhof
c41,9.4.1974
Judgment of the Court of 21 March 1974 in Case1StlZl: Government of Ireland v Council of the
European Communities
c41,9.4.1974
Judgment of the Court of 15 January 1974 n Case
166773 (reference for a preliminary ruling by the
Bundesfinanzhof): Rheinmiihlen-Diisseldorf v Einfuhr-
und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Furermittel
c41,9.4.t974
Judgment of the Court of 15 January 1974 in Case
134173 Firma Holz & Willemsen GmbH v Council of
Judgment of the Court of 13 December 1973 in Case
24/66A; Gesellschaft fiir Getreidehandel mbH v Com-
mission of the European Communities
c41,9.4.7974 ,
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the European Communities and Commission of the
European Communities
c42,11.4.1974
Judgment of 6e Court of 5 December 1973 in Case124n3 (re-ferenqg 
- 
for a preliminary ruling by the
Filqnrypricht (MIth Senate)): 
-Firma E. Kampffmeyer,v Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Funer-
mitrel
c50,29.4.t974
Rmtouals
Removal of Case 156/73
c42,11.4.1974
Removal of Case 182/73
c42,17.4.1974
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Grants for Research
into European lntegration 1974-1975
The Commission of the European Communities awards research grants to encourage the study of
various aspecB of 'European integration.
The grants-are available to young postgraduate research srudens or assistants and iunior lecnrrers atinstitutes for European studies, ieseirch institutes or universities, who are studying European
integration either individually or as a team.
The value of individual grants is determined by the nature of the research and the time required for
completion, the maximum grant being FB 120 000. Grants are not renewable.
Applications should reach the Directorate-General for Information, Commission of the European
Communities, rue de la Loi 200, 8-1040 Brussels before 30 Jvne 1974. Application must be made
on the official fromr and accompanied by a curriculum vitae, documenary &idence or photocopies
of university qualifications, a letter of intioduction from the relevant acadeinic authoritieS, an outline
of the research to be undertaken, an estimate of the expenditure involved and a timetable for the
research work.
Decisions to award grants are taken by 15 November at the latest.
These papers are not returned to applicants.
The grant is paid in s*,o instalments, half when the work is begun and the rest when the holder has
campleted his work or given evidence of satisfactory progress ini detailed written repoft.
If the 
-programme supplied in accordaqce with paragraph 4 necessitates a stay in Brussels orLuxembowg, the Commission may accord the holder all ne&ssary facilities to enabl6 him to establish
direct contact with the departments conerned with the'field of iesearch chosen and eventually gain
access to documentation. -The cost of a stay in Brussels or Luxembourg must however be indule-d in
the estimated figure for the total cost of the research.
Employees of the institutions of the European Communities and their spouses and children may not
aPPly.
The study must be written in one of the official languages of the European Communities. Two
copies of the final typewritten text must be submitted not later than two months after the period
covered by the grant expires.
The Commission of the European- Communities. may be prepared to contribute not more rhan
FB 25 000 to the cost of publishing the study.
' Applications froms may be obained from the Youth, Schoole and Universities Division, Directorate4eneral for lnlormation,Commission o! the European Commqutiq,-Berlaymont 2/71, rue de la Loi 200, 8-1040 Brussels, or from my of the Information
Offices of the European Communities listed below:
Berlin: Kurfiirstendamm, 102, 8-1000 Berlin 31
Bonn: Zitelmannstr"(G, 22, D-5300 Bom
Brussels: 244, nrc de la I-oi, 8-1040 Bruxelles
Copenhagen: Gammel Torv,4, Postbox 144, DK-10M Ksbenhavn-K
Dublin: 41, Fitzwilliam Square, IRL-Dublin 2
Geneva: rue de Vemont,37-39, CH-1202 Genlve
The Hague: Lange Vmrhout 29, NL-Den Haag
London: 20, Kensington Palace Gardens, GB-London W8 4Q(!
Luemboug: Centre Eurot'en, Kirchberg" L-Luxembourg
Montevideo: Calle Banolome Mitr6, 1337, Casilla 641, U-Montevideo
New York: 277,Park Avenue, USA-New York, N.Y. 10017
Paris: rue des Belles Feuilles,61, F-75782 Paris Cedex 16
Rome: Via Poli,29, I-00187 Roma
Santiago: Avda Providencia, 1072, RCH-Santiago de Chile
Washington: 2100 M Street N.W. (suite n" 707), USA-Washington D.C.2OO37
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De europeiske Fellesskabers publikationer
, ver6ffentlichungen der Europiischen Gemeinschaften
Publications of the European Communities
Publications des Communaut6s europ6ennes
Publikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen
Fortegnelse . Liste . List . Liste . Elenco .Lijst 4-1974
HENVISNING . HINWEIS . NOTE .AVERTISSEMENT . AWERTENZA .VOORBERICHT
Pubblicazioni delle Comuniti europee
Denne overslgt omfatter sAvel officlelle som ikke-
officielle publikationer (monografler, serler, tlds-
skrifter, oplysningspjecer), der er udkommet I dsn
omhandlede periode og offentliggjort af Europa-
Parlamentet, RAdet, Kommissionen, Domstolen, Det
okonomiske og sociale Udvalg og Den europalske
lnvesteringsbank. Disse publlkationer kan f6s ved
henvendelse til de nedenfor navnte adresser. An-
podningerne skal indeholde noJagtlg anglvelse, af
ref erencenu mre forud for titler,ne.
Dieses Vezelchnis enthAlt die lm Berichtezeltraum
erschienenen amtlichen und nlchtamtllchen Ver6ffent-
lichungen (Monographien, Relhen, Zeltschriften 0fid
lnformationsdienste) des Europ6lschen Parlaments,
des Rates, der Kommlsslon, des Gerlchtshofes, des
Wirtschafts- und Sozlalausschusses und der EuropE-
lschen lnvestltionsbank. Dlese Ver6flentllchungen slnd
bei den nachstehend aulgeftihrten Slellen erheltlich.
Bel Anfragen slnd die den Tlteln vorangestellten
Referenzen vollstAndlg anzu geben:
This llst includes both official and unotflcial publicatlons
(such as monographs, serles, periodicals, newsletters)
whlch were publlshed ln the given perlod, by the
European Parliament, the Council, the Gommlsslon, the
Court of Justice, the Economic and Social Commlttee
and the European lnvestment Bank. These publlcatlons
can be obtained from the addresses mentloned here-
after. lt ls imperative that orders glve the complete
reference which preceeds each title.
Cette liste comprend las publioatlons, offlclelles ou non,
(monographies, s6rles, p6rlodlques, notes d'lnlorma-
tlon) parues durant la p6rlode de r6f6rence et publl6es
par le Parlement europ6en, le Conseil, la Commlssion,
la Cour de justice, le Comlt6 6conomlque et soclal et la
Banque europ6enne d'investissement. Ges publlcatlons
peuvent otre obtenueg aux adresses 6num6r6es cF
dessous. Les demandes dolvent mentlonner de lagon
complOte les r6f6rences pr6c6dant le€ tltres.
ll presente elenco.cpmprende le pubbllcazlonl, utflclali
o meno (monografie, serle, perlodlcl, note d'lntor-
mazione), edlte nel periodo dl rllerlmento dal Parlamento
europeo, ll Conslgllo, la,Commisslone, la Corte dl glu-
stlzia, ll Comlteto econdmlco e soclale e la Banca
europea per gll lnvestimentl. Tall pubbllcazlonl possono
essere ottenute presso gll lndirlzzl qul dl segulto elen-
catl. Le rlchleste dovranno comportare i rlferlmentl
completl che precedono ltltoll,
Deze lljst omvat de al dan nlet otflclEle publlkailes(monografle€n, serles, tljdschrlftqn, nieuwsmedede-
llngen) welke ln de loop van het vermelde tljdvak ver-
schenen zlJn en door het Europese Parlement, de Raad,
de Commlssle, het Hof van Juetltle, het Economlsch en
Soclaal Comlt6 en de Europese lnvesterlngsbank
werden ultgegeven. Deze publlkatles zlln blJ de hlerna
vermelde adressen verkriJgbaar. De aan de tltels
voorafgaande gegevens dlenen blJ aanvraag volledlg
te worden opgegeven.
Publlkatloner tll salg . Zum Verkaul bestlmmte Veroflentllchungen . Publlcatlons lor sale ' Publlcatlons en vente '
Pubbllcazlonl In vendlta ' Tegen betallng verkrllgbare publlkatles
Publikatloner, der selges, kan fds ved henvendelse til sa/gskontorerne, som angivet pA tredie oms/agsslde i denne
bulletin . Verdffenttichungen mit Preisangabe sind bei den aut der dritten Umschlagseite des Bulletins aufgefthrten
Vertriebsbilros ehelilich - Publications with mention al price are obtainable f rom the Sa/es offices listed on the inside
back cover ol the Bulletin . Les pubtications comportant un prix de vente peuveil ete obtenues auprds des bureaux de
vento ligurant d ta page 3 de couverture du Bulletin . Le pubblicazioni messe in commercio sipossono acquistare presso
gli uffici di vendtta indicati alla 3 pagina di copertina del Bollettino ' Publikaties met priisvermelding ziin verkriigbaar
bij de Verkoopkantoren, vermeld op blz.3 van het omslag van het Bulletin.
Gratls pubtlkatloner . Kostentose Ver6flentllchungen .Publlcatlons llee ol charge ' Pubtlcatlons gratultes' Pubbltca-
zlonl gratulte . Grails verkrllgbare Publlkatles.
Pubtikattoner uden salgspris kan fls ved honvendelse til de udgivende institutioner ' Verdffentllchungen ohne Preis-
angabe kdnnen bei den Herausgebern angelordert werden - For publications with no sa/es price rcquests should be
addressed to the institutions that published them . Pour les publications qui ne comportent pas de prix de vente, il y a
lieu de s'adresser aux institutions gul /es 6ditent . Le pubblicazionl non disponibili in commercio possono essere
richieste alle istituzioni che le pubblicano . Voor publikaties zonder prijsaandulding zich wenden tot de instellingen
waardoor ze uitgegeven worden:
EuRopA-PARLAMENTET EunopAtsct'tEs PARLAMENT
EuBopEAN PARLTAMENT PARLEMENT eunopEeu
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO . EUROPEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlement europ6en
Direction g6n6rale du greffe et des services g€n6raux
Boite postale 94, Luxembourg
TEL:47711
RAoer ron DE EURopAETsKE FAELLESSKABER ' RAT DER
EunopAtscxer GeuernscxarrEN . CouNctL oF THE
EuRopEAN CoMMUNTnES ' Corset oes CoutuuruaurEs
eunopEeruues ' CoNsrGLro DELLE CoMUNITA eunopee
' RAAo vAN DE EuRopEsE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Conseil des Communaut6s euro-
p€ennes
Direction 
" 
Information et Documentation 
"
Rue de Ia Loi 170, 1040 Bruxelles
T6l.:3679fi)
KoMMIssIoNEN FOR DE EUROPAEISKE FAELLESSKABER .
KoMMrssroN oen EunopAtscneu GErr,relNscHAFTEN
CoMMrssroN oF THE EURopEAN CoMMUNtrtes ' Coutvtts-
sroN DES CouuuNeurEs eunopEeNles ' CoMMlssloNE
oelue Couul,ttri euRopee' Covrr,ttsste vetrt oe EuRopese
Geueerscxappen
Division IX-D-l
Rue de la Loi 200, 1040 Bruxelles
T€1. : 350040
358040
35 E0 30
ii
DoMsroLEN roR De EURoPAEISKE FaeLLessxaaEn
GERTcHTSHoF DEB EuBopAtscxeH GeuetlscHAFTEN "
Counr or Jusrce oF THE EURoPEAN Couuultrtes
couR DE JUSTIcE DES coMMUNAur€s eunop€ennes '
CoRTE Dr GrusnzlA oelue Conauutri EUBoPEE ' HoF vAN
JusflTrE vAN DE EuBopEsE Geveenscnnppel
Service int6rieur
Plateau du Kirchberg
Boite postale 95, Luxembourg
TEL:47621
DET ZKONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UOVALG . WIRTSCHAFTS-
uNo SozratnusscHuss EcoNoMlc AND SoclAL CoM-'
MrrrEE Courr€ Ecoruorr,ltous ET socrAL ' Corutrato
EcoNoMrco E socrALE . EcoHotvttscu eH Socraal ColarrE
Service 
" 
Presse et Information 
"
Rue Ravenstein 2, 1000 Bruxelles
T6t. | 123920
DEN EURoPAETsKE lNvesreRtNosslur' EunopAtscxe.
lNvEsrfloNSBANK EURoPEAN INVESTMENT BANK
BANouE eunopEeruue D'TNvESTtssEMENT BANcA
EUBOPEA PEB GLI INVESTIMENTI EUROPESE INVESTE-
RINGSBANK
Direction des 6tudes
Division 
" 
Documentation 
"
2, place de Metz, Luxembourg
T6l.:4350 Il
Anvendte forkortelser
Abkiirzungen
Conventlonal Symbols
IRL
Irsk
In irischer Sprache
In lrish
Langue irlandaise
Lingua irlandese
Iers
DK
Dansk
In diinischer Sprache
In Danish
L,angue danoise
Lingua danese
Deens
D
Tysk
In deutscher Sprache
In German
Langue allemande
Lingua tedesca
buits
E
Engelsk
In englischer Sprache
In English
Langue anglaise
Lingua inglese
Engels
F
Fransk
In franziisischer Sprache
ln French
Langue frangaise
Lingua francese
Frans
I
Slgnes conventlonnels
Segnl convenzlonall
Gebrulkte alkortlngen
I
Italiensk
In italienischer Sprache
In ltalian
Langue italienne
Lingua italiana
Itqliaans
NL
Nederlandsk
In niederl?indischer Sprache
In Dutch
Langue n6erlandaise
Lingua olandese
Nederlands
s
Spansk
In spanischer Sprache
In Spanish
Langue espagnole
Lingua spagnola
Spaans
' (IRL.DK.D.E.F.r.NL.S)
Et bind for hvert sprog
Ein Bandje Sprache
One volume for each language
Un volume par langue
Un volume per lingua
Een deel per rqal
(DIgD/E/F/I/NL)
Et enkelt bind med den samme tekst
pt to eller flere sprog
Ein einziger Band mit dem gleichen
Text in zwei oder mehreren Sprachen
A single volume with the same text in
two or more languages
Un seul volume comportant le m€me
texte en deux ou plusieurs langues
Un solo volume con lo stesso testo in
due o piD lingue
Een afzonderlijk deel met dezelfde
tekst in twee of meer talen
Mult.
Et enkelt bind med forskellige tekster
pA flere sprog
Ein einziger Band mit verschiedenen
Texten in mehreren Sprachen
A single volume with different texts in
several languages
Un seul volume comportant des textes
diff6rents en plusieurs langues
Un solo volume con testi diversi in piir
lingue
Een afzonderliik deel met verschillende
teksten in meerdere talen
FB
Belgiske ftancs
Belgische Frauken
Belgianfrancs
Francs belges
Franchi belgi
Belgische franken
* Tidsskrifter
Zsitschriften
Periodicals
P6riodiques
Periodici
T[jdschriften
llt
tndhold . lnhalt .Summary . Sommalre'Sommarlo' lnhoud
Almlndellg . Allgemeines ' General lnforma-
tion . G6n6ralit6s Generallti . Algemeen-
heden .
Feellesskabsret Gemelnschaftsrecht
Community Law Droit communautalre
Dlritto comunitarlo . Communautair recht.
Ydre forbindelser . Auswdrtigs Beziehungen '
External Relatlons Relatlons ext6rieures
Relazlonl esterne . Bultenlandse betrekkingen
Konkurrence og interne marked .Wettbewerb
und Binnenmarkt . Competition and lnternal
Market . Concurrence et march6 int6rieur
Concorrenza e mercato interno' Concurrentie
en binnenlandse markt
OlSonomi, valuta og finanser Wirtschaft,
W6hrung und Flnanzen . Economic, Monetary
and Financial Affairs . Economle, monnaie et
flnances . Economia, moneta e finanze . Eco-
nomie, geldwezen en financi6n.
Socialeanllggender. Soziale Angelegenhelten
. Soclal Atfairs Atfaires sociales Atfari
sociall .Soclale zaken
lndustri lndustrie lndustry lndustrie
lndustrla. lndustrie
Energi . Energie . Energy. Energie' Energla .
Energie
Landbrugspolitik . Landwirtschatt' Agricu lture
. Politique agricole .Agricoltura. Landbouw
Landsdelspolitik . Reglonalpolltlk' Regional
Policy . Politique 169ionale .Politica regionale
. Regionale politiek .
Udvikling og samarbejde . Entwicklung und
Zusammenarbelt . Development and Coopera-
tion . D6veloppementetcoop6ration . Sviluppo
e cooperazione ' Ontwikkeling en samenwer-
kiling
Videnskab og teknologl . Wissenschaft und
Technologle Science and Technology
Sclence et technologie . Scienza e tecnologia '
Wetenschap en technologie
Miljo og livskvalitet Umwelt und Lebens-
qualitdt . Envlronment and Quality of Lile '
Environnement et quallt6 de la vie 'Ambiente
e qualltd della vita . Milieu en kwaliteit van het
leven
Undervisning . Bildungswesen . Education '
Education . Educazione' Opvoeding
Statistik . Statistlken . Statistlcs . Statistiques'
Statistiche . Statistieken
Diverse . Verschiedenes ' Diverse . Divers '
Vari .Diversen
vt
vll
xt
xlvlr
xll
xlll
vlll
tx
tx
xrv
lv
Almlndellg
Allgemelnes
General lnlormatlon
G6n6rallt6s
Generallti
Algemeenheden
* De Europeiske Fellesskabers Tidende
'Serie L 
- 
Retsforskrifter
Serie C 
- 
Meddelelser og oplysninger
(uregelmessig)
* Amtsblau der Europiiischen Gemtinschaften
Reihe L 
- 
Rechtsvonchriften
Reihe C 
- 
Mitteilungen und Bekanntmachungen
(unregelmliBig)
* Official Journal of the &tropean Communiries
L Series 
- 
Itgislation
C Series 
- 
Information and Notices
(irreeular)
* Journal olficiel des Cornmunautis europ€ennes
56rie L 
- 
Ugtslation
S6rie C 
- 
Cornmunicatiou et inf,orrnations
(irr6gulier)
* Gauetta ufficiale delle Comunitd europee
Serie L 
- 
lzgislazione
Serie C 
- 
Comunicazioni ed i4formazioni
(iregolare)
* Pu blikat ieblad van de Europese G e meensc happen
Serie L 
- 
Wetgeving
Serie C 
- 
Mededelingen en bekendmakingen
(onregelmatig)
.Arsabonnement . Jahresabonnement . Annual subscription
' Abonnement annuel Abbonamento annuale Jaar-
abonnement: FB 2500,- Flux 25@,- Dkr 395,-
DM tE3,- Ezt,- FF 27t,- Lit3l250,- Fl til,-.
JO/spec. (3)
Official tournal of the European Communities.
Special Edition. Second Series. IX. Resolutions of the
Council and of the Representatives of the Member States.
lanuary 1974.
.1974.66p. 
(DK.E) FB 50,-
Eunope-PenUMENTET . EunopArscxEs PARLAMENT .
EuRopEAN PABLTAMENT . PARLEMENTEunopEeu .
PARLAMENTo EURopEo . Eunopees PARLEMENT
RAoer . Rlr . Coutqr- . Conser . Corsrouo. RAAD
63t4 (2)
Zwanzigster 0berblick iiber die Tiitigkeit des Rates.
l. Januar 
- 
31. Dezember 192.(nq.26t S. (D.F.I.NL) Gratis
63t4(4)
Vingtiime apergu des activitds du Conseil.
ler.ianvier 
- 
3l d6cembre 1972.
(1974).259 p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuit
6314 (5)
Ventesimo sommario delle attivira del Consiglio.
logennaio 
- 
3l dicembre 192.(1914).255p.(D.F.I.NL) Gratuito
63E4 (6)
Twintigste overzicht der werkzaamheden van de Raad.
l lianuari 
- 
3l december t92.
(1974).276b12. (D.F.I.NL) Gratis
KorumrssroNrx ' KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
CoMMlsstoN . CoMMtsstoNE . CoMMtsstE
4 Bulletinfor De europeiske Fellesskaber (mAnedlig)
* Bulletin der Europiiischen Gemeinschaften (monatlich)
* Bulletin of the European Communities (monthly)
* Bulletin des Communautds europ€ennes (mensuel)
* Bolleuino delle Comunitd europee (mensile)
* Bulletin van de Europese Gemeenschappez (maandelijks)
* Boletin de las Comunidades europeui (mensual)
Abonnementannuel FB 300,-
* I 4forma t io n (uregelnressig)
* I nformation (unregelmii8ig)
* I n;formatio n (irregular)
* I 4formatio n (irrdgulier)
* I nformazione (irregolare)
* Te r i 4fo r ma tia (onregelmatig)
* EF l4formation. KObenhavn (m&nedlig)
* Europa. Kgbenhavn (mAnedlig)
* Europliisc he G e meinschaft. Bonn (monatlich)
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratis
kr.3,-
Jahresabonnement 9,- DM
* Berichte und l4formatiozen. Eurofiiische Gemeinschaf-
ten. Bonn (wiichentlich) Gratis
* Die Europiiischen Regionen Bonn (monatlich) Gratis
* European Community.London (monthly) Gratis
* Background Note. London (irregular) Gratis
* Community Report. Dublin (monthly) Gratis
* 3OjoursdEurope. Paris(mensuel) Abonnementannuel
25,_ FF
* Communaut€ europienne. Informations. Paris (mensuel)
AbonnementT0,- FF
* Comunitd europee. Roma (mensile) Gratuito
* Dossier menszel, Bruxelles (mensuel) Gratuit
* Maandelijl<s dossier. Brussel (maandelijks) Gratis
* Europese Gemeenschap, Den Haag-Brusset (mgandeliiks)
Gratis
* I nformation (unregelmii0ig)
* I nfo rma t io n (irregular)
* I nfo rma t io ns (irr6gulier)
x lnformazioni(irregolare)
x I nformatiebulletrz (onregelmatig)
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
x Europaiki Kornotis (mensuel)
x Avrupa Topulugu (bimestriel)
* Europa van motgen. Den Haag (wekeliiks) Cratis
* European Community. Washington (monthly) Gratis
* Background Information. European Community.
Washington (irregular) Gratis
* Comunidad europea (mensuel) Gratuit
x Documentos de Comunidad europea (irr6gulier) Gratuit
schap voor Atoomenergie uitgebrachte adviezen. (septem-
ber-oktober-november-december I 973).
Maartl974.
t97 4. tB blz. (DK.D.E. F. I.N L)
" I nformationsbulletin (kvartalsvis)
x M itteilungen(vierteljehflich)
* I nfor ma t io n B u I let i n (quarlerly)
* Bulletin d' information (trimestriel)
* Bollettino d informazione (timestrale)
* M ededeli n gen (driemaandeliiks)
x I nformat ionsnote (mflnedlig)
* lnformationsvermerk (monatlich)
* I nfor ma tio n M e mor a ndu m (monthly)
* Note dinformalion (mensuel)
* Nota informariva (mensile)
* I nformatieve nora (maandelijks)
Gratuit
Gratuit
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
DET gKoNOMISKE oG SoCIALE UDVALG . WIRTSCHAFTS-
UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS ECONOMIC AND SocIAL CoM-
MrrrEE .CovrrE (conorrlrroue ET socrAL . Conarrero
ECONOMICO E SOCIALE
CoutrE
cEs re6l73 (r)
Ecorrrourscx EN SocIAAL
Udtulelser fra Det gkonomiske og sociale Udvalq .for
Det europeiske Qkonomiske Fellesskab og Det europeiske
A to me ne r g ife I I ess k a b. (september-oktober-november-
december 1973).
Maartl974.
1974. lE s. (DK.D.E.F.l.NL)
cEs r96173 (2)
Stellungnahmen des Wirtschafts- und Soziulausschusses
der Europiiischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft und der Euro-
piiisc he n Atomgemeinsc&a/r. (September-Oktober-Novem-
ber-Dezember 1973).
Mirz 1974.
1974. tE S. (DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
cEs r96i73 (3)
Opinions Delivered by the Economic'ond Social Committee
of the Eur\pean Economic Community and the Europeon
Energy Communitl'. (September-October-November-
December 1973).
March 1974.
1974. tE p. (DK.D.E.F.l.NL)
cES 196173 (4)
Avis rendus par le Comiti dconomique et sociul de la
Communoutl iconomique europdenne et de lo Communauti
europdenne de l'6nergie atomique. (septembre-octobre-
novembre-d6cembre 1973.)
Mars 1974.
t97 4. lE p. (DK.D.E. F.I.N L)
cEs r96/73 (5)
Pareri elaborati dal Comitato economico e sociale dello
Comunitd economic'a europea e dellu Comunitd europea
de I I' e ner g i a o t o mic o. (settembre-ottobre-novembre-
dicembre I973).
Marzo 1974.
1974. tE p. (DK.D.E.F.l.NL)
Fallesskabsret
Gemelnschaftsrecht
Communlty Law
Drolt communautalre
Dlrltto comunltarlo
Communautalr recht
Rloer . RAT . CouNcrL . CoNSETL . CoNsrGLro . RAAD
* Fortegnelse over de bestemmelser, dcr fastseltes admini.
sttativt eller ved lov i Fellesskabernes medlemsslater til
gennemfprelse af Fellesskabernes retsakter . Verzeichnis
der in den Mitgliedsraaten der Gemeinschaften in Durch-
fiihrung der Rechtsakte der Gemeinschaften erlassenen
Rechtsvorschriften . List of l,an's and Regulutions Adopted
in the Member States of the Communities in Application qf
Acts Adopted by the Communilies . Ripertoire des disposi-
tions ldgislatives et riglementaires anAftes dans les b,rats
membres des Communautis en application des actes arrdtds
por les Communaufts . Repertorio delle disposizioni legi-
slative e regolamentari adotldte negli Stuti membri della
Comunitd europee in applicazione degli atti adottati dalle
Comunitd . Overzicht van de in de Lid-Staten der Europese
Gemeenschappen, in uitvoering van de besluiten der
Gemeenschappen, vastgestelde wettelijke en bestuurs-
rec htel ij ke hepal ingen.
(bimensuel) (Mult.) Gratuit
* Ripertoire de dispositions adopties par le gouvernement
helllnique
(trimestriel)
cEs r96173 (6)
Door het Ec'onomisch en Sociaal Comiti van de Europese
Economische Gemeenschap en van de Europese Gemeen-
vi
Gratuil
KoMMtssroNEN . KorrlurssroN . CoMMrssroN .
CoMMrssroN . Con,tutsstotrtE . CoMMlsstE
* Einzelstaatliche Entscheidungen ilber Gemeinschafts-
recht . Ddcisions nationales relatives au droit communau-
taire. Decisioni nazionali riguardanti il diritto comunitario'
Nationale beslissingen ten aanzien van Gemeenschapsrecht(unregelmi8ig irr6gulier irregolare onregelmatig)
Cratuit
' * Information om De europaiske Fellesskabers Domstol
* Rdpertoire de dbpositions adopties par le gouvernement
turc
(trimestriel)
Gratuit
x Rdpertoire de dispositiors adoptles par le gouvernement.
du royaume du Maroc
(trimestriel) Gratuit
* Ripertoire de dispositions adopties par le gouvernement
de la Rdpublique tunisienne
(trimestriel)
Cratuit
Cratis
Gerichtshof der Europiiischen
Gratis
Gratis
Vol. 1973
FB t 200,-
Vol. 1973
FB r 200,-
6r28 (6)
Jurispnrlentie vun het Ho.l'vun Justitie 1973-7.(1974').b12.963-1197.(DK.D.E.F.l.NL) Vol.l973
Jaarabonnement FB I 200,-
Ydre forblndelser
Auswdirtlge Bezlehungen
External Relatlons
Relatlons ext6rleures
Relazlonl esterne
Bultenlandse betrekklngen
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMrssroN . Couurssrorrr .
CoMMlsstoN . Coutr,ltsslotrtE . CoMMtsstE
* Udenrigshandel. MAnedsstatistik Aqfienhandel.
Monatsstatistik Foreign Trade. Monthly Statistics
Commerce extirieur. Statistique mensuelle . Commercio
estero. Statistica mensile . Buitenlandse Handel. Maand-
statistiek.(minedlig monatlich monthly mensuel mensile
maandelijks)
Abonnementannuel F8700,-
Konkurrence og Interne marked
Wettbewerb und Blnnenmarkt
Competltlon and lnternal Market
' Concurrence et malch6 lnt6rleur
Goncorrenza e mercato lnterno
Goncurrentle en blnnenlandse markt
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMrssroN . CoMMrssroN '
CoMMtssroN' Couurssror,rE . CoMMtsstE
txl862l74
Droit d'itablissement, libre prestation des services et droil
des socidtis (R6f6rences de textes publi6s dans cette
matiEre).
Opltsningsblad om doLumentation DoAumentations-
bulletin Bulletin on Doc'umentotion Bulletin de ren-
seignement documentdre Bollettino di informazione
dotunrcnturia' Documentutiebulletin.
Tilleg Sonderbeilage Suppl6ment Supplemento.
c ll2. 16.4.1974.
1974.26 p. (Mult.) Gratuit
vii
(uregelmessig)
* Mitteilungen iiber den
Cemeiruchaften
(unregelmiiBig)
* lnformation on the Court of Justice of the European
Communities
(inegular)
Gratuit
Gratuito
Hof van Justitie van de
r1,
Gratis
* Informations sur la Cour de justice des Communautis
europiennes
(irr6gulier)
* Informazioni sulla Corte di giustizia delle Comunitd
euroPee
(irregolare)
* lnformatie beteffende het
Eu ro pese G e mee nsc ha p pe n
(onregelmatig)
DoMsroL . GERTCHTSHoF . CouRToFJusflcE
Coun oe JUsflcE . Conre or GrusflzrA. HoF vANJusrrE
6128 (r)
Sa ml i ng af Domsto lens A.fshre lser. 1973-5.
(197 4). s. s7 5-720. ( DK.D.E. F. l.N L)
Arsabonnement
6t2E (4)
Rec'ueil de lo Jurisprudence de la Cour 1973-7.
(191 4) p. 963-t 197. (DK.D.E.F.I.N L)
Abonnement annuel
rNF/58/74 (2)
Die Zollunion im lahre 1974.
I 4formatlon. 194. Nr. 5t. Binnenmarkt.
r14.2 s. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rNF/5r/74 (3)
The Customs Union in 1974.
I4formation. 1974. No. 5t. lnterior Market.
lfl4.2p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
Okonoml, Yaluta og flnansgr
UYlrtschalt, tilEhrung und Flnanzen
Economlc, Monetary and Flnanclal Aflalrs
Economle, monnale et tlnances
Economla, moneta e tlnanze
Economle, geldwezen en tlnanclgn
Kouurssroren . KoMMrssroN . CoMMrseroN .
CoMMlssroN . CoMMrssroNe . Counarssre
rNF/6U74(4)
la Commission analyse les rdpercussiora de la crise de
l'lnergie.
l4formation. lr4. N' 61.
Economie et finances.
1974.5p. (D.E.F.l.NL)
rNF/6U74(5)
La Commissione analiua
rNF/5E/74 (4)
L'Union douani?re en 1974.
I 4formatlon. 194. N' 58. March6 int6rieur.
1974.2p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit
Gratuit
et craalion d'un droit
Gratuit
Gratuit
le ripercussioni della crisi
|NF/5E/74 (5)
L'Unione doganale nel 1974.
lnf,ormazioni. 1974. N. 5E. Unione doganale.
1974.2p. (D.E.F.LNL) Gratuito
INF/sr/74 (6)
Douane-unie in 1974.
Ter i4formatie. 194. Nr.5t. Interne markt.
1974.2b12. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
txltffiil74
t Oitstation communautaire en mariAre tdlimination des
entraves technlques aux dchanges des produits lndustieb.
(Bibliographie)
Dokumentatiottsbulletln Eulletin on Documzntation .
Bulletin de reueigrcment documentaire , Bollettino di
l4formazione documentaria, Documenotiebulletin.Tilleg Sonderbeilage Suppl6ment Supplemento.
813.t4.5.tn4.
I974. la p. (Mult.)
txltotsn4
Rapprochemcnt des ligislotiow
europAen par convention.
(R6f€rences de textes publi6s dsns cene matiBre.)
Oplysningsblad om dokumentation Dokumcnrarions-
bulletin , Bulletin on Documentation , Bullettn de ren-
seigncment documcntaire Bollettino di i4formazione
documentorla . Documentatlebulletin,
Tilleg Sonderbeilage Suppldment Supplemento.
clt3.t.s.tn4.
ln4.2l p. (Mult.)
energetica.
I 4formazioni. 1974. N. 61.
Economia e finanze.
1974.6p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
INF/6U74(5)
De Europese Commissie analyseerl de gevolgen van de
energie-crisis.
Ter i4formatie.l974. Nr. 61.
Economische en financidle zaken.
1974.2b12.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
6369
Skauestatistik. Arbog . Steuerstatistik. Jahrbuch Tax,
Statisrr'cs. Yearbook Statistiques ftscales. Annuaire
S t a t i s t ic he fi scali. Annuario . Be I ast i n g s I a I istrleli. Jaarboek.
t9&ln2.tn3.
(197a). 139 p. (Mult.) FB 150,-
* Die Wirtschoftslage der Gemeinschqft (vierteliiihrlich)
* The Economic Situation in the Commuuiry (quarterly)t la situation lconomique de la Communazrl (dmestriel)
* La situazione economica della Comunitd (trimestrale)
* De economische toesland van de Gemcenschap (drie-
maandeliiks)
Abonnement annuel FB 350,-
* Schaubilder und Kurzkommentare zur Ko4junktur inder
Gemelrcchaft Grdieken met aantekeningen over de
co4junctuur in de Gemcenschap.(D/Nl)(monatlich' maandel[iks)
* Graphs and Notes on the fuonomic Situation in the
Community . Graphiques et notes rapides sur la co4Jonc-
ture dam la Communaut4.
(E/F) (monthly . mensuel)
Yilt
* Graphiques et notes rapides sur la co4ioncture dans la
Communaut|' Grafici e note rapide sulla congiuntura nclla
Comunitd.
(F/I) (mensuel ' mensile)
Abonnement annuel FB 300,-
* Bericht iiber die Ergebnisse der Ko4iunkturbefragungen
bei den Unternehmern in der Gemeircchqft
(3 Heftejiihrlich)
* Report of the Results of the Business Suneys carried out
among Heads of Enterprbes in the Community
(3 issues a year)
* Rapport sur les rdsultats des enqudtes de co4ionclure
auprls des chefs d'enffeprise de la Communaut€
(3 num6ros par an)
* Rapporto sui risultati delle inchieste congiunturali
effettuate presso gli imprenditori della Comunitd
(tre numeri all'anno)
* Verslag over de resultoren van de co4iunctuurcnqudes
bij het bedrijfsleven in de Gemeewchap
(driemaal perjaar)
Abonnement annuel FB t25,-
Soclale anllggender
Sozlale Angelegenhelten
Socla! Aflalrs
Affalres soclales
Aflarl soclall
Soclale zaken
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN ' Couutsston '
CoMMtssroN . CouuttsstoNE' CoMMlsslE
rNF/5U73 (l)
Syv Qjeblikkelise skridt henimod en europeisk socialpolitik.
I nf,or mation. 1I/3. No. 5 l. Socialpolitik.
(1974). 14 s. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rNF/57l74 (2)
Bilanz 1973.
I 4formation. 194. Nr. 57. Sozid Politik.
1974.3 S. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rNF/57l74 (3)
The Balance- Sheet for 1973.
l4formation. t94. No.57. Social Policy.
194.3p.(D.E.F.|.NL) Gratis
rNF/57/74 (4)
Bilan 1973.
Informotion.l9T4. N" 57. Politique sociale.
t{l4.3p. (D.E.F.l.NL) Gratuit
rNF/57l74 (5)
la politica sociale nel 1973.
Inf,ormazioni. tr4. N.57. Politica sociale.
1974.!p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
rNF/57/74 (6)
Sociale politiek in 1973. Ter i4formatie. 1974. Nr' 57.
Sociale politiek.
1974.3b12.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
5310
Sozialstatistik. Beviilkcrung und Erwerbstiitigkeit' Social
Statistics. Population and Employmezl ' Statistiques so-
ciales. Population et emploi.l96-1n2. ln3.
(1974). 176p. (Mult.) FB 150'-
* lzhrmitteldokumentation-Beruf,sausbildung' Docu-
mzntation pddagogique-Formarion professionnelle
Documentazione pedagogica- Fotmazione professionale'
Pe da g o gbc he do c u me nt a t ie- Beroe p so p leidi ng.
(vierte[iiihrlich' trimestriel' trimestrale' driemaandeliiks)
Gratuit
$ Sozialstatlstik ' Statistiques sociales ' Statistiche sociali'
Sociale statistiek.
(unregelmiiBig irr6gulier irregolare onregelmatig)
Abonnementannuel FB 750''
lndustrl
!ndustrle
lndustry
lndustrle
lndustrla
lndustrle
Kouurssronen . KoMMtsstoN . Gounatsstor '
CoMMlssroN . CoMMtsstoNE' CoMMlsslE
u7713
Rfijern og stdl. Basispriser og jern- og stdlproducenter '
Roheisen und Stahlerzeugnbse. Grundpreise und Stahl-
unternehmen , Pig lron and Steel. Basis Prices and lron and
Steel Undertakings Fontes et aciers. Prix de base el
entreprises siddrurgiques' Ghise ed acciai. Prezzi base e
imprese siderurgiche ' Ruwijzer en staalprodukten. Basis-
prijzen en ijzer- en staalondernemingen.
l7 ann6e. N'3. (Additif n'2).30.4.1n4.
t97 4. tU p. (D K/D/E/ F/I/N L)
Abonnement annuel FB 1600,-
ix
* Eisen und Stahl , Sidirurgie . Siderurgia . IJzer- en
slaalindustrie
(zweimonatlich . bimestriel . bimestrale . tweemaandelijks)
Abonnement annuel FB 550,-
* Industriestatistik Industrial Statistics Statistiques
industrielles, Statistiche dell'industria. lndustriestatistiek.(viertefidhrlich quarterly trimestriel trimestrale
driemaandelijks)
Abonnement annuel FB 575,-
* Industrie und Gesellschaft (wiichEntlich) Gratis
* Industry and Socrety (weekly) Gratis
* Industrie et sociltl (hebdomadaire) Gratuit
* Industria e societd (settimanale) Gratuito
* lndustrie en samenleving (wekel(iks) Gratis
Energl
Energle
Energy
Energle
Energla
Energle
Korrltrurssroueu . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN '
Couutssrotrt . Couurssrotrte . Courrltrssre
* Energistatistik EnergiestatistiL ) Energy Statisrics
Statistiques de l'4nergie , Statistiche dell'energia. Energie-
statistiek.(kvartalsvis vierteljiihrlich quarterly trimestriel
trimestrale . driemaandelijks)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,-
Landbrugspolltlk
Landwlrtschatt
Agrlculture
Polltlque agrlcole
Agrlcoltura
Landbouw
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
Goutrrilssrolrt . CouutsstolrtE . CoMMrsstE
E3E2 (5)
La riconversione dei lavoratori che abbandonano l'agricol-
tura.
Le situazioni ed i problemi nei sei paesi della CEE.
Rapporto di sintesi. Giugno 1971.(lnq.65 p. (D.F.I.NL) Gratuito
x
v1lto66l74
Agrurmiirkte. Pflanzliche Produkte. Preise Murchis
u,lric'oles, Produits vigitaux. Prix Mercati agricoli.
P rodo t t i ve get a I i. P rezzi . ltt nd ho uv, mar kt e n. Pla nt ut rdi g e
produ kten. Pijzen. 1967 I 68 
- 
1972173.
1974.171p. (D/F/I/NL) Gratuit
* Agrarmiirkte. Serie Preise: Pflanzliche Produkte
Marc hds ag ricoles. S6rie Prix : Produits vdgdtaux . Mercati
agricoli, Serie Prezzi: Prodotti vegetali . Landbouwmark-
ten. Serie Prijzen: Plantaailige produkten.
(unregelmiiBig irr6gulier irregolare onregelmatig)
Gratuit
* Agrarmiirkte. Serie Preise: Tierbche Produkte. Marchis
agricoles. S6rie Prix: Produits animaux . Mercati agricoli.
Serie Prezzi: Prodotti animali . landbouwmarkten, Sefie
Prijzen : Die rl ij ke produ kt en.(unregelmiiBig irr6gulier irregolare onregelmatig)
Gratuit
* Agrarmiirkte. Serie Handelsaustausch Marchis
agricoles . SEne bhanges commerciaux . Mercati agricoli,
Seie Scambi commerciali l,andbouwmarkten. Sene,
Handel.
(unregelmiiBig irr6gulier irregolare onregelmatig)
Gratuit
* Londbrugsstatistik . Agruntatistik . Agricuhural Statis-
tics . Statistique agricole . Statistica agraria . landbouw-
statistiek.
(uregelmessig unregelmilJig irregular . irr6gulier .
irregolare .onregelmatig) Gratuit
Landsdelspolltlk
Reglonalpolltlk
ReglonalPollcy
Polltique 169lonale
Polltlca reglonale
Regionale polltiek
KoMMrssroNEN KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
Couurssrotr . CouutsstotrtE . CoMMtsstE
rNF/60/74 (2)
Die regionalen Probleme in der erueiterlen Gemeinschaft.
I nformution. 1974. Nr. 60. Regionalpolitik.
1974.3 S. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rN F/60/74 (3)
Regional problems in the enlarged Community,
lnforntation. 1974. No. 60. Regional Policy.
194.3p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rNF/60/74 (4)
Its problimes rigionaux dans la Communauti ilarSie.
I nfo rma t io n. I 974. N" 60. Politique r6gionale.
1974.3 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit
rNF/60/74 (5)
Problemi regionali nella Comunitd allargah'
Informazioni. 1974. N. 60. Politica regionale'
6lq.lp.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
rNF/60/74 (6)
Regionale problemen in de vergrote Gemeen chap.
Ter informatie.l974. Nr. 60. Regionaal beleid.
1974.!blz.(D.E.F.l.NL) Gratis
Udvlkllng og samarbelde
Entwlcklung und Zusammenalbelt
Development and Cooperatlon
D6veloppement et coop6ratlon
D6veloppemont et coop6ratlon
Svlluppo e cooperazlone
Ontwlkkellng en samenwerklng
KoMMrsstoNEN . KoMMtsstoN ' CoMMlssloN '
CoMMrsstoN . CoMMtsstoNe' Conamtsgte
* Associis. Statistiques g6n6rales et du commerce exterieur(trimestriel) Gratuit
* Situation semestrielle des proiets du 2e FED (Fonds
europ6en de d6veloppement) en exicution.(semestriel) Gratuit
* Situation semestrielle des projets da J" FED (Fonds
europ6en de d6veloppemenl) en exicution.(semestriel) Gratuit
* Association News
(bi-monthly)
* Courrier de l'association
(bimestriel)
Gratis
Vldenskab og teknologl
Wlssenschaft und Technologle
Sclence andTechnology
Sclence et technologle
Sclenza e tecnologla
Wetenschap en technologle
KoMMlssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN ' CoMMtssloN '
Corurrllrssrorrr' CoMMtsstoNE' CoMMlsslE
6372(3)
Neutron Spin Precession in Polarized Nuclear Targels.
By M. Forte.
EUR 5054.
197a. l8 p. (E)
632r (6)
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Syvd;rde Almindelige Beretning
om Fallesskabernes Aktiviteter 
")
Prisi 100 fb.
Offentl i ggjort for nyl ig
Konkurenceb€relningen er blcvet et vEsntligt og tilbagevendende punkt i
dialogen mellem Eurepa-Parlmentet og Kommissionen. Den foreliggende
beretning indeholder en redegorelse over konkunencepolitikken i ly,3.
FORSTE DEt- : Konlunen epolitil over lbr virA:omheder
Kapitel I : Hovedliqieme i udviklingen i Fellesskabets politik
Kaoitel I I : De vietisste heslutnineer. derer trufret af Kommissionen
eNogN ogL, -KinAurrencepolitiil,en ued henryn til stotsinteruention over
for virAsomheder
Kapitel l: Statssldtte
t(apitel I I : Tilpasningaf statslige handelsmonopoler
TREDJE DEL : Koncentmtionstendensemes udvikling inden for Fallesskabet
Bilag: Liste over Kommissionens individuelle beslulninger og Domstolens
domme i Ir3
Dritter Bericht
*rner die
iffettbewerbspolitik
Soeben erschienen
Der Wettbewerbsbericht ist mitdeHeile eitr wesentlicher und regelmeBiger
Besrandteil dcs Dialogs zwishen dem Europeishen Parlament und der
Kommission geworden. Der vorliegende Bericht zieht eine Bilanz der Wett-
hewerbspolitik im Jahre 1973.
ERSTER TEIL 
- 
Die gemeinschqfrliche Wetthu,erhspolitil gegeniiber den
Unteruehmen
Kapitel I 
- 
Besondere Entvicklungen in der Gemeinschaftspolitik
Kapitel I I 
- 
Die wichtigsten Ent$heidungen der Kommission
ZWEITER TEI L 
- 
Die WetthewefispolitiA heziiglich staatlicher Ma$nohmen
gegeniibt Unteruehmen
Kapitel I 
- 
Srmtliche Beihilfen
Kapitel ll 
- 
Umlbmung der staatlichen Handelsmonopole
DRITTER TEIL 
- 
Die Enoicllung .let Konzentrulion in der Gemeircchoft
Anhtng: Yeneichnis der Einzelfallentrheidungen der Kommission und der
Uneile des Europ?iischen Gerichishofes
(Anlage zum
,,Siebenten Gesamtbericht 0ber
die TEtigkeit der Gemeinschaften")
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Third Report
on
Competition
' Policy
(Annexed to the
'Seventh General Report on
the Activities ol the Communities')
Price:
Recently published
ln what has become an essenlial and regular pan of the dialogue belween the
Europqn Parliament and the Commission, this reporl sums up developments
in competition policy in 1973.
PART ONE 
- 
C<rnpcrition I'oli<'v torardt Entetprises
Chapter I 
- 
Main Development in the Community's Policy
Chilpter ll 
- 
Main Commission Decisions
PART TwO 
- 
Coupetilion Pollct ond (;oreilment A$isttnce lo EntetPrises
Chaprer I 
- 
Stateaids
Chilpter ll 
- 
The adjustment of State mnopolies of a commercial chamcter
PART THREE 
- 
The derelopment of coruentotion fithin rhe Commxnil!
,,latre,r. l-ist of individual decisions of the Commission and rulings of the
1 00 fb. Courl ofJustice msde in 1973
Troisidme Rapport
sur
!a politique
de
concurrence
(Joint au
n SeptlAme Rapport g6n6ral
sur l'actlvlt6 des Gommunaut6s")
Prlx: 100 tb.
Viens de paraitre
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Le pr6snt mppon 6fablit, dans ce qui st-dfuomais devenu un 6t6me. I
Gsenliel et regulier du dialogue entre le Pillemeqf eurcpeen et la Commission,
le bilm de la politique de concureme en 1y,3.
pnglrdtEnB PARTIE 
- 
la politlque de concuntnce d ldgarddesentrepriw
Chapitrc I : Principaux ddveloppemenls de la politique cc:--il,dmuti 
-€Ctrailtrelt: Principalesd6cisi'onsdelaComiission ', (
DEUXIEME PARTIE: la politlque de concurrence d ligord des inte1,'entlore
de I Ettt yb-d-r,is da enfieprlses
Chapitre I : Les aides d'Etat
Chapitre.l I : L'm6mgement des monopoles natlonaux i camctlre comn ercial
TROISIEME PARTIE: L'lvolution dc la concentrqtion dary la CommuroiltA
,4uue.re.' Liste des d€cisions individuelle de la Comission et des mStn de la
Cour de justice conemant I'applicatioo dB aflicles E5 et 85 dr, tmit6
CEE et des articles 65 et 65 du tsait6 CECA inteBenus au ccum de
l'ann6e 1973
Terza Relazione
sulla
politica
di
concorrenza
(Allegata alla
u Settima Relazlone generale
sull'attlvltA delle ComunitA 
" 
)
Prezzoi 1 00 fb.
NovitA
l-a pre*nte relzione ontiene, nel quadro di quello che D orrui divel
elemento essenziale e regotarc det diatogo fm il Parlmento 
"r.*l*lComissione, il bilancio della politie di mncorem nel I973.
PARTE PRIMA : Ia polltlca della concorrenzo nei iguordi delle imprw
Capitolo I : Principali sviluppi della politica comunitada
Capitolo I I : Principali decisioni prcse dalla Commissione
PARTE SECONDA: la politico di con<.onenza in remo di intementl dello
Stoto nei rlgrcrdi delle lmprae
Capitolo I : Gli aiuti statali
Capilolo ll: ll riordimmento del monopoli wionali a emttere commerciale
PARTE TERZA : Gli *ihqpi delle c.oacentrazioni nello Comunitd
Allesilo: Eleaco delle decisioni della Comissione sui mi sDecifici e delle
sentena della Corte di giustizia relative all'appliwione degli
aflicoli 85 e t5 del tmttato CEE e degli articoli 65 e 66 del tmlrato \
CECA itrteryenute nel com dell'mno 1973
Derde verslag
over het
Zojuist verschenen
Het onderhavige veElag mmkt, in hetgeen v@rtaan een ssentiel en vast
element al zijn in de dialoog tussn het Europese pslement en de Commisie.
de balms op van het mededingingsbeleid in l973.
DEEL li He, mededinglngsheletd jegens de ondenemingen
H@ldstuk I 
- 
Vmmmste ontwikkelingen inhet beleid van de Gemeenshap
H@fdstuk I I 
- 
Voomumste beshikkingen van de Comissie
DEEL I I : Het mededingingsbeleid in vsfutnd ma de srexnmailregelen yon .L
ltoten ten dtnien ron de ondernemingen
Hmfdstuk I 
- 
Steummtregelen vm de stul
H@tdstuk ll 
- 
De ampmsing vm de mtiomle monopolies van commerciele
mrd
DEEL l l I : De ontti(Leling vm de concentatie in de G emeewhup
Biilagd List vm de beschikkingen vm de Commissie in afzonderlijke gevallen
en vu de mesten vffi het Hof ve Justitie van de Europese Gemeen-
schapp€n betreffende de tcpassing van de anikelen t5 en t5 vu het
EEG-Verdmg en de artikelen 65 en 66 van het EGKS-Verdmg uit heaju1973.
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